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Chapter 1

Introduction

A. Context

Everyone in society is affected by risk in one way or another. Risk arises

when there is the possibility of more than one outcome and one of these

possible outcomes has negative consequences; e.g., a financial loss.

Individuals, businesses and other organizations face various risks in their

different activities, and insurance helps protect them against these risks.

Even if someone does not purchase insurance, they may still be the

beneficiary of insurance purchased by another. Hence, risk and insurance

are pervasive throughout the world. More insurance is purchased in the

United States than in any other country, although some insurance markets

in other countries are growing rapidly (see Figure 1.1). Private systems

generated $1.1 trillion in premiums in the United States in 2004.

Because of its important and pervasive role in the economy, insurance is an

industry that is vested with public interest. The economic well-being of

every citizen is strongly affected by the adequacy of their insurance

protection and how much they pay for it. Consequently, the government has

become closely involved in mandating, providing and regulating insurance.



Figure 1.1

Insurance Premiums in Leading Countries in 2004 

($ Billions)

The development of the insurance industry in the United States is closely

integrated with its regulation. This regulatory system is largely a function

of the structure of the industry and public goals, and the structure of the

industry, in turn, has been influenced heavily by its regulation. To

understand one, it is necessary to understand the other.

The business of insurance is regulated principally by the states. Each state

has an insurance official who is charged with overseeing the solvency of

insurance companies doing business in the state, as well as their rates and

market practices. A considerable institutional framework has been

developed over the years to assist insurance commissioners in performing

these regulatory responsibilities. This framework consists of the laws,

regulations, policies, procedures, personnel, knowledge and physical

facilities designed to oversee this important financial industry. 

Insurance regulation has been subject to increasing external and internal

pressures in recent years that have forced the states to respond.

Fundamental changes in the structure and performance of the insurance
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industry have complicated regulators’ jobs. Competitive forces have caused

insurers to assume increased risk in order to offer more attractive prices and

products to consumers. Insurance markets have increasingly become

national and international in scope as insurers have widened the boundaries

of their operations. High costs in some lines of insurance and the economic

impact of natural and man-made disasters have focused greater public

attention on regulatory decisions.

These forces have had a dramatic effect on insurance regulatory

institutions. Over the past two decades, the states have engaged in an

unprecedented program to revamp the framework for insurance regulation.

A good share of this effort has been directed at strengthening solvency

regulation by establishing higher capital standards for insurers, expanding

financial reporting, improving monitoring tools and accrediting insurance

departments. A second wave of initiatives has focused on improving the

effectiveness and efficiency of market regulation. The states have

significantly enhanced the resources devoted to insurance regulation in

terms of people, technology and systems to support these efforts. The

National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) has played a

central role in state regulators’ efforts to coordinate, strengthen and

streamline their oversight of the insurance industry.

The purpose of this text is to provide regulators and others with a basic

introduction to the insurance industry and its regulation, written from a

regulatory perspective. Specifically, this book explains key insurance

concepts and products, outlines the industry’s economic structure and

reviews the important elements of the system of regulation. In addition, this

book provides readers with a basic conceptual framework for

understanding and evaluating regulatory activities and the relationship

between the evolving structure of the industry and regulatory policy. The

goal is to help readers understand how the industry functions and how

regulatory mechanisms and policies are designed and implemented to

foster the industry’s development and protect consumers.
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B. Approach and Organization of Text

The text is organized into 12 chapters: 1) an introduction; 2) insurance

concepts; 3) insurers’ functions; 4) insurance products; 5) insurer

organizational forms; 6) a conceptual framework for insurance markets; 7)

the economic structure of the insurance industry; 8) principles of insurance

regulation; 9) insurance regulatory institutions; 10) financial regulatory

activities; 11) market regulatory activities; and 12) significant industry

trends and implications for regulation. Each chapter begins with a list of

objectives and ends with a synopsis of key points and suggested references

for further study. Appendices provide a glossary of terms and a list of

important information sources on insurance. A comprehensive list of

references and a subject index also are provided.

These different topics are integrated into a cohesive framework to help

readers organize the information and relate the economics of the industry to

how it is regulated. The text provides a “high-level” overview of each area

and citations to more detailed material for readers who wish to delve more

deeply into a particular topic. The presentation is intuitive and non-

technical to appeal to readers that are relatively new to the insurance

industry and its regulation. The text serves a secondary objective of

providing a good reference for other information sources on the industry

and its regulation. The discussion of important industry trends also will

help readers think about their implications for regulatory institutions and

policies.
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Chapter 2

Important Insurance
Concepts

Chapter Objectives

1. Illustrate how insurance is used to manage risk and reduce uncertainty.

2. Explain the importance of efficiency and equity as key criteria for

evaluating the performance of insurance systems.

3. Identify the conditions for insurability of risk exposures and their

significance.

4. Discuss the problems of adverse selection and moral hazard and the

need to mitigate these problems in designing and selling insurance

contracts.

5. Explain the key concepts of indemnity and insurable interest underlying

insurance contracts.



A. Risk and Uncertainty

Risk is endemic to life and business and something that risk-averse

individuals and firms have good reason to manage. Broadly defined, risk is

a condition in which more than one outcome is possible. Uncertainty

refers to the perception of risk, which may or may not correspond closely

to reality. That is, situations in which the possibility of one or more

negative outcomes may or may not occur. Individuals and firms face a

number of perils that threaten them with financial losses and other adverse

consequences. A peril is an event that causes a loss, such as hostile fires,

earthquakes, windstorms and premature death.

Insurance texts distinguish between “pure risk” and “speculative risk.”

Pure risk involves no chance of economic gain and uncertainty about

whether a financial loss will occur and possibly how much that financial

loss will be. Speculative risk involves the chance of gain or loss and, in

theory, is not insurable. Gambling is an example of speculative risk.

The chance of damage to one’s home from a fire or storm is an example of a

pure risk. The cause of such a loss is accidental and uncertain. Homeowners

do not know whether they will have such a loss, when it would occur and

how severe it would be. Homeowners only know that a loss might occur

because of a random act of nature or other event outside of their control.

Moreover, homeowners have nothing to gain from losing their home.

B. Pooling and Diversification of Risk 

through Insurance

Individuals and firms can reduce the pure risks they face through insurance

mechanisms designed to transfer and diversify risk across a wider base of

exposures and/or over time. This is accomplished by pooling losses for a

group of individuals or firms in some manner. Members of the group share

all losses that are incurred by its members. In effect, members of the group

exchange a smaller, more certain financial contribution for protection

against a larger, uncertain loss. Combining losses for a group and sharing

them in some manner among group members makes this possible.
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Uncertainty and the law of large numbers make insurance valuable, as

well as feasible. As the number of members of an insurance pool increases,

the random or uncertain aspect of the occurrence of accidents and claims

for benefits is reduced, and there is greater certainty about the total losses

that the pool will suffer. This allows the pool to allocate its costs among

members in the form of smaller, certain premiums or assessments. In

essence, pool members exchange their fair share of total pool costs in return

for protection against the risk of a potentially much larger loss that they

would otherwise face individually.

Risk and uncertainty is reduced through sharing all losses among the group

members and the greater predictability of losses achieved by increasing the

number of members of the pool. As the size of a pool increases, its actual

losses will tend to come closer to its expected or predicted losses based on

the risk levels of its members. Assuming that pool members are risk averse

— i.e., they value greater certainty and the reduction of risk — pool

members will be willing to pay some additional premium over their

expected loss to cover the costs of administering the pool in return for the

reduction in risk. This is called a risk premium.
1

It should be stressed that pooling losses does not necessarily mean that

every pool member will make an equal contribution to the pool. In theory,

equal contributions only make sense if every member of the pool has the

same risk of loss. In practice, most pools contain members whose risk

varies. Individual pool contributions can be based on each member’s

relative degree of risk, so that individuals with greater risk pay higher

premiums. As explained below, this maintains low-risk pool members’

incentives to remain in the pool. Pools can be organized in various ways

(e.g., group self-insurance, insurance companies, etc.), but the basic

concept is the same.

1 The expected loss is essentially equal to the probability that a loss will occur, multiplied

times the amount or severity of the loss. A premium equal to the expected loss but that

contains no provision for expenses or profit is sometimes called the “actuarially fair

premium.”



C. Efficiency and Equity

Efficiency is a concept that is more often discussed by economists than

insurance experts, but it is relevant to all markets and insurance systems.

The highest level of efficiency is achieved when resources are used in the

best way possible to maximize social welfare (i.e., the combined utility of

all members of society). In other words, there is no other possible allocation

of resources that would produce a higher level of social welfare. This

implies that the benefits of an activity should at least equal its cost or the

activity should not be undertaken and that all activities are performed at the

lowest cost possible. When this occurs, society reaps the maximum value

from the employment of its resources. With respect to insurance, this means

individuals and firms are managing risk in the best manner possible from

their perspectives, as well as society’s perspective. Managing risk

efficiently requires selling and purchasing optimal insurance contracts, as

well as retaining and controlling losses to the extent that it is cost-effective

to do so.

Equity is another word for “fairness,” and both terms can imply different

things to different people. Some might interpret equity to mean that all

insureds should pay the same premiums or receive the same benefits from

insurance contracts, regardless of their relative risk. A variation of this view

of equity is based on ability to pay; i.e., those with greater resources would

be expected to pay more than those with fewer resources. Alternatively,

others define equity to mean that individuals should pay costs according to

the benefits they receive. Based on this interpretation, equity in insurance

markets is achieved when individuals pay premiums commensurate with

their relative risk; i.e., high-risk insureds pay higher premiums than low-

risk insureds.

There is a tradeoff between the first interpretation of equity and efficiency.

Equal premium payments among insureds with different levels of risk will

reduce efficiency. Low-risk insureds will be induced to buy too little

insurance and high-risk insureds will be induced to buy too much.

Incentives to mitigate losses also will be distorted by equalizing premium

payments. Individuals who do not pay the full cost of their insurance will

have less incentive to reduce their risk to lower their premiums.
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The second interpretation of equity is consistent with maximizing

economic efficiency. Allocating the full costs of activities to their

beneficiaries will encourage insurance and loss-control expenditures that

maximize social welfare. Individuals and firms will be induced to reduce

their risk of loss if the resulting savings (from lower insurance premiums or

retained losses) exceeds their cost of reducing risk (e.g., investing in loss

prevention). Consequently, there is no tradeoff between this notion of

equity and efficiency.

D. Conditions for Insurability

In theory, risk exposures should meet several conditions to be insurable in

a private market. In reality, few risks meet these conditions exactly, but the

further they diverge the less insurable they become. The four conditions for

insurability are:

� Many independent and identically distributed exposure units;

� The premium should be economically feasible;

� Losses should be unintentional and accidental; and

� Losses should be easily determinable.

Independence means that there is no correlation between an event causing

a loss to one exposure and an event causing a loss to another. Identically

distributed means each exposure faces the same probability distribution of

potential losses. The law of large numbers works most effectively in the

pooling and diversification of risk exposures when they are independent

and identically distributed. This condition is violated when a significant

number of exposures could suffer losses because of one or a series of

related events, such as a hurricane or a deadly epidemic. Insurers can use

devices such as reinsurance or catastrophe bonds to cope with this problem,

but there are practical limits to how much risk can be diversified through

these instruments.

An economically feasible premium is sufficient to cover an insurer’s cost

of providing insurance (i.e., expected loss, necessary expenses and cost of

capital), but still low enough to be attractive to potential insureds.

Economically feasible premiums are most achievable when the probability

of loss is relatively low and insurers’ loading for expenses and profit would
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not exceed the risk premium that an insured would be willing to pay. When

the probability of loss reaches higher levels, the corresponding premium

will approach or exceed the potential loss. In such a situation, the cost of

insurance is so high that a person would be better off if he or she kept the

money to pay for a loss that is very likely to occur or find other ways to

avoid the loss.

The third condition for insurability is that losses should be unintentional

and accidental. There are several reasons for this. One is that insuring

intentional losses may give rise to moral hazard, a problem explained

further below. When moral hazard is present, losses are more likely to

occur. Also, from a social point of view, insuring intentional losses would

encourage deliberate destruction of property or loss of life (Skipper, et. al.,

2006). In addition, losses that occur naturally over time (e.g., the

depreciation of an automobile) and are not accidental tend not to be

insurable. Such losses are essentially certain and it would be more efficient

to budget for them than to purchase insurance.

The final condition is that losses should be easily determinable. If it is

impossible to determine whether a loss has occurred or its severity, then the

insurer will have no objective information to determine if a claim should be

paid or how much the payment should be. If determining a loss is difficult

but not impossible, the cost of adjusting a claim may be so high that it is

not possible to offer insurance at an economically feasible premium.

E. Asymmetric Information Problems

1. Adverse Selection

Adverse selection occurs when high-risk individuals are more likely to

purchase insurance than low-risk individuals (Harrington and Niehaus,

2003). This can happen when insureds have better knowledge of their risk

than insurers. If everyone is charged the same premium based on the

average (expected) loss of all insureds combined, then low-risk insureds

will pay more and high-risk insureds will pay less than their actuarially fair

premiums. This could prompt low-risk individuals to leave the pool and
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high-risk individuals to join the pool. When this happens, an insurance pool

tends to shrink to a smaller and smaller group of high-risk insureds until the

pool eventually collapses.
2

Insurers seek to avoid adverse selection through accurate risk classification

and by charging a premium that is commensurate with an insured’s true risk

level. Efficient or risk-based insurance pricing discourages adverse

selection, but insurers may face constraints in obtaining adequate

information and accurately assessing an individual’s risk (Phillips, 1998).

This leads to potential adverse selection because insurers cannot accurately

distinguish between insureds’ risk levels and are subject to selling

insurance to high-risk insureds at a price less than their expected cost.

Adverse selection represents a “market failure” in that the informational

constraints faced by insurers can cause the market to provide a less than

optimal amount of insurance and eventually collapse in the extreme case.

Consequently, insurers strive to increase information on insureds’ risk and

then employ pricing, underwriting and policy-design measures that

discourage adverse selection and help the market function more effectively.

Regulators and other government officials may or may not approve certain

measures to avoid adverse selection, depending on their perceptions of

what is efficient and equitable.

2. Moral Hazard

Moral hazard is another type of market failure that occurs when having

insurance causes insureds to change their behavior; i.e., either to

intentionally cause losses or expend less effort to avoid losses. Insurance

experts draw a distinction between “moral hazard” and “morale hazard.” In

this lexicon, moral hazard occurs when the insured stands to gain from

2 In theory, insurers might attempt to get individuals to reveal their risk level by offering

policies that provide full protection and others that do not. High-risk individuals will

have a greater preference for full insurance coverage at an appropriate price. However,

in practice, there are impediments to the success of such a strategy and it does not

appear that most insurers employ it.



causing an accident and filing a claim. For example, this could occur if a

homeowner could insure a home for more than its market value and gain

financially from its loss. Morale hazard arises when an insured has

diminished incentives to prevent losses but would not gain financially from

an insured event; for example, an insured homeowner who is more careless

in preventing losses, such as failing to repair faulty electrical wiring.

Economists tend to use the term moral hazard to cover both phenomena,

which will be the convention used in this text.

Insurance is impractical in the extreme case of moral hazard, as losses

would be intentional and certain. In the less severe case, moral hazard can

create significant problems but is not necessarily fatal to a market. If

insurers must assume that insureds will act less safely, then they will charge

a higher premium to cover higher expected losses. This is still an inefficient

result if the cost to insureds of taking more precautions (e.g., fixing faulty

wiring in their home) is less than the extra premiums they are charged for

not taking the precautions. This problem can be remedied if insurers can

restore insureds’ incentives to avoid losses.

Insurers combat moral hazard through cost-sharing with insureds, offering

premium discounts or credits for safety measures, setting certain policy

terms and conditions, and declining to provide coverage in situations where

moral hazard is a serious concern. Cost-sharing can take the form of

deductibles, policy limits and co-insurance provisions that cause the

insured to bear some portion of his or her loss. Retaining some portion of

the potential loss increases the insured’s incentive to decrease the chance of

loss. While such measures have a desirable effect on insureds’ incentives,

they result in incomplete insurance and diminish the amount of protection.

Alternatively, insurers may seek to improve incentives by offering

discounts for loss-prevention measures and declining to sell insurance to

individuals who do not demonstrate a commitment to safety. Again,

regulators may find some of these measures acceptable and others to be

problematic.
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Important Insurance Concepts

F. Principles of Indemnity 

and Insurable Interest

The principles underlying risk and insurance are reflected in the design of

insurance contracts. Two key concepts are the principles of indemnity and

insurable interest. Under the principle of indemnity, insureds should not

profit from a covered loss but should be restored to no better than their

financial position prior to the loss (Rejda, 2005).
3
The objective is to ensure

that insureds do not gain financially from losses and, in turn, reduce moral

hazard. If insureds could profit from insurance coverage of a loss, they

would have an incentive to cause losses and a disincentive to take

precautions to avoid losses. Most property and liability contracts are

contracts of indemnity. Losses in such contracts are typically settled on the

basis of actual cash value (i.e., replacement cost less depreciation) or fair

market value.

However, there are some insurance contracts that constitute exceptions to

the indemnity principle. A valued policy pays the face amount of insurance

regardless of the actual cash value of the loss. Valued policies are

sometimes used to insure items for which it would be difficult to determine

the actual cash value or fair market value, such as rare antiques. Some

states have valued policy laws that require payment of the face amount of

insurance in the instance of total losses to real property from certain perils.

Some insurers offer replacement cost contracts, where the cost of

replacing the insured property is paid with no deduction for depreciation.

For such contracts, insurers typically require a minimum ratio of the market

value to replacement cost (e.g., 70 percent) be met to diminish moral

hazard. Finally, life insurance contracts are not contracts of indemnity, but

rather are valued policies that pay a stated benefit in the event of the

insured’s death.

3 If an insured was fully indemnified, he or she would be restored exactly to his or her

prior financial condition. In practice, many insurance contracts do not provide full

indemnification; i.e., the insured will retain some portion of a loss or related costs that

are not covered by insurance.



The second important concept is the principle of insurable interest.

According to this principle, the insured must suffer some form of loss or

harm if the insured event occurs (Rejda, 2005). The nature of the loss or

harm could be financial or psychological, as in the case of the death of a

family member. Insurable interest is necessary to prevent gambling, reduce

moral hazard and measure the insured loss. Otherwise, individuals could

purchase insurance contracts as a matter of speculation (e.g., insuring

another’s home in which the insured does not have a financial interest)

and/or gain from causing a loss. The same principle applies to life insurance

contracts: Purchasing a life insurance policy on a person with whom they

have no family relationship or pecuniary interest raises obvious questions

about the insurance buyer’s intentions.

Insurance contracts reflect a number of other concepts and contain certain

standard provisions. Rejda (2005) provides a more detailed discussion of

these concepts and provisions for the interested reader.

Synopsis of Key Concepts

1. Insurance serves an essential role in diversifying risk and reducing

uncertainty by pooling losses among a group of individuals or firms.

2. Social welfare is maximized when insurance markets function

efficiently and the costs of different activities are equal to their benefits.

3. Equity can be defined in different ways, but it is consistent with

economic efficiency when individuals pay insurance premiums

commensurate with their relative risk of loss.

4. Risk exposures may not be insurable if they fail to meet four conditions:

1) many independent and identically distributed exposure units;

2) economically feasible premiums; 3) losses are unintentional and

accidental; and 4) losses are easily determined.

5. Adverse selection arises when high-risk individuals are more likely and

low-risk individuals are less likely to buy insurance. Adverse selection

can be diminished by risk-based pricing, proper underwriting selection

and policy design.
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6. Moral hazard arises when insureds stand to gain from causing a loss

and/or have diminished incentive to prevent losses. Insurers combat

moral hazard by having insureds bear a portion of their losses and

declining to offer insurance in situations where the insured would gain

financially from having a loss.

7. Insurance contracts embody various concepts, including the principles

of indemnity and insurable interest. Under the principle of indemnity,

in the event of a loss, insureds should not gain financially from

insurance and should be restored to no better than their prior position.

Under the principle of insurable interest, the insured must suffer some

harm or loss if the insured event occurs.
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Chapter 3

Functions
Performed by
Insurers and
Intermediaries

Chapter Objectives

1. Explain the basic functions performed by insurers and intermediaries

and their essential roles in insurance markets.

2. Discuss the interaction between the various insurer and intermediary

functions in contributing to efficient insurance markets and consumer

welfare.

3. Outline the basic principles and practices involved in each of the basic

industry functions.



Insurance companies, other insurance providers and intermediaries (i.e.,

agents and brokers) perform a number of important functions in the

insurance system. The functions described in this chapter are inherent to

insurance, regardless of whether they are provided by insurance companies

or other types of firms or organizations. These functions include: product

or contract design; pricing; production/distribution; underwriting; loss

settlement; investment; and reinsurance. It is important to understand these

basic functions in evaluating the efficiency of different insurance

arrangements and regulatory policy.

A. Product Design

The insurance process starts with creating products (i.e., policies or

contracts) that specify the obligations between insurers and insureds. The

various types of insurance products are discussed in Chapter 4, but it is

important here to recognize the product-creation process. It is in this

process that insurers determine consumers’ risk-management and transfer

needs and develop insurance contracts that will meet those needs consistent

with the basic insurance principles discussed in Chapter 2. Insurance

contracts must provide value to the insured in terms of coverage against

specified perils while protecting the insurer against moral hazard and other

problems that would expose the insurer to uncontrollable or unanticipated

losses that could not be fairly priced.

Insurance contracts typically include provisions for covered perils,

coverage amounts and limits, deductibles/retentions, co-insurance

provisions, coverage exclusions, the basis of loss settlement and additional

coverages. These provisions provide coverage for losses, administrative

efficiencies and loss mitigation incentives in response to insureds’ desired

level of risk retention. From another viewpoint, an insurance contract

represents a bundle of services provided to insureds that includes but is not

limited to risk transfer. These additional services encompass risk

assessment, loss prevention, claims management and investment

management, among others. In response to consumer demand and within

regulatory constraints, competition compels insurers to develop

differentiated products that meet various insureds’ needs and preferences.
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B. Pricing

Pricing involves determining the amount the insured must pay to finance

the loss protection or the potential insurance benefits the insured will

receive, as well as necessary administrative expenses and the insurer’s cost

of capital. For the most part, insurance pricing is prospective, because it is

necessary to determine in advance what insureds must pay to cover losses

incurred and benefits that will be paid in the future, in addition to insurers’

expenses.
1

Because of its prospective nature and the uncertainty associated

with predicting future events and losses, insurance pricing is complex.

Insurers must use extensive data and various actuarial methods to

determine appropriate rates or premiums. At the same time, the competitive

nature of insurance markets introduces additional strategic considerations

into insurers’ decisions on what to charge insureds.
2

For the purposes of this discussion, the price of insurance or the gross

premium is divided into two components: the pure premium and

expenses. Figure 3.1 provides a breakdown of the key components of the

insurance premium or price based on insurers’ financial data. The pure

premium is the amount of losses or benefits that insurers expect to pay, on

average, on a given insurance contract. Expenses comprise all of the

additional costs incurred by insurers in providing coverage and servicing a

policy. These costs include provisions for acquisition of business;

administering policies; adjusting and paying claims; taxes, assessments and

fees; general overhead; and profit or the cost of capital.

1 Some commercial insurance products use “loss-sensitive” pricing, in which at least part

of the premium ultimately paid by the insured depends on actual losses during the

policy period.

2 In theory, insurers might attempt to get individuals to reveal their risk level by offering

policies that provide full protection and others that do not. High-risk individuals will

have a greater preference for full insurance coverage at an appropriate price. However,

in practice, there are impediments to the success of such a strategy and it does not

appear that most insurers employ it.



Figure 3.1

Components of Insurance Premiums*
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Allocating expenses to specific insurance contracts and determining an

appropriate profit-loading require considerable analysis and judgment, as

does projecting expected loss or benefit payments. Setting a profit margin

necessitates calculating a fair rate of return on invested capital. A fair rate

of return should be equivalent to what insurers could earn on alternative

risk-free investments, plus a provision for the risk that insurers’ actual

earnings will be less than expected. Because insurers collect premiums in

advance of paying claims, they must discount premiums for anticipated

investment income on funds held in reserve, net of any expected investment

expenses. Determining the appropriate discount rate requires projecting the

timing of cash inflows and outflows and earnings on investments.

The above principles generally apply to all forms of insurance, but different

approaches are employed for the major types of insurance products.

Property-liability insurance pricing and accident-health insurance pricing

are somewhat similar in concept, although they use different types of data

and specific methods. The pricing of life insurance and annuity contracts is

approached differently because of the different nature of the risk that is

insured and the structures of these contracts.

1. Property-Liability and Accident-Health

Rates can be determined for groups or classes of risks as well as individual

risks. For property-liability insurance, class rating involves applying

various rating factors to a base rate according to the insured’s

characteristics that are reflected in the rating structure.
3

For auto insurance,

for example, an insurer determines the appropriate average premium for all

drivers that it insures and adjusts this premium for a particular insured

using factors for the insured’s selection of coverage provisions, type and

value of vehicle, geographic location, use of vehicle, age, marital status,

driving record and other variables. Table 3.1 provides a simplified example

of class rating for private passenger auto bodily injury/property damage

3 Readers may wish to consult Long and Gregg (1965) for a more detailed discussion of

property-liability insurance pricing.
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liability insurance.
4
Rating factors are expressed in terms of relativities to a

base rate so that the class rate or premium paid by each insured sum to the

total premiums required to fund the expected losses and expense costs for

all insureds.

Table 3.1

Various adjustments may be applied to class or “manual” rates to further

customize the premiums for an insured. These adjustments include

experience rating, schedule rating, discounts, retrospective rating, dividend

plans and judgment rating. Experience rating adjusts an insured’s premium

based on the insured’s historical claims experience. Schedule rating

provides credits or debits for certain qualitative factors, such as whether the

insured has an established loss-prevention program. Discounts may be

offered to larger risks to reflect the fact that some insurer expenses to

service a policy increase less than proportionately with the amount of the

premium. Retrospective rating effectively adjusts an insured’s premiums

after the policy period based on the losses that the insured actually incurred.

Judgment rating, as the term suggests, involves a subjective determination

of an insured’s premium when standard rating plans and other objective

information are insufficient to determine an appropriate price. All of these

4 This is a simplified hypothetical example based on a limited set of rating factors. In

practice, auto insurers use a larger number of factors in class rating.
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measures represent attempts to refine insurance prices to reflect the

underlying costs of a policy as closely as possible. Rates also must be

changed over time to reflect new experience, as well as anticipated changes

in factors affecting future benefit payments.

Alternatively, individual risk rating involves developing premiums for

specific risks based on their particular characteristics and policy provisions

without the use of a class rating plan. In effect, the insurer determines the

necessary premiums to fund the expected losses for a particular insured

rather than a group of risks. Individual risk rating tends to be used for large

commercial risks of sufficient size and experience to develop an

individualized premium without reference to the expected losses for like

risks. 

A property-liability insurer typically uses a combination of its own

historical data and industry historical data in the rating process. Insurers

with a larger volume of business in a particular line will tend to place

greater reliance on their own data, while insurers with less volume use

industry experience more heavily, as their data alone is less statistically

credible (i.e., more subject to random fluctuations) because it is based on

fewer exposures. Insurers also may use a combination of data from

different sources in class rating, employing credibility weighting to

determine the relative effect of each source on determining the rate for a

particular class.
5

State regulators authorize statistical and advisory organizations to collect

and analyze pooled data from insurers and disseminate this information to

assist the rating process. Advisory organizations also may file full rates or

loss costs for approval by regulators and use by insurers.

5 This reflects that the volume of data for some risk categories may not be sufficient, from

a statistical standpoint, to develop accurate or credible loss-cost indications.
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2. Life Insurance and Annuities

Life insurance policies can be purchased with a single premium payment or

periodic premium payments.
6

The net single premium is not common, but

it provides a basis for understanding how life insurance pricing works. The

net single premium can be defined as the present value of the future death

benefit (Rejda, 2005). The premium, combined with compound interest,

must be sufficient to pay all death claims. The gross premium is equal to

the net single premium, plus a provision for expenses.

More common is the net level premium, which consists of a periodic

premium payment that remains the same throughout the duration of the

policy or some other defined period. The calculation of the premium must

consider the probabilities that death benefits will be paid and when they

will be paid, as well as the premium payments that will be made and that

will cease if the insured dies during the policy period. The premium

calculation also must consider the compound interest that will be earned on

accumulated reserves. It is anticipated that, for the average policy or a

group of policies, premium payments in the early years of a policy will

exceed the death benefits paid. In the later years of a typical policy, death

benefits paid are expected to exceed the premium payments received.

Hence, insurers must establish a reserve that reflects the accumulated

difference between premium payments received and death benefits paid.

This reserve is used to pay death benefits when they begin to exceed the

premiums received.

In order to calculate appropriate premiums, insurers must rely on mortality

tables and other information to determine the probabilities associated with

if and when death benefits will be paid and premium payments will cease.

In essence, insurers must project cash inflows and outflows, as well as

investment income on accumulated reserves, to determine the proper

premium for a given insured. The probability of death increases with age.

6 See Rejda (2005) and Black and Skipper (1994) for a more detailed review of life

insurance pricing.
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Consequently, the net premium for a given death benefit increases with

the age of the insured at the time the policy is purchased, as well as the

length of the policy period. Other factors, such as gender and whether

the insured is a smoker, also affect mortality projections and premiums.

Various provisions, such as the accumulation of a cash value, renewability

guarantees, etc., also have cost and pricing implications for life

insurance contracts.

The pricing of an annuity contract is based on similar concepts, except the

insurer must determine the amount of annuity payments it will likely pay

over the duration of the policy, given its specific provisions. Consequently,

premiums for annuities that cease payments when the annuitant dies will be

lower than premiums for annuities that continue to make payments to the

annuitant’s spouse or other beneficiaries after the annuitant dies. As with

life insurance policies, various other annuity contract provisions affect their

cost to insurers and their price to consumers.

C. Production and Distribution

Production and distribution involve the marketing and sale of insurance

contracts and related transactions and activities. Most insurers use

producers (generally known as either agents or brokers) in some capacity

as intermediaries to transact business with insureds; however, a few

insurers market directly to consumers. Typically, a producer will contact or

be contacted by potential insurance buyers and assist buyers in determining

their insurance needs and selecting an insurer and the appropriate

coverages. 

Agents act on the behalf of insurers and do not represent the interests of

consumers per se.
7

The agent submits policy applications and premiums to

an insurer and may have authority to bind coverage under certain

conditions. Agents may provide further services to insurers and insureds,

7 Although agents legally represent insurers, they also have a duty to consumers. Further,

they may choose to advise and assist consumers in the consumers’ best interest.
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such as assisting in the filing and adjusting of claims and changing policy

provisions.

Independent agents can represent more than one insurer and “own” their

book of business.
8

Independent agents generally must be appointed by the

insurers they represent. 

Exclusive or captive agents represent one insurer and do not own the

business they generate. They may be employees of the insurer or

independent contractors. 

A few insurers transact business directly with buyers without the services

of an agent. Generally, insurers that use exclusive agents or direct-

marketing systems are called direct writers. Some insurers also are

beginning to use a mixture of distribution systems and, hence, cannot be

classified purely as independent agency companies or direct writers.

Agents receive a commission (typically a percentage of the premium) or a

salary to perform these functions. Acquisition costs are generally lower for

exclusive agency insurers and direct writers, who maintain greater control

of their sales force and the compensation they receive. Agents for these

insurers also may provide fewer services directly to buyers and receive

more logistical support from their insurers, requiring additional

expenditures by these insurers.

Alternatively, brokers represent and advise buyers and seek coverage from

insurers on behalf of buyers. Brokers are more common in commercial

lines of insurance; however, there are brokers who sell personal lines

coverage.
9

Brokers typically provide a broader range of services, including

8 Effectively, this means that an independent agent’s book of business moves with the

agent if he or she no longer sells insurance for a particular company.

9 Personal lines insurance is sold to individuals and households; commercial lines

insurance is sold to businesses and other organizations.
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risk-management advice, for their clients. Brokers are compensated by

their clients on a commission or fee-for-service basis.
10

Other production/distribution services performed by insurers include

activities related to marketing and advertising; processing applications,

renewals and cancellations; verifying the information submitted on

applications; writing policies; and collecting premiums. Insurers also must

establish and maintain distribution systems and provide information to their

agents. These activities tend to be more extensive for direct writers, who

undertake more responsibility and costs in supporting agents and sales

offices.

D. Underwriting

The underwriting function is critical to the efficient operation of insurance

markets. It entails the risk assessment, classification and selection of

insureds to achieve an insurer’s desired portfolio of risks and determine

appropriate premiums. Underwriting must be coordinated with an insurer’s

pricing structure to ensure the insurer collects adequate premiums to

support its portfolio of risks. The ultimate objective is to match each risk

with an appropriate policy and premium.
11

To the extent that an insurer’s

rating plan does not fully accommodate all variations in risk, the insurer

must decline risks for which its rating plan will not generate an adequate

premium or for which its products are unsuitable. In addition, some risks

may not meet basic requirements for insurability; i.e., the probability of

loss is too high or uncertain to charge an economically feasible premium

and provide insurance. All else being equal, insurers with lower prices must

have more stringent underwriting standards, while insurers with higher

prices can afford to have less stringent standards.

10Some brokers may also receive “contingent commissions” paid by insurers to whom

they bring business. The practice of paying contingent commissions has recently

become a matter of considerable debate and regulatory attention. This issue is discussed

further in Chapter 11.

11Some insurer groups may have preferred, standard and non-standard companies with

varying rate structures and use the underwriting process to place an insured with the

appropriate company and rate structure.
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Several principles guide proper underwriting: 1) selection according to

standards; 2) proper balance within classifications; and 3) equity among

policyholders (Rejda, 2005). Standards are necessary to ensure the

application of underwriting decisions to different risks by underwriters and

agents consistent with an insurer’s business plan. Some standards are fairly

objective and clear; e.g., uniform declination of applicants who have been

convicted of fraud or arson or who have filed an unusually high number of

claims in the past. Others may be more subjective and discretionary; e.g.,

the apparent care that an applicant has taken in maintaining their home. The

appropriateness and fairness of some underwriting guidelines and risk

classifications have been a matter of public debate.

The balancing of risks within classifications is aimed at avoiding adverse

selection causing an excessive concentration of high-risk insureds within

an insurer’s portfolio. An excessive concentration of high-risk insureds

could tax an insurer’s efficiency and financial performance and threaten its

solvency.
12

Also, if an insurer writes an increasing concentration of high-

risk insureds, it will need to raise its rates and may no longer be

competitively priced for low-risk insureds.

It is important that insureds are treated fairly from an actuarial or pricing

perspective. In other words, insureds should be classified and pay premiums

commensurate with their risk. High-risk insureds should pay a higher premium

than low-risk insureds. This can be accomplished through an appropriate rate

structure or limiting a portfolio to insureds with similar risk characteristics.

E. Loss Settlement

The objective of loss settlement is to pay claims or benefit obligations

arising out of the insurance contract according to the provisions of the

contract. It is essential that claims-settlement practices are consistent with

insurance contract provisions and the assumptions underlying an insurer’s

12Insurers who specialize in high-risk insureds presumably will charge higher prices to

reflect their greater risk and make other provisions to control losses and ensure

their solvency.



pricing and financial structure. Otherwise, an insurer could incur much

higher losses than expected, with negative financial consequences. While

insurers must pay appropriate attention to cost-containment and proper

loss-settlement procedures, they are obligated to pay claims and benefits

that are provided for under their contracts.

There are several steps in the settlement process. First, the insurer must

determine that a covered loss has occurred, that a specific person or

property is covered under the policy and the extent of the coverage. Second,

the company must provide for fair and prompt payment of valid claims

under its contracts. This requires the company to determine an appropriate

payment that is neither excessive nor inadequate under contract provisions.

If the insured disputes the settlement offered by the insurer, the insurer and

insured may negotiate a settlement to avoid litigation. Otherwise, the

insured may file a complaint with the insurance department and/or sue the

insurer in court. It is in the interest of an insurer to resolve claim disputes

amicably and maintain a positive reputation among its insureds and

potential insureds. Hence, insurers may use their discretion to pay benefits

that are not clearly required under a policy if they believe it will avoid

disputes and increase goodwill.

Insurers may provide other services related to loss settlement if they are

effective in reducing loss costs or are otherwise valued by insureds.

Companies may provide advice and additional assistance (e.g., temporary

housing) to an insured struck by a calamity, using their experience in

similar matters and contact with the insured to ease the insured’s

adjustment. Some insurers will provide case-management services, such as

in workers’ compensation insurance, to help speed the recovery of

individuals who have been injured and encourage the efficient use of

medical and rehabilitation services. In some areas, insurers work closely

with insureds in managing claims.

F. Investment

The reserves that insurers hold for unearned premiums, unpaid losses or

benefits to be paid and other contingencies must be invested along with a

company’s surplus to recover the time-cost of money and promote
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efficiency. The income earned on appropriate investments allows insurers

to discount premiums and/or improve benefits on insurance contracts. For

insurance products that include a savings or cash accumulation component,

insurers provide an additional service in managing underlying investments

to achieve a good return for an acceptable level of risk.
13

These functions

require prudent investment policies that match liabilities and assets,

manage cash flows and achieve an appropriate balance of risk and return.

Because of their fiduciary responsibilities and the market’s valuation of

their financial strength, insurers tend to invest in assets for which there is a

relatively low risk of default. They also tend to avoid high concentrations

of investments with particular issuers that would jeopardize an insurer’s

solvency in the event of default. Ideally, the timing or duration of liabilities

and assets will be coordinated to avoid potential losses when assets have to

be liquidated to pay claims or other obligations. For example, an insurer

that writes property insurance predominantly, for which claims are paid

relatively quickly in relation to the policy period, will invest more heavily

in short-term bonds and blue-chip stocks. These investments can be

liquidated quickly to pay claims without incurring substantial losses due to

fluctuations in interest rates and the economy. On the other hand, life

insurers tend to invest in a greater portion of long-term bonds and other

securities to match the long-term nature of their contracts.

G. Reinsurance

Efficient insurance markets require insurers to further diversify their risk

through reinsurance, investments and other vehicles to lower the risk of

insolvency and increase their capacity to write insurance on a primary

basis. Reinsurance is the purchase of insurance by an insurer to cover all or

a portion of its loss payments on its insurance contracts. The insurer buying

reinsurance, in effect, cedes premiums and losses from its book of business

to a reinsurer. The reinsurer assumes these premiums and losses and pays a

commission to the ceding insurer to cover transaction costs incurred by the

13Investment policies will differ between insurance products offering a guaranteed rate of

return and products where the rate of return varies with investment performance.
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primary insurer. The reinsurer, in turn, may cede premiums and losses to a

retrocessionaire, which is a company that sells reinsurance to reinsurers. In

this way, the reinsurance market helps to further diversify risk and allows

ceding insurers to retain higher amounts and concentrations of exposures.

This yields efficiencies for primary insurers in terms of economies of scale

and scope.
14

Insurers purchase reinsurance to reduce their risk and drain on

surplus from unearned premium and loss reserves, increasing their capacity

to write more business. This is particularly helpful to rapidly growing

insurers. Reinsurance also helps protect an insurers’ surplus against higher

than anticipated underwriting losses and benefit payments and the impact

of catastrophes on underwriting results.

There are several types of reinsurance contracts, which are all designed to

reduce or limit the ceding insurer’s risk. Facultative reinsurance contracts

are used on specific risks on a case-by-case basis when the primary insurer

wants to write a risk that exceeds the amount of exposure that it wishes to

retain. Facultative contracts are most frequently used for a large amount of

insurance on a single risk. This type of contract is flexible in that it can be

tailored to a specific risk. However, it is negotiated and written on a case-

by-case basis, which delays issuing the primary policy.

The alternative is an automatic reinsurance treaty contract under which the

reinsurer agrees in advance to assume a portion of the business of the

primary insurer. The primary insurer also is obligated to cede this business.

This type of contract offers efficiencies in terms of timing and lower

transactions costs. It is most suitable for a large number of small risks that

are more homogeneous in terms of their characteristics and coverage than

large, more unique risks.

Reinsurance is used in the life-health and property-liability insurance

sectors, but the nature of their contracts in these sectors differ somewhat,

reflecting the different types of coverage that are provided. Property-

14Economies of scale mean that an insurer’s average costs decline with the amount of

insurance it provides. Economies of scope imply that an insurer can achieve efficiencies

by producing several related products or services at a lower cost than if the same

products and services were produced by different insurers.



liability reinsurance agreements may require the reinsurer to share every

loss with the ceding insurer or only pay after a loss reaches a certain dollar

amount. A ceding insurer may arrange several different contracts on the

same risk or group of risks with different reinsurers. 

In a quota share treaty, the assuming and ceding insurers share losses and

premiums according to some agreed proportion. In the example shown in

Figure 3.2, the assuming and ceding insurers each pay 50 percent (or

$100,000) of a $200,000 loss. The reinsurer and primary insurer share

premiums at the same rate, but the reinsurer also pays a ceding commission

to the primary insurer to compensate for the first-year acquisition expense

incurred on writing the primary policy.

In a surplus share treaty, the reinsurer assumes some amount of insurance

on each risk in excess of a specified retention limit. The amount of

insurance under the limit is retained by the primary insurer. Typically, the

reinsurer agrees to assume some multiple of the retention limit or “line”

that establishes a maximum amount the reinsurer is obligated to pay. Using

the example shown in Figure 3.2, if the line is $15,000 and the multiple is

three: On a $200,000 loss, the reinsurer will pay $45,000 and the ceding

insurer will pay $155,000. Primary insurers may purchase several layers of

this type of reinsurance in order to reduce their risk of large losses.

Under excess-of-loss contracts, the reinsurer pays losses in excess of the

retention limit, up to specified maximums for a specific risk and

occurrence; e.g., a hurricane. For example, if a primary insurer suffers

losses of $200,000, with a retention limit of $20,000 and a maximum of

$80,000, the reinsurer would pay $80,000. Again, the primary insurer may

purchase additional layers of this type of reinsurance beyond $80,000 from

other reinsurers for large risks.

Life insurers use a term insurance or a co-insurance approach to

reinsurance. Under the former, the primary insurer purchases yearly

renewable-term insurance on the difference between the face value of a

policy and the reserve. This approach can be used on either one large policy

or a number of policies to avoid large losses or fluctuating operating results.

Under the co-insurance approach, the primary insurer cedes a portion of the 
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Figure 3.2

Example of Reinsurance Arrangement
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face amount of the policy, as well as the reserve, for a death claim.
15

This

allows the ceding insurer to reduce its policy reserves and write additional

business.

Synopsis of Key Concepts

1. Insurers design and sell insurance contracts (i.e., policies) intended to

cover insureds against insurable perils or contingencies.

2. Pricing involves determining an appropriate premium for a given risk

and insurance policy. For property-liability insurance and accident-

health insurance, premiums may be based on a rating manual or be

determined and negotiated individually for certain risks. For life

insurance and annuities, insurers use mortality tables and other

information to determine the necessary premiums to cover their

projected premium and investment income receipts and benefit

payments over the duration of their policies.

3. Production and distribution involves marketing and selling insurance

contracts to consumers. Insurance contracts can be sold through

independent agents, exclusive agents and brokers or marketed directly

to buyers.

4. Underwriting entails the risk assessment, classification and selection of

insureds to appropriately match insurance products and price to the risk.

5. In settling losses and paying benefits, the insurer determines whether a

covered loss has occurred or a benefit is payable and the appropriate

benefit payment under the terms of the insurance contract.

6. Insurers invest their reserves for liabilities and surplus to manage their

cash flow and recover the time-cost of money, which enables them to

offer policyholders greater value for the premiums they pay. Insurers’

investments tend to be conservative with respect to credit risk and

should be coordinated with the timing of their liabilities.

7. Reinsurance is the purchase of insurance by an insurer and is intended

to further diversify risk, support growth and cushion surplus against

larger than anticipated losses or benefit payments.

15The reserve reflects accumulated premiums or funds held to pay future death claims.

Typically, in the early years of life insurance policies, the premiums paid exceed the

death benefits paid.
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Chapter 4

Insurance Lines 
and Products

Chapter Objectives

1. Discuss the principal features of the major types of insurance contracts.

2. Outline the basic types of insurance products sold by insurers and the

perils they cover.

3. Explain how insurance products have evolved to respond to changing

consumer needs and market competition.

Insurers sell a diverse array of products and services to consumers,

including property-liability insurance; health insurance, accident and

disability insurance; and life insurance, annuities and other investment-

related products. Insurance contracts not only provide financial

reimbursement for covered losses and scheduled benefits, but also an array

of other services as discussed in earlier chapters. In some cases, insurers

may enhance these services as an aspect of their product offerings to

consumers or unbundle and sell some of these services separately, such as



claims management and loss prevention, to customers who self-insure.

Insurance products and services continue to evolve in response to changing

consumer needs and competition from alternative risk-transfer devices and

other financial institutions. This section outlines the primary products sold

by insurers, which lays a foundation for a discussion of how insurance

markets are structured and regulated.

A. Property-Liability

Property-liability insurance policies protect insureds against losses stemming

from damage to or loss of property and legal liability. Many lines of property-

liability insurance have evolved over time to meet the needs of a growing and

increasingly diverse economy. These lines can be divided into four basic

categories: fire, marine, casualty and surety. Property-liability insurance

covers direct losses from damage to property, indirect losses resulting from

direct losses (e.g., loss of income due to damages to a business facility) and

loss of possession. Homeowners multi-peril insurance and commercial multi-

peril insurance package various property and liability coverages for

homeowners and businesses, respectively. Box 4.1 summarizes the basic

types of property-liability insurance contracts and the perils they cover.

1. Fire and Homeowners Multi-Peril Insurance

Fire insurance covers losses to buildings and personal property from fire.

Individual homeowners can purchase dwelling or residential fire insurance

or, more commonly, buy fire protection for their home as part of a

homeowners multi-peril policy. Homeowners insurance provides protection

for a person’s home and belongings against a specified number of perils.

Four basic types of coverages are typically included in a homeowners

policy: 1) property damage to the dwelling, other structures and personal

property; 2) additional living expenses; 3) personal liability; and 4) medical

payments. Policyholders can choose to insure their home and contents for

either replacement cost or actual cash or market value, as well as choose

different deductible amounts and coverage limits. Dwelling fire insurance

covers damage to the structure of a home caused by a more limited set of

perils, including fire. Homeowners also can buy extended coverage on the

contents of their home as a supplement to coverage of the structure.
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Box 4.1

There are several different homeowners package forms offered to owners

of single-family owner-occupied homes that vary in terms of the perils

covered. The basic form (HO-1) provides coverage on dwelling and

contents for the perils of: fire and lightning; windstorm or hail; explosion;

riot or civil commotion; aircraft; vehicles; smoke; vandalism; theft; and

glass breakage. The broad form (HO-2) covers all HO-1 perils plus a

number of other perils, including falling objects; weight of ice, snow or

sleet; collapse of buildings; damages caused by plumbing and heating

systems; and freezing of plumbing, heating and air conditioning systems.

The special form (HO-3) extends dwelling coverage to all perils except

flood, earthquake, war, nuclear accident and others specified. The

comprehensive form (HO-3 with HO-15, or HO-5) covers both home and

contents for every peril that is not specifically excluded.
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Generally speaking, HO-3 policies provide replacement cost coverage on

the dwelling and other structures, and actual cash value coverage on

contents. Insureds can add replacement cost coverage on contents as an

endorsement to their HO-3 policy. HO-5 policies often offer replacement

cost coverage on contents (as well as on the dwelling and other structures)

as a standard provision.

The modified coverage form (HO-8) provides package coverage for homes

that do not meet all the requirements applicable to other homeowners

policy forms and is more restrictive than that of the other forms that include

a replacement cost clause. HO-8 policies cover the lesser of replacement

costs or actual cash value up to the policy limit. It is only when insureds

elect not to rebuild that an HO-8 policy will provide the lesser of

replacement cost, actual cash value or market value.

In addition, renters can purchase a tenants form (HO-4) policy that insures

household contents and personal property against the same perils covered

by HO-2 policies and that also provides additional living expenses and

personal liability coverage. Condominium insurance (HO-6) provides

coverage similar to that of a tenants form policy and also covers wall, floor

and ceiling coverings.

Businesses can insure against fire and other property risks through a

commercial fire policy, with or without extended coverage. Small

businesses also can obtain fire protection as part of a businessowners

multi-peril policy (BOP). Commercial fire insurance is class-rated or

individually rated depending on the size and value of the structure. This

coverage protects against damages to buildings, machinery and equipment,

inventories and other goods. Supplementary coverages can be purchased to

protect against indirect losses from fire, such as those stemming from

business interruption.

2. Marine Insurance

Marine insurance covers losses from damage to property resulting from

perils associated with transportation. Ocean marine policies cover all types

of ocean-going ships and their cargoes. Inland marine insurance was
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originally developed to cover goods transported by land, but over time it

has been expanded to cover various kinds of property, regardless of

whether it moves. Marine insurance covers transportation structures —

such as bridges, pipelines, and communication facilities — as well as goods

transported by land, inland waterways and air. Floater inland marine

policies cover a broad range of other property that can be moved, such as

jewelry.

3. Casualty Insurance

Casualty insurance provides protection against damages to property and

losses from legal liability that are not covered under the policies describe

above. A wide range of lines of insurance fall into this category, including:

� Auto insurance;

� Commercial multi-peril;

� Medical malpractice;

� Workers’ compensation;

� General liability;

� Mortgage and financial guaranty;

� Aircraft;

� Glass;

� Burglary and theft; and

� Boiler and machinery.

a. Automobile Insurance

A detailed description of each of these coverages is beyond the scope of this

text, but it is useful to describe several of the more prominent lines of

casualty insurance that occupy a good share of regulators’ attention. Of

these lines, personal auto insurance often receives considerable attention.

In states in which accident victims can sue in tort to collect damages, auto

liability insurance typically covers liability for bodily injury (BI) and

property damage (PD), as well as uninsured/underinsured motorists losses

(UM/UIM). Bodily injury liability coverage indemnifies the insured

against claims for damages to others from accidents caused by the insured.

These damages include medical expenses, lost wages and pain and

suffering. Property damage insurance covers damages caused by the
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insured to the property of others. Uninsured and underinsured motorists

coverage protects the insured directly for damages the insured suffers

because of accidents caused by other drivers who do not have sufficient

liability insurance. These coverages are subject to specified benefit limits

and many states mandate minimum limits for these coverages.

In the 1970s, a number of states enacted no-fault auto insurance laws

intended to lower costs and expedite benefit payments to accident victims.

Under the purest form of no-fault, insureds would have no legal right to sue

in tort for damages caused by another driver. In this system, accident

victims would be covered by their own insurance policy for medical

expenses and wage loss, regardless of who was at fault. In actuality, no state

has implemented a pure no-fault system, and restrictions on lawsuits

vary widely among the states. For those states that restrict lawsuits,

damages are required to meet a certain threshold — verbal or monetary

(more common) — in order for the victim to sue.
1
In states with some form

of no-fault law, drivers purchase personal injury protection (PIP) insurance

to cover their medical expenses and wage losses from auto accidents. They

also purchase residual liability insurance to cover any damages they are

obligated to pay to others for accidents caused by their own negligence. In

some states, it is also possible to buy personal injury protection (PIP)

coverage even though there are no or very limited restrictions on lawsuits

(these are typically referred to as “add-on” systems). More recently, a few

states have experimented with choice no-fault systems whereby the

insured, at the time of purchase, elects the type of system they wish to have

govern their rights and obligations.

Collision coverage pays for physical damage to the insured’s vehicle

caused by its collision with another vehicle or object. Comprehensive

coverage pays for damages to the insured’s auto from most other causes,

including weather, theft and vandalism. These property insurance

coverages are purchased with various deductibles that lower the required

1 Verbal thresholds refer to the types or severities of injuries required to file a lawsuit.



premiums. Other incidental coverages can be purchased for items such as

medical payments, rental reimbursement and towing.

b. Workers’ Compensation Insurance

Workers’ compensation insurance differs from other insurance lines in

that benefits are set by state law and most employers are required to have

coverage. Insurance texts classify workers’ compensation as a form of

social insurance because of its compulsory nature and other characteristics.

The workers’ compensation system is designed to provide a statutory-based

set of benefits that must be accepted by employees as their exclusive

remedy for work-related injuries. The basic benefit structure is the same

among the states but there are differences in the types of injuries covered

and the amount of benefits paid. In all states, workers’ compensation will

pay for accidental injuries and occupational diseases that arise in the course

of employment. 

Medical benefits are essentially unlimited and are not subject to deductibles

or co-insurance provisions. Indemnity or disability benefits cover wage loss

from work-related injury, subject to limits and co-insurance provisions

intended to give injured workers an incentive to return to work. Coverage

requirements for rehabilitation expenses vary among the states. More

recently, some states have experimented with allowing insurers and risks to

coordinate workers’ compensation insurance with medical insurance plans

through variations of managed care, medical fee schedules and 24-hour

coverage. Insurers also sell excess risks liability coverage for suits that

workers are still allowed to file against employers.

Because workers’ compensation benefits are set by law, insurers compete

on price and different services associated with workers’ compensation

coverage, such as loss prevention and case management. Insurers also offer

different pricing arrangements that vary the amount of risk retained by the

insured in return for lower premiums or make other adjustments to reflect

variations in risk. These pricing arrangements include retrospective rating

plans, experience-based dividend plans, schedule rating and large-

deductible policies.
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c. Medical Malpractice Insurance

Medical malpractice insurance covers health providers’ liability for

medical accidents caused by their negligence. The scope and cost of

medical malpractice insurance has expanded over time as medical care has

become more complex and given rise to more adverse outcomes for which

providers have been sued. Severe injuries have resulted in large court

awards and legal settlements for malpractice, which have tightened the

supply of insurance and raised rates. Premiums have escalated, especially

for high-risk specialties and procedures such as obstetrics and surgery.

Recent market conditions and issues in medical malpractice insurance were

examined in an NAIC report (see Nordman, Cermak and McDaniel, 2004).

d. Commercial Multi-peril Insurance

Commercial multi-peril insurance utilizes a package policy that combines

two or more commercial property and liability coverages into a single

policy. Coverages can be added in a modular form to customize a policy to

meet the needs of a particular insured. A package policy offers the

advantages of fewer gaps in coverage and lower costs/premiums because

individual policies are not purchased.

The typical commercial package policy contains a common policy

declarations page, a common policy conditions page and two or more

coverage parts. The different coverage parts available are listed below:

� Commercial property

� Commercial general liability

� Crime

� Boiler and machinery

� Inland marine

� Auto

� Farm
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e. Other Liability Coverages

Various other coverages have been developed to protect individuals and

businesses against their liability exposures from their activities. Individuals

can purchase personal liability insurance separately or as part of their

homeowners coverage. They also can buy umbrella policies that provide

broad liability coverage at relatively high limits (e.g., $1 million) in excess

of the liability coverage provided by their auto and home policies.

Different business liability coverages also are available to cover specific

risks, such as product liability, professional liability or errors and

omissions, directors and officers liability, and employment practices

liability. Commercial general liability policies offer broad coverage for

liability exposures arising from commercial activities. Coverage can be

purchased on an occurrence basis or a claims-made basis. The trigger for

occurrence policies is bodily injury and property damages that occur during

the policy period. The trigger for claims-made policies is the filing of a

claim during the policy period. Insureds also can purchase tail coverage

separately if they purchase a claims-made policy. Tail coverage provides

insurance against claims reported after the end of the policy period.

4. Surety, Financial Guaranty and Title Insurance

Surety bonds require one party to ensure that obligations of a second party

are met. Surety bonds are most often used for contract construction, court

actions, and licenses and permits. The surety bond guarantees that the

principal is honest and is able to carry out his or her obligations to a third

party. It also possible to purchase financial guaranty insurance that can

be used to secure the interests of lenders and other creditors.

Title insurance protects against the financial loss from defects in insured

titles. Lenders typically require the purchase of title insurance in

conjunction with a home loan to protect the principal of the loan. Actual

losses from title defects are rare and the primary service provided by title

companies is research to find title defects before transactions are

completed. Consequently, loss ratios for title insurance are relatively low

and expense ratios are fairly high.
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B. Life Insurance and Annuities

An important distinction between life insurance and other types of

insurance is that the event that life insurance covers (death) is uncertain in

any given year, but certain in the long term. The risk of premature death

poses undesirable financial consequences for the insured’s survivors. The

probability of death generally increases over the term of life insurance

policies (i.e., the insured ages) and, hence, insurers must accumulate funds

to pay claims that will eventually occur. Life insurers use mortality tables

to chart the probability of a death claim over time based on the age and

gender of the insured and set appropriate reserves to pay the claims

expected to occur from the insurers’ portfolio of policies during a given

period. There are five basic types of life insurance contracts: term, whole

life, universal life, endowment and annuities (see Box 4.2). 

Box 4.2

1. Term Life

Term life provides protection for a finite number of years. The premium

can increase over the term of the policy or remain level. The face value of

the policy is paid if death occurs, but nothing is paid if no death occurs. In

other words, the insured does not accumulate rights to a non-forfeiture or

cash value in the policy that is refunded if death does not occur. Insurers

accumulate only enough funds to pay death claims. Renewable term

policies can be purchased for periods of one, five, 10, 15 or 20 years. The

renewable feature allows the insured to renew the policy without evidence
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of insurability. Although premiums will increase as the insured gets older,

this feature ensures that the insured can still get insurance even if they have

developed a life-threatening condition that would cause insurers to

otherwise decline the insured. Term policies also often allow the insured to

convert to a permanent policy without evidence of insurability. The face

value of term policies can stay level throughout the policy term or increase

or decrease according to the financial needs of the insured. Term insurance

is the least expensive form of life insurance for a given face value and is

the most suitable for individuals who need to buy the maximum amount of

protection for the lowest cost (e.g., young parents).

2. Whole Life

Whole life policies pay the face value of the contract when the insured dies

regardless of when this occurs. Straight life policies assume that equal

premiums will be paid throughout the life of the insured. This means that

premiums in the early years of the policy will exceed that required to pay

death claims that occur during this period. Conversely, the level premium

will be less than that necessary to cover death claims in the later years of

the insured’s life. The annual premium is set so that sufficient extra funds

are accumulated in the early years to compensate for death claims that will

exceed premiums in later years. 

Because of this build-up feature, the insured accumulates rights to a cash

value or savings element in addition to the death protection they receive.

The insured or policyowner can exercise a number of options in utilizing

this cash value. The policyowner can receive the cash value by

surrendering the policy — or convert the cash value into a paid-up whole

life policy for a reduced face value, a term policy for the full face value or

an annuity. In addition, policyowners can borrow from the cash value at

interest and receive a reduced death benefit during the course of the loan.

Some whole life policies have limited payment plans that allow the insured to

pay all the required premiums during a limited numbers of years at the beginning

of the policy. Obviously, these premiums must be higher than what the insured

would pay if premiums were paid throughout the course of the policy. The

higher premiums increase the savings element of the policy in its early years.
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One variation of this type is the single-premium whole life insurance

policy, which allows the policyowner to pay an initial lump sum to fund the

policy. The cash value of the policy increases over time on a tax-deferred

basis, which is the primary advantage of this type of policy. Policyowners

can borrow the earnings on the policy at a relatively low interest rate and

death benefits are tax-free.

3. Interest-Sensitive Life Insurance Policies

The policies described above use fixed interest rate assumptions. In the

1980s, interest-sensitive policies were developed to respond to rising

market interest rates and increasing competition from other types of

investments. Universal life policies combine elements of term and whole

life insurance. After paying an initial set premium, policyowners can vary

the premiums they pay. A mortality charge is extracted from the premiums

paid to cover the death protection provided for a one-month period and is

based on the age and expected mortality of the insured. The remainder of

the premium is used to fund the cash value of the policy. Insurers guarantee

a minimum crediting interest rate for the cash value but typically increase

this rate if competitive interest rates rise and are reflected in the insurers’

investment performance. The interest earnings on the cash value are tax-

deferred, which increases the rate of accumulation and makes it a more

attractive investment for policyowners who can benefit from the tax

deferral. Universal policies also may be structured so the death benefit may

stay level during the course of the policy or increase as the cash value

increases.

Other interest-sensitive policies include variable life, adjustable life and

variable premium life. In variable life policies, the assets (typically

equities) underlying the policies are held in separate accounts. The death

benefit changes according to investment results, subject to a minimum

benefit. Adjustable life insurance allows the policyowner to switch between

term life and whole protection and adjust other policy provisions. Variable

premium policies vary premium levels according to what is needed to fund

the policy as interest rates change.
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4. Endowment Policies

Endowment policies pay a death benefit only upon the death of the insured

during a fixed period of time or at the end of the policy period, whichever

comes sooner. If the insured does not die by the end of the policy period,

the face value of the policy typically goes to the policyowner rather than

the stated beneficiaries, who otherwise would receive payment if the

insured were to die. The primary advantage of endowment policies is their

accumulation of a specific cash value that can be used by the policyowner

with the savings element protected by the benefit paid upon the premature

death of the insured. However, this type of policy is the most expensive in

terms of providing a given level of death protection.

5. Annuities

Annuities are designed to systematically liquidate a principal sum. Under

an annuity contract, the insurer agrees to pay the annuitant a certain sum for

a specified period of time that could be a number of years or the life of the

annuitant. The objective is to protect the annuitant against the contingency

that he or she will outlive other sources of income. Box 4.3 categorizes the

different kinds of annuities offered by insurers. Immediate annuities are

paid with the commencement of the contract, while deferred annuities are

paid after some specified period of time has elapsed. Annuities with life

contingencies only obligate the insurer to pay benefits as long as the

annuitant is alive. Annuities without life contingencies require payment of

the benefit to the annuitant or the annuitant’s beneficiary for a specified

period of time, regardless of when the annuitant dies.

Immediate annuities are always funded by single premiums, while deferred

annuities can be funded by single or flexible premiums. The single

premium is equal to the present value of the anticipated benefit payments

that will be paid under the contract plus a provision for the insurer’s

expenses and profit.

Guaranteed investment contracts (GICs) are a form of single-premium

deferred annuities that provide a guaranteed return to the policyowner or

contract holder without exposing the insurer to any mortality or morbidity
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risk. The contract only guarantees a rate of return for a specified period of

time and pays the accumulated contract value on the death of the contract

holder, minus appropriate charges.

Box 4.3

Variable annuities pay the current value of a fixed number of annuity

units. The current, or dollar, value of each annuity unit depends on the

investment earnings of a special account, which is typically invested in

equity securities. This type of contract is intended to provide a more stable

value or purchasing power in response to inflation.

C. Disability and Health Insurance

A broad range of coverages is available to protect individuals against the

wage loss and medical costs associated with illness and disability. These

coverages have many similarities with property-liability coverages,

including the application of the indemnity principle. There are two primary

types of health insurance: disability income insurance and medical expense

insurance.

A significant proportion of health insurance is sold under group contracts.

Under a group contract issued to someone other than the insured, coverage is
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provided to a number of persons affiliated by employment or some other

association. Large groups are often rated at least partially on their own

experience. Members of groups are generally not subject to individual

underwriting and the underwriting is focused on the characteristics of the

group. This is intended to minimize adverse selection and administrative costs.

1. Disability Income

Disability income insurance provides periodic payments when the insured

is unable to work because of illness, disease or injury. This coverage is

intended to replace a significant portion, but not all, of the income lost from

the incapacity to work. The partial replacement reflects the expectation that

a worker’s income needs are reduced when they are not working. It also

guards against moral hazard and gives an incentive to incapacitated

workers to return to work. Short-term disability policies typically provide

benefits for periods of less than a year. Long-term disability policies

provide benefits for longer periods (e.g., one to two years), up to age 65.

2. Medical Expense Insurance

Medical expense coverage, also referred to as indemnity plans, provides

benefits for various medical services, including physician services, nursing

serves, hospital services, supplies and equipment. Typically, benefits are

structured along the lines of these services, supplemented by major medical

benefits that cover costs for hospital and surgical services that exceed the

benefits provided for these specific services. These benefits are subject to a

number of limits to encourage insureds to use these services judiciously and

contain costs. These limits typically take the form of deductibles, co-

insurance provisions and maximum caps. Medical expense policies also

limit reimbursement of provider charges to what are considered customary

and reasonable fees for different procedures.

Health insurers also offer managed care programs that utilize preferred

provider organizations (PPOs) or health maintenance organizations

(HMOs). HMOs provide their members defined health care services in

return for fixed periodic premiums. The enrolled members usually live

within a given geographic area. Managed care providers used by the HMO
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are carefully screened. Contract terms specify the services to be rendered

and the form of compensation. HMO providers also are subject to quality

assurance programs, case-management and utilization-review procedures.

Providers can either be an employee (or facility) of the HMO or contract

with the HMO as a separate entity.

HMOs require members to choose a primary care physician who serves as

a gatekeeper to specialists and other health services for which there must be

a referral in order for the member to be covered. The primary care

physician typically receives a salary if directly employed by the HMO or,

if retained on a contractual basis, a capitated reimbursement on a per-

member and per-month basis, regardless of the amount of actual services

provided. Other providers are paid on a fee or capitated rate basis.

Providers receive the capitated rate regardless of the amount of services

provided to the insured. This is intended to give providers an incentive to

minimize expenditures by treating patients in the most cost-efficient way,

with an emphasis on preventive care, to avoid more costly services if illness

occurs or worsens.

PPOs combine some features of a standard indemnity policy with some

features of HMO plans. PPOs contract with screened groups of providers

selected by the insurer who have agreed to a negotiated fee schedule in

return for prompt payment and a larger volume of patients. Insureds can

obtain care from non-affiliated providers but may be subject to additional

charges if they do so. PPO providers also are subject to quality monitoring

and utilization controls.

HMOs and PPOs also offer point-of-service (POS) plans that allow

enrollees to choose providers outside the plan, with the imposition of larger

deductibles and co-pays — thereby increasing the cost to insureds who

exercise this option. This arrangement allows insureds greater flexibility in

choosing providers while maintaining some incentive to use in-plan

providers.

Some insurers market special limited-benefit or “dread disease” policies.

These policies only provide limited reimbursement for medical expenses

(e.g., $10 a day for hospital expenses) or cover only certain illnesses, such
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as cancer. While these policies may appear attractive to consumers because

of their low premiums, they are expensive relative to the amount of

coverage they provide, which is generally inadequate to meet the full

health-care needs of consumers. Hence, they tend not to be a good buy and

their aggressive marketing, especially to low-income and elderly

consumers, is a matter of regulatory concern. Still, there has been

resurgence in the sale of disease-specific policies — labeled as

“catastrophic” or “critical illness” policies — that provide a lump sum

benefit for a limited list of serious, life-threatening medical conditions.

A recent development is the introduction of consumer-directed health

plans. These plans come in two varieties: First, is a high-deductible health

plan issued with a health savings account; second, is a high-deductible

health plan issued with a health reimbursement account. The health savings

account and health reimbursement accounts allow the consumer to use tax-

free dollars for health care expenses. The consumer-directed health plans

are generally less expensive for employers, but more costly for employees.

3. Medicare, Medicare Supplement 

and Long-Term Care Insurance

The federal Social Security system provides basic medical insurance,

Medicare, which covers many of retirees’ medical insurance needs — but

not all. Medicare imposes certain deductibles, co-insurance provisions and

limits on approved charges. Certain expenses also are excluded, such as

dental care, foot care and hearing aids. Consequently, private insurers have

developed Medicare supplement insurance to provide additional

coverage for expenses that Medicare does not cover. Medicare supplement

insurance is strictly regulated by federal and state law. Federal law

establishes 12 standard types of policies that insurers are allowed to offer

and also imposes minimum loss ratio requirements that must be considered

in pricing these contracts. Insurers’ and agents’ marketing practices are

closely regulated to prevent consumers from purchasing duplicate or

unnecessary coverage.
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Beginning in 2006, Medicare will offer voluntary prescription drug

coverage. These plans will be available from private companies, such as

insurers and pharmacy benefit managers. The companies have to be

approved by the federal government and will be regulated primarily by the

federal government, with assistance from the states.

Long-term care (LTC) insurance is another form of coverage that is

becoming increasingly important as the population ages and more

individuals require extended medical or custodial care at home or in a more

formal setting. One study has found that 40 percent to 45 percent of persons

reaching age 65 will stay in a nursing home at least once during their

lifetime (EBRI, 1996). Nursing home care is expensive and Medicare and

Medicaid will cover the cost of this care for only a fraction of the

individuals that will need it.

The LTC market is evolving and insurers offer a variety of plans at different

rates. LTC policies typically cover skilled nursing care, immediate nursing

care, assisted living care, adult day care and home health care. However,

policies differ in terms of aggregate benefits, elimination periods, eligibility

for benefits and inflation protection. Insurers’ financial solidity is an

important consideration given the length of time than can elapse between

when premiums are paid and benefits are received. LTC insurance also can

be expensive, with rates sometimes increasing dramatically with the age of

the insured when the policy is purchased. Because of these issues and the

concern about consumer protection, LTC insurance is a significant area of

regulatory attention.



Synopsis of Key Concepts

1. Insurers provide a diverse range of products and services that are

continuing to evolve to serve consumers’ needs.

2. Property-liability insurance policies protect insureds against losses

stemming from damage to or loss of property and legal liability. The

principal lines are fire, marine, casualty and surety.

3. Life insurance covers an event — death — that is uncertain in any given

year, but certain in the long term.

4. Term life insurance pays the face value of the policy upon the death of the

insured during a specified number of years, but does not accumulate a

cash value or pay anything if death does not occur during the policy term.

5. Whole life policies pay the face value of the contract when the insured

dies, regardless of when this occurs. Whole life policies accumulate a

cash value, which the insured might utilize in different ways.

6. For certain other types of life insurance policies, such as universal life

and variable life, the rate of cash accumulation will depend, at least in

part, on the investment earnings of supporting assets, and offer various

options to policyowners to adjust their coverage.

7. Annuities are designed to systematically liquidate a principal sum over

a specified period of time, with or without a life contingency. The value

of variable annuities is based on the investment earnings of assets

supporting the contract.

8. Disability income insurance provides periodic payments when the

insured is unable to work.

9. Medical expense coverage provides benefits for physicians’ services,

nursing services, hospital services, and supplies and equipment. Many

medical expense plans are implementing managed-care approaches,

such as health maintenance organizations (HMOs) and preferred

provider organizations (PPOs). At the same time, managed care plans

are offering more flexibility to insureds in choosing providers through

point-of-service (POS) plans.

10. Medicare supplement insurance covers retirees for certain medical

expenses that are not covered by Medicare. Long-term care insurance

provides extended medical or custodial care that is not typically

covered by medical expense insurance.
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Chapter 5

Insurer
Organizational
Forms and
Distribution
Systems

Chapter Objectives

1. Summarize key organizational forms used by insurers and their relative

predominance in the industry.

2. Explain how different organizational forms can result in different

incentive structures and behaviors for insurers.
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Insurers are characterized by different organizational forms in response to

the needs of insureds, the cost of raising capital, regulatory requirements

and competitive pressures (see Box 5.1). It is helpful to understand how

these different organizational forms originated and have evolved over time.

An insurer’s form of organization affects its incentives and behavior and,

ultimately, the functioning of insurance markets.

Box 5.1

A. Stock Insurers

A stock insurer is a profit-making company funded by an initial capital

investment by the owners or stockholders of the insurer. The price charged

by a stock insurer is final, and there is no contingent liability to the

policyholder if the premiums charged prove to be inadequate to fund the

insurer’s losses. However, under the corporate form of ownership (the

typical form in the United States), the owners’ liability is limited to their

economic stake in the insurance corporation and their personal assets are

not at risk.
1

The insurer’s board of directors is elected by the stockholders

and earnings are distributed to shareholders as dividends on their stock.

1 This leads to a problem in the event of insolvency if an insurer’s liabilities exceed

its assets.
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Research suggests that stockholders tend to monitor and control the actions

of management more closely than policyholder-members of mutual

companies (Mayers and Smith, 1988). To the extent stockholders are

willing to accept greater risk in return for greater profits, stock insurers, on

average, may incur greater financial risk than mutual insurers. Also,

because stockholders are able to diversify their investments, they are able

to diversify the firm-specific risk associated with their investments in an

insurance company. Hence, stock company managers may be more focused

on increasing profits and the market value of their companies than their

mutual counterparts.

Stock insurers are predominant in the property-liability sector and tend to

be larger and write more lines of insurance than other organizational forms.

In fact, stock insurers represented 71.6 percent of the companies and

70.5 percent of the premiums written in property-liability lines for

companies reporting data to the NAIC for 2004. One reason for this is that

the first property-liability insurers were formed as stock companies. Also,

stock insurers can raise additional capital more easily at a lower cost than

other insurers to fund growth and expansion into new lines. There are some

exceptions to this rule, reflected by large mutual property-liability insurers

that have achieved significant growth in personal lines and workers’

compensation.
2

Stock insurers also are much more numerous in the life-health insurance

sector than mutuals but tend to be smaller than their property-liability

counterparts. Stock insurers accounted for 90.0 percent of the companies

and 86.7 percent of the assets held by life-health insurers in 2004. In the

early 1900s, many of the larger stock life insurers converted to mutuals.

One motivation for this movement was the desire to avoid transfer of

ownership and control of companies. In recent years, some large mutual life

insurers have demutualized in order to more easily raise capital to fund

expansion. The significance of the mutual form of organization has been

declining in both the property-liability and life-health insurance sectors.

2 Mutual insurers also may own stock companies.
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B. Mutual Insurers

Mutual insurers are owned by their policyholders rather than stockholders.

Mutual insurers do not earn profits per se, as their earnings are returned to

their respective policyholders as dividends, which reduce premiums or are

retained to finance growth. 

Mutual insurers use several different methods to fund their operations. Pure

assessment mutuals assess their members retroactively after the policy

period to pay their proportionate share of any losses incurred by the mutual.

This mechanism was used by many of the early mutuals, but proved to be

impractical because of the volatile nature of assessments from year to year.

An alternative form of mutual insurer charges advance premiums for

assessable policies. If the premiums paid are more than sufficient to cover

the costs of the insurer, the residual is returned to policyholders in the form

of dividends. On the other hand, if premiums are insufficient, the insurer

has the ability to assess its policyholders to cover the deficit, within certain

legal limits. 

Although this form of mutual insurer still creates some uncertainty for its

policyholders with respect to their ultimate premium obligations, it is

necessary until the insurer accumulates enough surplus to establish its

financial stability. All states permit mutual insurers to issue non-assessable

policies once they have acquired sufficient surplus to ensure their financial

stability. Further, most of the premiums written by mutual insurers are

written on a non-assessable basis.

As discussed above, mutual insurers are not motivated by profits but,

rather, to serve their policyholder-members. This may be reflected in

lessened incentives to incur risk in return for greater income, although

growth may still be an important objective for some mutual insurers. On the

other hand, mutual insurers have greater difficulty raising capital to fund

growth and, hence, must rely to a greater extent on accumulated surplus and

income from new members to support growth. Scholars also believe that



managers of mutual insurers tend to exercise more discretion, which tends

to favor long-term stability over greater risk.
3

Fraternals represent a special form of mutual insurer organized as a non-

profit association or corporation, organized solely to provide benefits to its

members. Fraternals tend be associated with organized groups or societies.

Fraternals primarily write life insurance and are regulated much like other

mutual life insurers.

C. Reciprocal Insurers

A reciprocal insurer is an unincorporated group of individuals or

subscribers who exchange risk. Each member serves as both insurer and

insured. An attorney-in-fact is granted the power of attorney by each

subscriber to administrate the companies. To the extent that reciprocals are

non-profit entities organized to serve their members, their incentives and

behavior may be more akin to that of mutual insurers than stock companies.

Reciprocals are not common and primarily write auto insurance. Only

75 reciprocals reported data to the NAIC in 2004, representing only

4.8 percent of total industry property-liability premiums.

D. Lloyd’s Associations

Lloyd’s associations are for-profit proprietary organizations in which the

underwriter-member is always an individual insurer. Individual members

(referred to as “names”) write risks on a cooperative basis. Each member

assumes risks personally and the organization bears no obligation.

Members are individually liable for the risks they assume to the full extent

of their personal assets.
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3 Of course, there are exceptions to this general observation. It is possible for the

organizers/managers of a mutual company to undertake excessive risk and find ways to

extract funds from the insurer for their personal benefit.



Lloyd’s of London is the oldest and the most prominent insurance

organization. Lloyd’s writes property-liability insurance throughout the

United States, primarily on a non-admitted basis. The New York Insurance

Exchange is a U.S.-based Lloyd’s association, which is comprised of

groups of underwriters formed into syndicates. Syndicate members’

liability is limited to their investment in the syndicate. Only a few states,

such as Texas, license U.S. Lloyd’s associations that also sell property-

liability insurance.

Historically, Lloyd’s associations have tended to write larger, unique and

higher-risk insurance policies. This orientation is partly historical, but also

may stem from the high potential returns from such business and the

flexibility offered by recruiting a number of underwriters to share in the

coverage of a particular risk. However, the unlimited liability of Lloyd’s of

London “names” exposes them to a higher risk. This became an issue in

recent years, when Lloyd’s recruited a large number of new names, some

of whom did not fully understand their high exposure until their claims

obligations became apparent.

This problem is related to financial difficulties Lloyd’s suffered in the

1990s due to its accounting procedures and higher-than-anticipated losses

from some of the liability coverages it sold, including coverage of U.S.

environmental and health liabilities. Hence, it implemented a number of

procedural and structural reforms to rectify identified flaws and secure its

long-term viability as an alternative source of insurance.

In 1996, Lloyd’s moved 1992 and prior business into a new U.K.

reinsurance company, Equitas. If Equitas is unable to pay its liabilities in

full, the U.K. government will require it to pay a reduced percentage of its

total liabilities without being placed in receivership. In response to

concerns from U.S. regulators, Lloyd’s is required to maintain two $100

million joint asset trust funds, which allow Lloyd’s to continue to write

business in the United States. U.S. insurance regulators also have required

Lloyd’s syndicates to provide actuarial reports on their overall losses, as

well as the losses represented in their U.S. trust funds. Lloyd’s began

requiring its syndicates to file actuarial opinions with their U.K. regulatory

filings in 1998.
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E. Health Expense Associations

Hospital and medical expense associations include Blue Cross and Blue

Shield plans and health maintenance organizations (HMOs). A Blue Cross

association is a health care membership group organized by hospitals in a

geographic area to provide hospital expense prepayment plans. Blue Shield

associations offer analogous prepayment coverage for surgical and medical

services performed by physicians. “Blues” organizations may be organized

on a for-profit or not-for-profit basis. Blues plans must belong to the

national Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association (BCBSA) in order to use

the Blue Cross and Blue Shield name. The national association imposes

certain requirements for membership.

The Blues were formed under state legislation that gave them a special

“public service” status. Consequently, they were exempt from normal state

insurance regulations and taxes. At the same time, they were closely

regulated with respect to rates, underwriting and financial condition, either

by the insurance department or another state agency. In recent years, the

Blues have been under increasingly competitive pressure from traditional

insurers and HMOs, which has subjected them to increased adverse

selection. Hence, some Blues have merged to increase their economies of

scale and financial strength. Others have reorganized as mutual insurance

companies to increase their flexibility to respond to competition from other

health insurers.

HMOs emphasize preventive medicine and managed care to contain costs.

HMOs can be either for-profit or not-for-profit, which depends, in part, on

the nature of the sponsoring group. HMOs grew steadily since their

inception in the early 1970s through the 1990s. However, their share of the

health insurance industry has since declined: In 2003, HMOs insured 24.9

percent of the population, compared to 30.1 percent in 1999 (BLS, 2004).

The nature of HMO insurance products and their role as an alternative risk-

bearing mechanism for health insurance is discussed in Chapter 4. Also, as

discussed in Chapter 4, there a number of other managed care

organizations, such as preferred provider organizations (PPOs) and

provider-sponsored organizations (PSOs).
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In recent years, some HMOs have relaxed some of their traditional controls

in order to respond to high consumer demand for greater provider choice.

In turn, other forms of health insurers have incorporated more aspects of

managed care into their health plans in order to control costs. Hence, while

the different forms of health insurers have retained their organizational

characteristics, their practices have moved closer together to achieve the

balance of cost and choice that most consumers prefer. There also has been

a trend toward mergers of HMOs to achieve greater economies of scale in

providing health services. In response, insurance regulators have been

carefully considering merger applications, weighing projected efficiency

gains against potential adverse effects from increased market consolidation.

F. Risk-Retention Groups and 

Purchasing Groups

In response to the “liability crisis” of the mid-1980s, when some businesses

had difficulty obtaining liability insurance, Congress amended the Product

Liability Risk Retention Act by enacting the Liability Risk Retention Act

(LRRA) of 1986. The most important provision of this legislation was the

creation of risk-retention groups (RRGs) and purchasing groups (PGs),

which enjoy special treatment under federal and state law. The purpose of

LRRA was to increase the availability of commercial liability insurance but

it has led to some tensions between federal law and state regulation.
4

An RRG is a risk-bearing entity that must be chartered and licensed as an

insurance company in one state. The principal purpose of the RRG is to

assume and diversify the commercial liability risk of its members. An RRG

is required to obtain a license in only one state and may operate in other

states without a license. The ability of other states to regulate the activities

of an RRG underwriting risks in their jurisdictions is significantly

constrained by federal law. Consequently, its regulation is primarily left to

the domiciliary regulator. The market practices of RRGs and the relatively

4 See the NAIC’s Risk Retention and Purchasing Group Handbook (1998) for a detailed

discussion of RRGs and PGs and related state regulatory issues.



high frequency of RRG insolvencies have been matters of state regulatory

concern. In 2003, 115 RRGs reported financial data to the NAIC,

representing only 1.2 percent of total property-casualty premiums.

The LRRA also established purchasing groups, which may only purchase

commercial liability insurance for their members. The members of a PG

must have a common purpose and bear a common risk. Federal law requires

that the PG be domiciled in at least one state and that the insurer providing

coverage to the PG must be a licensed insurer, eligible surplus lines insurer

or an RRG registered or operating in the state where the PG is located. PGs

also benefit from certain exemptions from state insurance laws, but these

exemptions are not as broad as those provided to RRGs. While RRGs and

PGs may have expanded the supply of liability insurance, the exemptions

from state regulation provided by federal law can lead to instances where

market abuses slip through the cracks between federal and state authorities.

G. Captives

A captive insurance company is not a distinct organizational form, but

reflects the use of a company to provide self-insurance for the entity that

owns the company. A pure captive is an insurer that is formed by a large

corporation to insure that corporation’s risks. Not all states allow

businesses to form captives. Another form of insurer is the group captive.

A group captive is similar to a risk-retention group in that it is owned by

several businesses that pool their risks and insure each other’s loss

exposures. Regulation of captives is generally less restrictive than for other

types of insurers. If a pure captive becomes insolvent, only the assets of its

parent corporation are at risk. For group captives, the assets of the group

members are at risk in the event of insolvency. Unlike risk-retention

groups, captives cannot sell insurance in a state without becoming licensed.

Synopsis of Key Points

1. Stock insurers are for-profit companies owned by their stockholders,

with their liability limited to the extent of their investment in the

company. Stock insurers are the predominant organizational form in

property-liability insurance.
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2. Mutual insurers are not-for-profit organizations that are owned by their

policyholders. There tend to be more mutual insurers in the life

insurance market than in property-liability insurance market.

3. Reciprocals are unincorporated groups of individuals or subscribers

who exchange risk and are administered by an “attorney-in-fact.” There

are a relatively small number of reciprocals and they tend to be

concentrated in personal lines.

4. Lloyd’s associations are for-profit proprietary organizations in which

the members represent individual insurers and are typically liable for

the risks they assume to the extent of their assets.

5. Health expense associations are primarily represented by Blue Cross

and Blue Shield plans and health maintenance organizations (HMOs).

“Blues” are not-for-profit associations of member insureds organized

by medical providers to provide prepaid hospital and physicians’

services. HMOs may be not-for-profit or for-profit and also offer

prepaid hospital and other medical services, with a strong emphasis on

preventive and managed care. Other managed care organizations, such

as preferred provider organizations and provider-sponsored

organizations, also have assumed a major role in the financing and

delivery of medical services.

6. In 1986, federal legislation established risk-retention groups and

purchasing groups to increase the supply of commercial liability

insurance. These entities benefit from certain exemptions to state

regulatory authority, which have raised some enforcement issues

between the federal government and the states.

7. Captive insurers are sometimes formed by businesses or association to

insure the risks of the business or of the members of an association.
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Chapter 6

Conceptual
Framework for
Analyzing Insurance
Markets

Chapter Objectives

1. Explain the structure-conduct-performance framework used to analyze

markets and explain its relevance to insurance regulation.

2. Provide an overview of the supply and demand for insurance.

3. Summarize the basic alternative market structures and their implications

for competition, market performance and regulation in insurance.

Understanding the economics of insurance markets is essential to

understanding how they are regulated and the potential effects of different

regulatory policies. This chapter provides a high-level overview of the

concepts underlying the analysis of insurance markets. In addition, the theory

of competition and alternative market structures are examined in terms of

their implications for market efficiency and social welfare in insurance. 



A. The Structure-Conduct-Performance 

Framework

The insurance industry is described here according to principles of market

function commonly used by industrial organization economists.

Economists postulate a theoretical relationship between market structure

and market outcomes that is labeled the structure-conduct-performance

hypothesis (Scherer and Ross, 1990). The basic hypothesis is that market

structure determines market conduct, which determines market

performance. A market with easy entry and exit and a relatively large

number of firms causes firms to behave independently and competitively,

which, in turn, leads to good market performance. Exceptions to these

conditions and other structural flaws can cause market problems that

require regulation or other remedies, if feasible, to protect consumers and

produce market outcomes more consistent with the public interest.

Regulators need to be familiar with these concepts in assessing whether

market forces and competition are working in the best interest of

consumers, particularly under competitive-rating systems where regulators

are required to monitor competition as a substitute for prior review and

approval of rates.

The structure-conduct-performance framework is depicted in Figure 6.1.

Market structure encompasses the number of buyers and sellers and their

size distribution, the height of barriers to entry into (and exit from) the

market, cost structures, the degree of vertical integration, the character of

buyer and seller information, and the degree of product differentiation.

Market conduct refers to the actual behavior (e.g., degree of

independence) of firms in setting prices and output levels, product design,

advertising, innovation and capital investment. Market performance

comprises price, profit and output levels; the efficiency of production and

allocation; the rate of technological progress; and equity. The solvency of

firms and the availability of coverage also are important aspects of

performance in insurance markets.
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Figure 6.1

Structure-Conduct-Performance Framework



Analyzing industries like insurance is complicated by the presence of

regulation and other forms of government intervention that affect market

conditions. Hence, it is important to identify and evaluate government

institutions and policies that may significantly influence market behavior,

along with other factors. For example, regulatory requirements for

admission and exit can have a significant impact on the number, type and

size of insurers in a market and their behavior. Analyzing government’s

influence on the market is often a difficult task, given the complex

interaction between regulation and market forces, but it is necessary to

understanding all of the relevant determinants of market outcomes.

B. Supply of and Demand for Insurance

The economics of insurance markets are driven by the supply of and

demand for insurance coverage (see Varian, 1992). Insurance markets, like

other markets, tend to settle at a price and quantity where the amount of

insurance that insurers are willing to supply equals the amount that

consumers demand at a price agreeable to both. Changes in the supply of

and/or the demand for insurance will change this point of equilibrium.

Regulation or other external interventions in the market also can affect

supply and demand, changing the point of market equilibrium or causing an

imbalance between the amount of insurance that insurers are willing to sell

and the amount that consumers would like to purchase.

When economists use the term supply, they think in terms of a schedule of

the quantities of a product that firms are willing to supply at different

prices. The supply function for a market is the sum of the supply functions

of individual firms. The supply of insurance is determined primarily by the

cost of providing coverage (i.e., the present value of expected claim costs

or benefits paid to insureds, expenses and the cost of capital). Insurers’

costs include a “risk load” or “risk premium” to reflect the cost of

uncertainty about their future liabilities. In the short run, the supply

function for insurance is likely to be upward sloping; i.e., insurers require

higher prices to provide larger quantities of insurance coverage, because

their per-unit costs increase with the quantity of insurance they provide.
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In the long run, the supply function for most insurance markets should be

relatively flat, or price elastic. That is, the quantity of insurance that

insurers are willing to supply should expand to meet increased demand

without a significant increase in average cost that would require an increase

in the market price. In the long run, insurers’ costs are generally variable;

i.e., fixed investments in their facilities can be adjusted to produce a given

amount of insurance at the most efficient scale of operation. This assumes

that, ideally, there are no significant barriers to entry and that capital can

flow easily into a market to meet increased demand for insurance without

an increase in per-unit costs.
1

The demand for insurance is determined principally by consumers’ risk

(actual or perceived), degree of risk-aversion, income and assets, other

options for managing risk and compulsory insurance requirements.

Generally, the greater risk an individual or firm faces, and the lower their

ability to reduce or finance potential losses using other means, the greater

will be their demand for insurance. To the extent that consumers are risk-

averse (i.e., they gain additional utility from reducing their risk), they will

be willing to pay a premium that exceeds their expected loss (without

insurance) that is necessary to cover insurers’ expenses, transaction costs

and cost of capital. The demand for insurance would be expected to be

somewhat sensitive to price; i.e., the higher the price, the less insurance

consumers will want to purchase, all else being equal. At the same time,

this price sensitivity or elasticity may be somewhat low for certain

coverages that consumers perceive to be essential or are mandated by

governments or lenders (e.g., auto and homeowners insurance).

1 The demand for and supply of catastrophe reinsurance illustrate these principles. When

the demand for catastrophe reinsurance significantly increased after Hurricane Andrew

in 1992, the price of reinsurance rose significantly because of short-term capacity

constraints. However, the increased demand and price attracted additional capital into

the market and the price of catastrophe reinsurance subsequently fell.
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Figure 6.2 depicts the determination of the price and quantity of insurance

sold in the long run in a given market. The price (P) and cost (C) of a unit

of insurance are plotted on the vertical axis and the quantity of insurance (Q)

is plotted on the horizontal axis. The downward-slanted line D represents the

market demand curve for insurance, indicating the total number of policies

or amount of insurance demanded at various premium levels.
2

The

downward slope of the demand curve indicates that less insurance is

demanded at higher prices. In other words, higher premiums cause some

buyers to drop out of the market or buy less insurance. The short-run supply

curve is indicated by the line SS. The long-run market supply curve is

represented by the flat line LS, which assumes that, in the long run, insurers

can provide increased insurance without increasing its price.

Figure 6.2

Insurance Market Equilibrium Under Perfect Competition

2 It can be somewhat difficult to define and measure the quantity of insurance. Possible

measures might include the “amount of insurance” (i.e., the policy limit minus any

losses retained by the insured) or the expected losses for a block of policies.
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Under perfect competition, in the long run, the market price or rate, PC, will

equal average and marginal cost, and the number of policies or amount of

insurance sold will equal QC. In other words, the market price will be just

sufficient to cover insurers’ costs, operating at an efficient level, and the

quantity of insurance sold will equal the quantity of insurance that

consumers demand at that price. Total premiums will equal total cost,

which is equal to the area OPCAQC and “economic profits” will be zero.
3

This means that consumers will receive any “surplus utility” reflected in the

difference between the price of insurance and what they would be willing

to pay for it. The income earned by insurers will be just sufficient to cover

their costs, including the cost of capital, and no more.

The impact of market competition is reflected in the market loss ratio. The

loss ratio is equal to total losses divided by total premiums, which

is equivalent to average loss, Cl, divided by market price, P. The loss ratio

reflects the dollar amount of loss-protection policyholders receive for

a dollar’s worth of premiums. Under perfect competition, the loss ratio

will equal the ratio Cl/PC; i.e., average loss divided by competitive market

price.

It should be noted that if insurers’ claims costs or expense costs rise (e.g.,

due to higher accident rates), this will push up the supply curve, LS, and

result in a higher market price and less insurance being purchased.

C. Competition and Alternative

Market Structures

1. Theory of Competition

The characteristics of a competitive market provide a benchmark for

comparing alternative market structures and evaluating markets in the real

world. Competition is considered desirable from society’s standpoint

3 The term “economic profits” refers to profits in excess of insurers’ cost of capital.
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because it ensures resources are being used in the best way possible. An

industry is considered perfectly competitive when the number of firms

selling a homogeneous commodity is so large, and each firm’s share of the

market is so small, that no firm is able to affect the price of the commodity

by varying its output. In addition, perfect competition requires that there be

no barriers to the entry and exit of firms and resources be perfectly mobile

in and out of the market. The long-run equilibrium outcome of a

competitive market possesses three desirable properties:

1. The incremental or marginal cost of producing the last unit of output

will be equal to the price that consumers are willing to pay for it.

2. There will be no “excess” or “economic” profits. Investors will receive

a return just sufficient to induce them to maintain their investment at the

level required to produce the industry’s equilibrium output efficiently.

3. Each firm will be producing at an output level where its average cost

will be at a minimum; i.e., maximum efficiency.

In essence, a large number of firms and the lack of barriers to entry and exit

lead to independent and competitive pricing, which results in optimal

market performance.
4

Conversely, high market concentration and entry

barriers will tend to constrain competition and cause suboptimal

performance.

Perfect competition also requires complete and perfect knowledge (Martin,

1988). All firms should know the relevant technologies, and buyers and

sellers should be fully informed about all aspects of the product and the

4 This principle is taken to its logical limit under the theory of contestable markets, which

argues that even high concentration may not permit firms to maintain a price above the

competitive price if entry and exit are costless and can occur rapidly. However, the

reality may be that very few markets, if any, have costless entry and exit; empirical

support for the theory of contestable markets has not been forthcoming. Still, the

disciplinary effect of potential entry into markets cannot be disputed. For a discussion

of the theory of contestable markets, see Baumol, Panzar and Willig (1982).



market. Conditions with respect to consumer information and consumer

choice may be more relevant when other conditions for perfect competition

are violated. When entry is significantly constrained, the fact that buyers

lack information about prices and/or are forced by law to buy a product,

could result in higher prices or diminished product quality or service.

2. Workable Competition

The conditions for perfect competition are never satisfied in reality. Many

industries are characterized by a limited number of firms, considerable

product diversity among firms, entry barriers, information limits,

externalities and other structural impediments to competition. Hence,

competition will always be something less than perfect. For this reason, the

concept of “workable competition” has been developed as a practical

standard to evaluate the structure and performance of industries (Scherer

and Ross, 1990). Arguably, workable competition exists when the structural

characteristics of a market reasonably approximate the conditions for

perfect competition and government intervention cannot improve the

performance of the market. This view appropriately focuses analysis on the

question of whether regulation or other forms of government intervention

can make a market work better.

Insurance markets are subject to a number of imperfections, which compels

the use of a model of workable competition to analyze their structure and

performance in a dynamic context. If a market is relatively unconcentrated,

entry barriers are low, profits appear to be in line with other industries of

similar risk and there is no evidence of gross inefficiency, then it is unlikely

that government intervention could significantly improve performance. On

the other hand, if a market is highly concentrated, entry is restricted and

long-run profits substantially exceed those in other industries, then some

form of regulatory action may be beneficial. Workable competition does

not require that all firms in the market operate at maximum efficiency at all

times or that no sale is ever made at a price above the “competitive price”

or insurers’ average cost. What is relevant is whether the market, over the

long run, rewards efficient firms and punishes inefficient firms. When this

occurs, then a market will be driven to greater efficiency over time to the

maximum benefit of consumers.
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3. Alternative Market Structures

The main alternatives to a structurally competitive market are monopoly

and oligopoly. A monopoly occurs when there is only one seller of a

commodity for which there are no close substitutes. A monopolist possesses

market power that allows it to constrain the quantity of a good supplied in

order to raise the market price. In other words, under a monopoly, the

quantity of a good sold and purchased is lower — and the price paid is

higher — than under perfect competition. The monopolist sets quantity and

price to maximize profits and consumer surplus is reduced to zero. Hence,

consumers are disadvantaged by a monopoly and social welfare is less than

what would be achieved under perfect competition. For this reason,

governments seek to break up monopolies or regulate them closely if they

offer significant economies of scale or other advantages.

Oligopoly occurs when there are only a few relatively large sellers and each

possesses a share of the market sufficient to cause them to recognize the

interaction of their decisions in determining the market price and output.

This recognition creates a basis for cooperative behavior and limits on

competition, explicit or implicit, for the purpose of increasing profits. Entry

barriers further facilitate explicit and implicit cooperative behavior by

preventing new firms from entering the market and undermining existing

price and output agreements among firms already in the market. Entry also

can be deterred if exit from the market would be costly.

Monopolistic competition is another possible market structure. Under

monopolistic competition, there are numerous firms, but they do not sell a

homogenous commodity. Their products are sufficiently differentiated so

that each firm effectively faces a separate demand curve for its product. At

the same time, the firms’ products are highly substitutable, so they must

compete on price as well as the features of their products. Because

consumers will switch for a small difference in price or quality in such a

situation, firms are forced to compete, be efficient and charge prices that just

cover their costs, as is the case with perfect competition. The market for

home loans might be a good example of monopolistic competition. Because

insurers vary their products and quality of service to some degree but also

compete aggressively on price, insurance markets also might be compared
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to monopolistic competition. The above comments with respect to workable

competition also would apply to monopolistic competition. In other words,

a monopolistically competitive market also could be workably competitive.

4. Cyclical and Excessive Competition

There are circumstances where the structure of an insurance market may

lead to too much competition and negative profits for insurers. Unexpected

increases in claim costs and aggressive price competition can also

adversely affect operating results. In the standard competitive model,

economists assume that firms will not price below variable costs in the

short run and average total costs in the long run. Economists also assume

that firms know what their costs are when they set prices. In reality,

however, insurance rates have to be set prospectively based on projected

costs. Absent any regulatory constraints, if insurers underestimate future

costs, economic profits will be negative.

There have been significant concerns about underpricing and cyclical

pricing in long-tail liability lines of insurance — a phenomenon often

called the “underwriting cycle” (see Cummins, Harrington and Klein,

1991; Klein, 2004). Recent “hard markets” in commercial insurance and

homeowners insurance renewed these concerns. “Soft markets” and

economic losses are more likely if insurers systematically underestimate

loss costs, take excessive risks or engage in underpricing strategies aimed

at trading short-run losses for long-run market share gains. Indeed, the

speculative and subjective nature of insurance pricing could serve to

facilitate deliberate or systematic underpricing if insurer managers are

inclined to make optimistic assumptions to support lower prices and

increase short-term profits.

Several factors might contribute to systematic underestimation of costs and

prices by insurers. An increase in the rate of cost inflation is one factor. To

the extent that insurers tend to project costs based on historical information,

they may not appropriately account for the effect of significant changes in

the economic environment or other cost drivers. For that matter, insurers’

measurement of historical costs may be understated, particularly in long-

tail lines such as workers’ compensation, where ultimate liabilities may not
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be determined until several years after the close of the policy period.

Under-reserving is a serious concern in many long-tail lines.

Underestimates of historical costs contribute to underestimates of future

costs. Because the long-term adverse effects of underpricing may not be

revealed for some time, insurers are not forced to confront the implications

of their pricing decisions until after those decisions are made.

Since the market cannot sustain economic losses in the long run, prices

below cost or the competitive price must eventually rise. This is a possible

explanation for the cyclical movement of prices observed in long-tail lines.

Prices eventually rise as insurers suffer excessive losses that force them to

reduce the amount of insurance they supply. The long tail of claims in

certain lines may delay the reconciliation of the market price and loss costs,

but it cannot ultimately prevent it.

Insurance buyers and regulators may be willing to tolerate some cyclicality

in the supply of insurance as a reasonable price to pay for the benefits or

cost savings obtained from aggressive competition among insurers.

However, severe underpricing may raise solvency concerns for regulators,

and “hard” markets may increase pressure on regulators to restrict price

increases and take steps to expand the availability of insurance. Also,

insurance buyers may find the instability in the supply and price of

insurance difficult to manage. Unfortunately, experience indicates that it is

difficult for regulators to control cyclicality in the supply of insurance and

their actions can worsen market conditions. The most effective regulatory

approach may be to intervene against insurers who are engaging in severe

under-reserving and underpricing.

Synopsis of Key Points

1. The structure-conduct-performance hypothesis provides a basic

framework for analyzing insurance markets.

2. The supply of insurance is determined largely by the cost of providing

coverage and should be relatively price-elastic over the long run.

3. The demand for insurance is determined principally by consumers’ risk

and degree of risk-aversion and will be somewhat less sensitive to

price, particularly for essential or mandatory insurance coverages.
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4. The concepts of perfect competition and workable competition provide

a benchmark for evaluating the structure and performance of insurance

markets. A competitive market structure leads to competitive conduct

and good market performance that maximizes the value of insurance to

consumers.

5. Market power reflected in monopolistic or oligopolistic market

structures can result in higher insurance prices, excessive profits or

inefficiency, and the purchase of less than an optimal amount of

insurance.

6. Many insurance markets may be characterized by a monopolistically

competitive structure, where insurers compete on price and product

features. This structure will generally be efficient, assuming that

consumers value the product differentiation provided by insurers.

7. There are instances where insurers may engage in excessive

competition, underpricing and cyclical pricing. Underpricing should be

a short-run phenomena but may require regulatory intervention if it

persists and threatens insurers’ solvency.
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Chapter 7

The Structure and
Performance of the
Insurance Industry

Chapter Objectives

1. Describe the structure and performance of the U.S. insurance industry

and its most important segments.

2. Discuss the historical context for the development of the insurance

industry and insights into its future evolution.

3. Illustrate the use of standard economic indicators of structure and

performance of insurance markets.

4. Explain the relative roles of traditional and alternative insurance

markets.

5. Describe the key characteristics of the most important property-

liability, life-annuity, and accident-health insurance markets.
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A. Evolution of the U.S. Insurance 

Industry

Dramatic changes have occurred in the U.S. insurance industry since its

beginnings in the late 1600s (Hanson, et al., 1974). In its early years, small

local and regional carriers, writing primarily fire and traditional life

insurance, dominated the industry. Since then, it has grown tremendously

in terms of the amount and variety of insurance products and the number of

insurers. Today, companies of various sizes selling a vast array of products

across state and national boundaries populate the industry. A wide range of

insurance services has become available to buyers, reflecting the growing

national economy and diversity of buyer needs and tastes for insurance

protection. Industry changes have compelled the evolution of regulatory

institutions. Regulatory evolution, in turn, has facilitated the development

of the insurance industry. That development continues as the industry

consolidates, insurers restructure their product lines and companies extend

their global operations.

The tremendous growth of the private insurance industry in the United

States is reflected in Figure 7.1, which plots industry income (premiums

and investment income), in constant dollars, relative to gross domestic

product (GDP) over the period 1960 to 2000. Total industry income

increased from $184 billion (measured in 2000 dollars) in 1960 to $1,168

billion in 2000, a 534 percent rise in real terms. The industry grew

considerably faster than the overall U.S. economy. Insurance represented

approximately 7.4 percent of GDP in 1960, compared to 11.9 percent in

2000.
1

The number of insurance companies also increased from 4,580 in

1 The comparison of industry income with GDP should be qualified because they are

defined differently. Industry income essentially reflects all revenues flowing through

the industry, while GDP only reflects the value added by each industry. Hence, the value

added by the insurance industry, i.e., the value of the actual services provided by the

insurance industry, is less than its revenues which include benefit payments. However,

the comparison does provide a crude indicator of the relative growth of insurance in

terms of its control of resources.
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1970 to 6,094 in 1990 (III, 1998; ACLI, 1998).
2

This figure has since

dropped to 4,406 in 2002, reflecting the consolidation of the industry (III,

2004; ACLI, 2004). The fact that the number of insurers has not increased

as rapidly as their real income indicates that the average size of an insurer

has increased, which has been furthered spurred by mergers and

acquisitions. Industry growth also is reflected in the rise in industry

employment from 1.5 million in 1970 to 2.2 million in 2002 (III, 2004).

Figure 7.1

Insurance Income in Relation to GDP

Structural trends affecting the insurance industry are discussed in some

detail below for each sector, as well as in Chapter 12. One trend common

to all sectors is increasing financial risk. This increased risk, combined with

other economic events, caused the number and size of insurer failures to

increase significantly in the early 1980s until the early 1990s, as shown in

Figures 7.2 and 7.3. Only 20 insurers failed every year, on average, over the

2 This estimate of the number of insurance companies may be somewhat conservative

and does not include non-traditional insurers.



period 1976–1984, compared to 70 failures per year for the period

1984–1993. The number of property-liability insolvencies began increasing

in 1983 (as the commercial lines market softened) and did not begin to drop

until 1993. Life-health insolvencies did not begin their rise until 1986 and

began to decline in 1992. Life-health insolvencies were particularly

frequent in the years 1989–1992, when life-health insurers struggled with

asset problems. Both property-liability and life-health guaranty fund

assessments increased significantly in the latter half of the 1980s, as the

number and size of insolvencies increased.

Figure 7.2(a)

Property-Casualty Insurer Insolvencies

1971–2001
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Figure 7.2(b)

Property-Casualty Guaranty Fund Net Assessments

1969–2000

Figure 7.3(a)

Life-Health Insurer Insolvencies

1976–2002
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Figure 7.3(b)

Life-Health Guaranty Association Assessments

(1988–2003)

It should be noted that these figures are fairly small relative to the size of

the industry. The number of insurer failures per year has generally remained

less than 0.5 percent of the total companies in operation and annual

guaranty fund assessments has not risen above 0.3 percent of total industry

premiums in any given year. Still, the increased frequency and severity of

insurer failures, coming on the heels of problems in banking and thrift

industries, raised concerns about the potential for a more serious crisis and

led to the strengthening of insurer solvency regulation in the late 1980s and

early 1990s. This is important to understanding the restructuring of

insurance regulatory institutions.

After 1994, insurer insolvencies decreased dramatically to prior levels –

only to rise again in 2000 in the property-liability sector as a consequence

of soft market conditions in the last half of the 1990s and early 2000s. Still,

this rise has been fairly moderate and the numbers of insolvencies in both

the property-liability and life-health sectors remain considerably below

their highs in the early 1990s.

It is difficult to determine precisely why the number of insolvencies fell,

but there are several potential contributors, including regulatory reforms,

improved rating agency procedures, improved financial management of

insurers, a generally strong economy and increasing asset values. At the
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same time, contingencies, such as natural and man-made catastrophes,

uncertain asbestos and pollution liability obligations, soft pricing,

competition from other financial institutions and cyclical downturns in the

economy continue to pose a threat to insurers’ financial health. Hence,

regulators must be vigilant in detecting and responding to adverse trends to

maintain the industry’s financial solidity.

B. Property-Liability Insurance Markets

The nature of the property-liability insurance business is quite different

today than it was 50 years ago. In the industry’s infancy, local stock

companies and mutual protection associations formed to provide property

and fire insurance in a particular community (Hanson, et al., 1974). Over

time, property-liability companies have expanded the types of insurance

they offer and the geographic area of their operations. Property-liability

insurers now cover a wide range of exposures, from residential fire to

managerial liability. The industry continues to innovate in developing new

products, as well as retuning old ones. This has increased the complexity of

the business and, in some instances, its risk and uncertainty.

One of the significant factors causing increased risk in property-liability

insurance is the long payout pattern for commercial liability lines, which

makes proper pricing and reserving difficult and subject to manipulation.

Shifting liability rules also increase the margin for error and insolvency

risk. Cyclical pricing and periodic crises, prompted by severe loss shocks,

have plagued the industry (Cummins, et al., 1991). Significant cost

inflation in certain commercial lines has induced some buyers to purchase

coverage from alternative sources, such as surplus lines insurers and risk

retention groups or become self-insured. Another alternative available to

some businesses is the formation of a captive insurer or affiliating with

other similar businesses to form a group captive insurer. These

developments have increased competitive pressure on traditional insurers.

Weather changes, severe storms, earthquakes, terrorist risks and extensive

building in high-exposure areas have increased catastrophe hazards in

property lines. Insurers’ profits increased in 2002–2004 due to hard market

conditions, but in the long term, greater risk and low profits will continue

to pose significant challenges for property-liability insurers.
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1. Standard Market

a. Market Structure

Table 7.1 provides historical trends on the portion of the property-liability

insurance industry represented by traditional or standard insurers (i.e.,

insurers domiciled and licensed in the United States). There are still a

significant number of small, independent insurers selling property-liability

insurance in a limited geographic area. However, large national carriers

now account for a larger share of many markets, relegating other insurers

to niches they are better positioned to serve. The top 10 property-liability

insurers accounted for 46.9 percent of direct premiums written in 2004,

compared with 34.4 percent in 1960. Foreign companies also are making

increasing inroads into the U.S. domestic market while some U.S. insurers

are establishing a significant presence overseas. Fierce competition has

forced insurers in all sectors to streamline their operations and abandon

unprofitable lines. A number of insurers have sold marginal segments of

their business and are concentrating on areas where they believe their core

competencies and best opportunities lie. This is reflected in increased

market concentration in certain lines of business.

The growth and generally robust financial strength of the property-liability

insurance sector also are reflected in Table 7.1. The assets of property-

liability insurers increased from $30.1 billion in 1960 to $1.2 trillion in

2002. Commensurately, total premium and investment income increased

from $15.7 billion to $411.4 billion over this same period. At the same time,

the industry’s leverage, reflected by the ratio of net premiums to surplus,

declined from 210.2 percent in 1970 to 99.8 percent in 2002.
3

Figures reflecting the structure of property-liability lines on a countrywide

basis are shown in Table 7.2. Personal auto and homeowners insurance

3 Note that insurers’ asset values and leverage ratios are affected by shifts in the markets

for investments.
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represent approximately one-half of total property-liability premiums.

More than 2,400 insurance companies sold property-liability insurance in

2003, with more than 1,000 insurers competing in most major lines.
4

Despite recent market consolidation, most property-liability insurance

markets have retained a competitive structure. Two principal measures of

market concentration, the 10-firm concentration ratio (the market share of

the top 10 insurers) and the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (the sum of the

squared market shares of all insurers) also reflect competitive market

structures in these lines.
5

The top 10 insurers accounted for less than 40

percent of the premiums in any given line (with the exception of

homeowners), and 20 percent to 25 percent in many lines. Similarly, HHI

values ranged from 72 to 367, with most lines falling between 100 and 200.

These levels of concentration are considerably below levels that most

economists consider necessary for firms to begin acquiring market power.
6

Entry and exit barriers also appear to be low. State fixed minimum capital

requirements average in the area of $2 million, which most insurers easily

meet. An insurer’s risk-based capital (RBC) requirement will often exceed

a state’s fixed minimum requirement, but the data indicate that all but a few

insurers substantially exceed their RBC requirements, as well (see Table

10.1). Low entry and exit barriers are reflected in the high percentage of

entries into and exits out of these lines since 1990.

Table 7.3 offers a perspective on the relative shares of premiums written by

domiciliary and non-domiciliary insurers in each state in 2003. In most

states, non-domestic companies write from 60 percent to 90 percent of the

4 These numbers do not include single-state and non-licensed insurers that do not file

financial statements with the NAIC. The numbers for medical malpractice also may

exclude specialty insurers that do not report data to the NAIC.

5 The HHI is a summary measure of market concentration that is commonly used by

economists. Potential values of the HHI range from near zero to 10,000, the value if

there is only one firm in the market. The higher the HHI, the greater the degree of

market concentration.

6 The U.S. Department of Justice has established merger guidelines that consider markets

with HHIs in excess of 2,000 to be highly concentrated and, hence, mergers in such

markets are subject to closer scrutiny.
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Table 7.3

Direct Premiums Written by Non-Domestic Property-Liability Insurers

By State in 2004



total property-liability premiums, with the weighted average at just under

80 percent. This reflects the interdependence of states in regulating insurers

that cross state boundaries and the need to coordinate their oversight.

b. Market Performance

Some indicators of insurers’ profitability, one of the principal measures of

market performance, are provided in Figure 7.4 and Table 7.4. Insurers’

return on net worth has generally ranged between 5 percent and 10 percent,

which is below the rate of return earned in other industries (see Figure 7.4).

This indicates that insurers generally have not been earning excessive

profits. Figures on loss ratios and historical profits on insurance

transactions by line (see Table 7.4) show fairly low profit margins in many

lines. Profits also fluctuate in certain markets, with insurers experiencing

some “good” years and some “bad” years. These fluctuations reflect the

effects of market cycles and other factors affecting these specific lines.

Figure 7.4

Rate of Return on Net Worth
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Table 7.4

Property-Liability Insurance Market Performance

1994–2003

2. Alternative Markets and Self-Insurance

One of the most significant developments in the commercial lines market

has been the emergence of what is generally described as the “alternative

market.” In reality, the alternative market is not a single market, but a

collection of risk-management and financing options that offer commercial

buyers an alternative to traditional commercial insurers. These options

include surplus lines or non-admitted insurers, direct purchase from non-

licensed foreign insurers, risk-retention groups and purchasing groups,

captive insurers and self-insurance. These options are attractive to some

commercial insurance buyers, because they allow unique risk-management

arrangements that are less costly than traditional insurance and more

responsive to the buyers’ needs. At the same time, these options compete

with traditional insurance products and impose market pressures that affect

regulation. Indeed, the ability to avoid certain state regulatory restrictions,
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taxes and assessments has been one of the drivers behind the growth of the

alternative market.

The nature and significance of the alternative market has led to a great deal

of speculation as to the size of this market. In one study of the alternative

market, it was estimated that alternative premiums in 1997 had grown to

$69.4 billion, representing 34 percent of the total risk-financing market for

commercial lines (Conning, 1999). The principal lines of commercial

insurance that have flowed to alternative markets have been workers’

compensation, general liability and professional liability insurance.

C. Accident-Health Insurance Markets

As in the property-liability insurance markets, dramatic changes have

occurred in the accident-health insurance markets. Medical cost inflation

and competition have led buyers to search aggressively for savings in their

health insurance bills. The sales of standard indemnity policies have

declined as insurers have been compelled to redesign their products and

services to allow buyers more cost-containment options. Many carriers now

offer managed care programs and integrated service networks that involve

alliances with doctors and hospitals. The provision of third-party

administrative services also is an important market for insurers with the

growing number of self-insured risk plans. The traditional dividing lines

between insurance companies and other entities in the financing and

delivery of health care have become blurred as different firms take on

specialized functions and form partnerships to take best advantage of their

relative strengths.

1. Standard Market

a. Market Structure

Table 7.5 provides information on the standard accident-health insurance

markets served by licensed insurers reporting data to the NAIC. The

definitions of lines used in the annual statement are fairly general and

provided limited detail with respect to relevant accident-health insurance

markets. Group policies represent the predominant share, 68.5 percent, of
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all premiums written by licensed insurers. HHI values for these broad lines

are generally low and reflect competitive market structures, despite

consolidation. There has been a strong trend of consolidation in accident-

health insurance as carriers seek economies of scale in operating managed

care networks and group insurance plans. These economies of scale can

pose a greater barrier to entry than that found in other lines of insurance,

but the evidence does not indicate that this has diminished competition.

Table 7.5

Accident-Health Insurance Market Structure (2003)

b. Market Performance

Table 7.6 provides information on the performance of traditional accident-

health insurers. The table shows accident-health insurers’ premiums, total

income and net gain after tax in dollars and as a percentage of premiums.

The net gain for group and other accident-health insurance has ranged

between -0.9 percent and 5.3 percent. Profits rebounded somewhat in the

years 2001–2003, reflecting increased premiums and perhaps greater

efficiencies from consolidation. Still, these profit levels would not be

considered excessive.
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Table 7.6

Accident-Health Insurance Operating Results

(in $000s)

2. Alternative Health Insurance Entities

The explosion in medical costs over the past two decades has prompted a

number of alternatives to traditional health insurers as a source of medical

coverage. These options include health maintenance organizations

(HMOs), preferred provider organizations (PPOs) and provider-sponsored

organizations (PSOs), in addition to various self-funding arrangements. A

number of employers have taken advantage of federal Employee

Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) preemptions of state regulation
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to set up their own group health plans and contract with various providers

and vendors for certain services to help them administer their plans. These

developments have occurred within the context of a general movement

toward managed care and away from traditional fee-for-service or

indemnity insurance contracts. Insurance companies have responded by

establishing their own managed care plans and contracting with HMOs and

PPOs to lower costs. As discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, there appears to be

some convergence of the different types of health insurance plans, as

HMOs have relaxed some of their controls while other insurers have

incorporated more elements of managed care into their plans.
7
These trends

will continue to challenge the regulators who track and oversee health

insurance markets.

D. Life Insurance and Annuities Markets

For many years, life insurers’ “bread and butter” were standard term and

whole life policies that emphasized death benefits and offered a modest

savings component (for whole life policies). That environment has

dramatically changed, as life insurers now offer an expansive menu of life

insurance policies, annuities and other interest-sensitive contracts with

different risk-return characteristics. This shift is reflected in the fact that life

insurers’ reserves for retirement-related products (individual and group

annuities and supplemental contracts with life contingencies) grew from

27.2 percent of life insurance reserves in 1950 to 69.1 percent in 2000 (see

Table 7.7).
8

This figure fell to 62.4 percent in 2002 but still represents the

bulk of life insurers’ policy reserves.

The increased significance of interest-sensitive products and insurers’

greater exposure to disintermediation (i.e., policy loans, surrenders and

7 It is difficult to assess the structure and performance of the alternative health insurance

market because of the lack of a consistent and comprehensive database on alternative

health care financing providers. Hopefully, over time, data on all heath care financing

mechanisms will be become available to develop a more comprehensive picture of the

overall market for health insurance.

8 Wright (1991) provides an insightful review of structural changes in the life insurance

industry.



lapses) has increased the importance of appropriate asset-liability matching

strategies. At the same time, competitive pressures have induced insurers to

maintain high crediting interest rates on their policies. In the 1980s,

company investment officers were pressured to increase investment yields

and preserve profit margins by lengthening bond maturities and investing

in lower-grade securities. Many life insurers assumed greater financial risk

while their profitability dropped. Fortunately, life insurers’ profitability

rebounded by the mid-1990s as their asset values increased. However, the

low market interest rates of the past few years have squeezed the

guaranteed interest rates provided in many cash value life insurance

contracts, as well as affected the market-linked rates in contracts with

interest-sensitive components. Hence, life insurers will continue to face

these pressures until market rates rebound to higher levels.

In the 1980s and early 1990s, some insurers invested heavily in non-

investment grade bonds, mortgage loans and real estate to increase their

investment returns. When the values of these assets declined in the early

1990s, it created problems for some life insurers and a “flight-to-quality”

by some consumers. Insurers were compelled to decrease their holdings of

“risky” assets to preserve their financial strength ratings and avoid

policyholder runs.

Within the past decade, some life insurers have invested in derivative

securities, either to hedge risk or increase investment returns. In concept,

the informed and proper use of derivatives should increase insurers’ ability

to manage their financial risk more efficiently. This is especially important

for contracts with embedded options that allow contract owners to

withdraw funds for other types of investments. However, regulators are

concerned that some insurers might not have sufficient expertise to use

derivatives appropriately and could be exposed to increased financial risk.

Consequently, this area has received increased regulatory scrutiny.

General information on the development of the life-health insurance sector

is provided in Table 7.7. The number of life-health insurance companies

increased from 649 in 1950 to 2,195 in 1990, but then fell to 1,076 in 2002.

This parallels the consolidation trends in the property-liability and

accident-health sectors. Over this same period, life insurers’ assets
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increased from $64 billion to $3.4 trillion. Total annual income increased

from $11.3 billion to $734 billion. The dramatic shift in traditional life to

annuity business is evident in the relative shares of income and reserves for

these two segments. Hence, the industry has continued to grow in terms of

the funds under its control, albeit at a slower pace than other non-bank

financial intermediaries.

Table 7.7

Life-Health Insurance Market Trends

1950–2002

1. Market Structure

Table 7.8 presents 2003 data on the structure of different segments of the

life and annuity sectors, according to financial information reported by life

insurers to the NAIC. As in the property-liability sector, there are numerous

insurers selling various life and annuity products. A total of 937 life insurer

groups (including stand-alone companies) reported data to the NAIC and

several hundred insurers offer products in each of the various lines. The

only exception to this is industrial life, which is a relatively small market.
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In general, market concentration is relatively low in the other broad lines

and entry and exit activity relatively high. Exits have exceeded entries,

consistent with industry consolidation and the decline in the number of life

insurance companies and groups.
9

Table 7.8

Life Insurance Market Structure (2003)

The data on the relative market penetration by domiciliary and non-

domiciliary life-health insurers (see Table 7.9) also reflects a pattern similar

to that for property-liability insurers, with an even greater predominance of

non-domestic insurers in each state.

2. Market Performance

Data on the profitability and overall financial performance of life insurers

is difficult to calculate on a by-line basis, but figures on the general

performance of the industry are provided in Table 7.7. Since 1980, the

estimated return on equity for the largest life insurers has remained

generally within competitive parameters. The 7 percent rate of return on

9 Many exits may represent mergers and acquisitions of life insurers into large holding

companies.
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Table 7.9

Premiums Written by Non-Domestic Life-Health Insurers

By State in 2003



equity (ROE) earned by major life insurers in 2001 indicates the sector’s

vulnerability to changes in the economy and financial markets.

Capital/asset ratios also have moderately increased, indicating greater

financial strength. Life insurers will need to operate from a position of

strength to compete with the penetration of other financial institutions into

some of their traditional markets, as well as expand into new markets.

Synopsis of Key Points

1. The U.S. insurance industry has grown and evolved considerably since

its inception in the early 1600s. Total industry income was $1.2 trillion

in 2000, representing almost 12 percent of gross domestic product.

2. Insurers now market a diverse array of products to cover various risks

and face greater financial risk.

3. Property-liability, accident-health and life-annuity markets have all

grown and offer a broader range of products and services.

4. Insurance markets appear to be competitively structured. All major

industry segments and markets are generally served by a large number

of insurers, with low market concentration and relatively easy entry and

exit. However, there has been a strong trend of consolidation in each

industry sector.

5. Profitability in the insurance industry and in most markets also appears

to be lower than profits in other industries and within competitive

parameters.

6. Traditional licensed insurers face increasing competition from

alternative sources of insurance, including non-admitted and foreign

insurers, HMOs, risk retention groups, other financial institutions and

self-insurance.
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Chapter 8

Principles of
Insurance
Regulation

Chapter Objectives

1. Summarize the alternative theories of regulation.

2. Define regulation for purposes of discussion.

3. Outline the principles of insurance regulation in addressing market

failures and protecting consumers.

4. Discuss the potential effects of regulation on insurance market structure

and performance.

Ideally, insurance regulatory institutions and policies should be based on a

foundation of principles with respect to the purpose of regulation and the

benefits it can provide to consumers and the general public. Economists

and legal scholars have developed a set of general principles for

government regulation and applied them to various activities and industries
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(Kahn, 1988; Spulber, 1989). This has not been done in a rigorous and

comprehensive way for insurance, but it is possible to apply general

regulatory concepts to the specific circumstances of insurance. These

principles can help guide insurance regulators in developing policies that

promote market efficiency and equity, as well as protect consumers. Of

course, the application of regulatory principles to any specific problem

requires a healthy respect for the “real world” — and not every problem is

amenable to “textbook” solutions. Moreover, it must be recognized that

insurance regulators function in a bureaucratic and political context that

affect their motivations and ability to implement policies that serve the

public interest.

A. Theories of Regulation

Economists, political scientists and legal scholars have offered various

theories to explain regulation and regulatory behavior. Some of these

theories are normative in nature (i.e., what regulation should be) and some

are positivistic (i.e., how regulators actually behave). Traditional public

interest theory analyzes the role of regulation in correcting market failures

(defined below) and improving economic performance (Kahn, 1988;

Spulber, 1989).
1

This traditional view has been challenged by economic

and political theories of regulation that examine how economic interests,

bureaucracy, political elites and ideology affect regulatory policy

(Peltzman, 1976; Meier, 1985 and 1988).
2

It is not necessary here to provide a comprehensive review of the different

theories of regulation, but the reader should know that there is such a

literature. The emphasis here will be the on principles governing insurance

regulation that serve the public interest, rather than on other factors that

influence insurance regulatory policy.

1 Klein and Skipper (2000) apply principles of regulation to insurance.

2 See Klein (1995) for a more detailed summary of these theories in the context of

insurance.



B. Regulation Defined

The term “regulation” is often used as if there is a common understanding

of its meaning, but it can often be defined differently. Most analysts use the

term narrowly to refer to government restriction of private actions to

achieve particular public goals. With respect to insurance, the scope of

regulation so defined might encompass such areas as licensing of

companies and agents, other entry and exit restrictions, solvency, prices,

trade practices and products. However, the full scope of government

involvement with insurance markets is not confined to these areas. Other

areas of government action that affect insurance include public insurance

programs; antitrust policy; taxes; public expenditures; property, contract

and tort law; and international trade policy, among others. The narrower

concept of regulation is the primary frame of reference for this text, but it

is important to note the interrelationship between various areas of public

policy that affect insurance. Regulators’ efforts to achieve particular market

outcomes in insurance can be affected by other government actions.

C. Principles of Insurance Regulation

1. Market Problems and Market Failures

The economic foundation for regulation is based on the concept of market

failure. Market failures constitute violations of the conditions of workable

competition outlined in Chapter 6, such as entry and exit barriers, firm

market power and lack of information. Market problems (e.g., high prices,

unavailability of coverage, insolvencies) can be a consequence of a market

failure or other factors that affect a market that is structurally competitive.

In other words, not all conditions perceived as market problems are

necessarily caused by a market failure. For example, high insurance prices

may be the natural result of increasing risk driven by external factors, and

not the malfunctioning of the market per se. It is important to determine the

underlying cause of market problems to determine the appropriate

regulatory response. Figure 8.1 summarizes potential insurance market

failures and their consequences.
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Figure 8.1

Under public interest theory, regulation is primarily intended to remedy

market failures — not necessarily market problems caused by other

external forces. The basic premise underlying the need for regulation is that

market failures can diminish the efficiency and equity of market outcomes

and harm the public interest. The purpose of regulation, then, is to correct

market failures, or at least minimize their negative effects, and improve

allocative efficiency and equity. This assumes that regulators have perfect

information and can determine and implement the correct market solutions.

The principal market imperfections that regulation is intended to address

are barriers to entry and exit, externalities (where transactions create costs

for third parties) and internalities (where the costs and benefits of

transactions are not reflected in the terms of exchange) (Spulber, 1989). To

correct or counteract these problems, regulators may impose controls on

entry, exit, prices, product quality, inputs to production, refusal to serve and

other private activities.
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2. Regulatory Remedies for Insurance 

Market Failures

Insurance regulation is principally targeted toward correcting market

failures that would otherwise cause insurers to incur an excessive risk of

insolvency and/or engage in market abuses that hurt consumers. The public

interest argument for the regulation of insurer solvency derives from

inefficiencies created by costly information and principal-agent problems

(Munch and Smallwood, 1981).
3

Owners of insurance companies have

diminished incentives to maintain a high level of safety to the extent that

their personal assets are not at risk for unfunded obligations to

policyholders that would arise from insolvency. It is costly for consumers

to properly assess an insurer’s financial strength in relation to its prices and

quality of service. Insurers also can increase their risk after policyholders

have purchased a policy and paid premiums. This represents what

economists call a “principal-agent problem,” in that the principals

(policyholders) have difficulty in monitoring and controlling the behavior

of their agents (insurers) when there is a conflict between their

interests/incentives.

Thus, in the absence of regulation, imperfect consumer information and

principal-agent problems would result in an excessive number of

insolvencies. Solvency regulation is intended to limit insurers’ insolvency

risk in accordance with society’s preference for safety. Regulators limit

insolvency risk by requiring insurers to maintain a minimum amount of

capital and meet other financial requirements.

Limiting insolvency risk is a different objective than preventing

insolvencies. Limiting insolvency risk implies that some insurers will

become insolvent. This is inherent in a competitive market where firms

3 Costly information refers to the fact that it is costly for consumers to acquire

information about the financial condition of an insurer and the relative value of its

products in relation to its prices. Principal-agent problems refer to the difficulty that a

consumer (the principal) faces in monitoring and controlling the activities and financial

risk of an insurer, once the consumer has signed a contract with the insurer and paid

premiums for coverage of future claims and benefit obligations.
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must have the opportunity to fail. In order to guarantee that no insolvencies

would occur, the government would have to impose extremely high capital

requirements and significantly constrain insurers’ investments and other

transactions to reduce the probability of insolvency to zero. The result

would be high insurance prices and inefficient markets. This is impractical,

and public officials have chosen a more reasonable objective to reduce the

cost of insolvencies to some acceptable minimum that represents an

acceptable tradeoff with the cost and availability of insurance.

The traditional explanation for regulation of insurance prices also involves

costly information and solvency concerns (Joskow, 1973; Hanson, et al.,

1974). Insurers’ incentive to incur excessive financial risk and even engage

in “go-for-broke” strategies may result in inadequate prices. Some

consumers will buy insurance from carriers that charge inadequate prices

without properly considering the greater financial risk involved. In this

scenario, poor incentives for safety could induce a wave of “destructive

competition” in which all insurers are forced to cut their prices below costs

in order to retain their market position. Thus, it is argued that regulators

must impose a floor under prices to prevent the market from imploding.

This view essentially governed insurance rate regulation until the 1960s,

when states began to disapprove or reduce price increases in lines such as

personal auto and workers’ compensation.

The rationale that some might offer for government restrictions on

insurance price increases is that consumer search costs impede competition

and lead to excessive prices and profits.
4

Further, constraints on consumer

choice and unequal bargaining power between insurers and consumers,

combined with inadequate consumer information, can make some

consumers vulnerable to abusive marketing and claims practices of insurers

and agents. It also might be argued that it is costly for insurers to ascertain

consumers’ risk characteristics accurately, giving an informational

advantage to insurers already entrenched in a market and, therefore,

creating barriers to entry that diminish competition (Cummins and Danzon,

4 Harrington (1992) explains but does not advocate this view.



1991). According to this view, the objective of regulation is to enforce a

ceiling that will prevent prices from rising above a competitive level and to

protect consumers against unfair market practices. In addition, the public

may express a preference for regulatory policies to guarantee certain

market outcomes consistent with social norms or objectives.
5

D. Potential Effects of Insurance 

Regulation

1. Solvency Regulation

One of the objectives of this text is to explain how differences in regulatory

policies can affect market structure and performance. As noted above, more

stringent solvency requirements will tend to limit entry into insurance

markets, as well as the range of prices and products that insurers can offer.

For example, regulators would not allow an insurer to invest 100 percent of

its assets in high-risk non-investment grade bonds to support life and

annuity products with relatively high crediting interest rates. Consumers,

presumably, are willing to accept some solvency restrictions on insurers’

financial risk to protect their interest in insurers’ ability to meet their

obligations.

2. Market Regulation

Direct regulation of insurers’ prices, products and market practices also can

affect market conditions, positively or negatively. If insurers are able to

exercise market power to raise the market price above the competitive

price, then regulators can improve market performance by setting a price

ceiling at the competitive level. In practice, this is rarely necessary as the
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5 For example, most states have determined that drivers should carry some form of

liability or no-fault auto insurance. Because of this requirement, some policymakers

believe the government should ensure insurance coverage is reasonably available and

affordable for those who are required to purchase it. This argument has been used to

justify strict controls on auto insurance rate increases in some jurisdictions.
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competitive structure of most insurance markets prevents insurers from

acquiring significant market power. If regulators set a price ceiling below

the competitive market price, then insurers will offer less insurance than

consumers will want to buy, causing availability problems. In the long run,

insurers will be induced to leave the market if they cannot charge a

premium that covers their costs and believe that they will sustain losses for

the foreseeable future.

The rate structure (i.e., the relative rates between different risks) and the

rate level are regulated in some property-liability lines, such as auto

insurance, workers’ compensation insurance and health insurance. Ideally,

the premium should approximate the expected cost of insuring a given risk,

but there are inherent limitations to the precision of any insurance-pricing

system, regardless of regulatory constraints. Regulators seek to ensure that

rate differentials are not unfairly discriminatory. However, that principle

may be interpreted and applied differently among states.

In practice, insurers may perceive regulatory price constraints to be more

binding for some risks than others. Insurers will be disinclined to discount

rates that are already perceived to be inadequate for a given risk and may

decline to offer coverage for such risks. Consequently, the more binding

regulatory price constraints are perceived to be for a given group of risks,

the less likely those risks will be able to obtain coverage in the voluntary

market.

This principle also applies to the regulation of residual market rates. If

residual market rates are insufficient to cover residual market costs, the

operating deficit will be assessed back to the voluntary market, forcing a

subsidy from voluntary market risks to residual market risks. This, in turn,

further discourages insurers from accepting risks in the voluntary market,

which increases the growth of the residual market.

Holding rates below cost can have other adverse effects on the market

besides causing insurers to exit and decreasing the availability of coverage.

Insurers might lower the quality of service they provide by increasing the

stringency of their claims-settlement policy. A tighter claims policy will

result in fewer claims being paid as well as lower settlements on some



claims that are paid. This is more difficult to do in lines where benefits are

set by law. Alternatively, insurers might lower quality and their costs by

delaying claims payments, premium refunds and dividends to

policyholders. Also, insurers might lower their expenses by reducing other

services they provide to insureds.

Regulators can potentially assist consumers by increasing the information

they have and preventing market abuses by insurers and producers. For

example, if an insurer fails to meet its obligation to pay a claim under an

insurance contract, the insured can sue the insurer, but such action can be

costly in terms of time and money. An insurer may have more resources to

sustain litigation than the insured. Regulators can help balance the relative

positions of the insurer and insured by taking enforcement action against

the insurer. Similarly, regulators may find it more efficient to simply

disallow policy provisions they believe to provide inadequate coverage or

are misleading, rather than rely on consumers to determine this for

themselves.

Increasing consumer information offers an effective substitute or

complement to regulatory activities. Greater information enables

consumers to make better insurance decisions, which increases competition

among insurers and market efficiency. Regulators improve consumer

information by educating consumers on how to purchase insurance and

publishing information on insurers’ prices, products and quality of service.

3. Implications for Costs and Residual Markets

Another adverse effect of inadequate rates is diminished incentives to

contain costs. If insureds do not pay the full cost of their coverage, they will

have diminished incentives to control that cost through accident prevention

and minimizing costs following an accident. The consequence is higher

accident rates, more expensive claims and higher loss costs, which place

greater pressure on the market and force prices to increase.

There are also incentive problems under some residual market mechanisms.

Presently, under systems where residual market deficits are assessed back

to the entire market, servicing carriers have a disincentive to make more
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than minimum expenditures on loss-prevention and claims-adjustment

activities. While servicing carriers bear the full cost of those activities, any

cost savings are effectively distributed among all insurers in proportion to

their voluntary market share. The greater the proportion of the market that

is insured through the residual market, the greater the significance of this

incentive problem. This phenomenon, along with regulatory rate

restrictions, contributed to the near collapse of workers’ compensation

markets in several states in the early 1990s.

Synopsis of Key Points

1. The public interest theory of regulation provides a foundation for the

principles that should govern insurance regulatory policies intended to

serve consumers and the general public.

2. Regulation, narrowly defined, is the government restriction of private

action to achieve public goals.

3. Regulation is intended to remedy market failures, which represent

violations of the conditions for workable competition.

4. Solvency regulation is intended to limit some insurers’ tendency to

incur excessive financial risk because of consumers’ limited

information and difficulty in controlling insurers’ actions.

5. Market regulation of insurers’ prices, products and trade practices is

intended to prevent prices from rising too high (because of insurers’

market power) or too low (because of overly aggressive price

competition) and other abuses that might arise from consumers’ lack of

information and unequal bargaining power.

6. Solvency regulation will necessarily restrict market entry and may limit

the range of insurers’ prices and products, which constitutes a tradeoff

with reduced insolvency risk.

7. Regulation can improve market performance if insurers exploit any

market power that they are able to acquire. However, in most instances,

competition prevents insurers from acquiring significant market power.

Regulation also can distort market forces and hurt efficiency if it

suppresses prices below costs.
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Chapter 9

Institutions of
Insurance
Regulation

Chapter Objectives

1. Provide an overview of the historical origins and development of state

insurance regulation.

2. Explain the role and authority of state insurance regulators.

3. Describe the typical functional structure of state insurance departments.

4. Outline the role of other political institutions in affecting insurance

regulatory policy.

5. Present empirical data on the resources of state insurance departments.

6. Explain the role of the National Association of Insurance

Commissioners in coordinating and serving state insurance regulators.

An extensive institutional structure has been developed to perform the

insurance regulatory functions in the United States. This institutional
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structure is primarily based within the insurance departments of each state

and their respective laws and regulations, policies and procedures,

personnel and physical facilities. In addition, the National Association of

Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) serves as a vehicle for the individual

state regulators to coordinate their activities and share resources to achieve

mutual objectives. This chapter describes these various institutions and the

important roles they play.

A. Brief History of Insurance Regulation 

in the United States

The current state regulatory framework for insurance has its roots in the

early 1800s when insurance markets were generally confined to a particular

community.
1

For fire insurance companies, the high concentration of risk

and the occurrence of large conflagrations led to highly cyclical pricing and

periodic shakeouts when a number of companies would fail after a major

fire (Hanson, et al., 1974). Life insurers became notorious for high

expenses, shaky finances and abusive sales practices (Meier, 1988). The

local orientation of insurance markets at the time led municipal and state

governments to establish the initial regulatory mechanisms for insurance

companies and agents to address these problems and abuses.

Government control of insurers was initially accomplished through special

legislative charters and discriminatory taxation, but this proved to be an

inefficient mechanism as the number of companies grew and the need for

ongoing oversight became apparent (Meier, 1988). Insurance commissions

were formed by various states to license companies and agents, regulate

policy forms, set reserve requirements, police insurers’ investments and

administer financial reporting.
2

Price regulation in the early 1900s was

essentially confined to limited oversight of property-liability industry

rate cartels. 
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1 See Hanson, et. al., 1974; Lilly, 1976; and Meier, 1988 for reviews of the history of

insurance regulation.

2 New Hampshire appointed the first insurance commissioner in 1851.
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Through the years, insurance department responsibilities grew in scope and

complexity as the industry evolved. Figure 9.1 provides a timeline of

insurance regulation, identifying key developments. Two major forces

appear to have heavily influenced the evolution of insurance regulatory

functions and institutions. One factor has been the increasing diversity of

insurance products and the types of risks insurers have assumed. The other

factor is the geographic extension of insurance markets with a number of

carriers operating on a national and international basis. These trends are

discussed at greater length in Chapter 12.

Figure 9.1

Insurance Regulation Timeline

B. Role and Authority of State Insurance 

Regulators

Each of the 50 states, the District of Columbia and five of the U.S.

territories has a chief government official who is responsible for regulating

insurance companies and markets. This individual has the authority and

responsibility to ensure that insurance companies do not incur excessive

insolvency risk, nor treat policyholders unfairly. More specifically,

insurance commissioners govern insurers’ admission and licensing;

solvency and investments; reinsurance activity; transactions among

affiliates; products; prices; underwriting; claims handling; and other market

practices. Regulators also control producer licensing and market practices,

along with certain other areas related to insurance company and market
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functions. However, it should be understood that insurance commissioners’

authority is limited in some respects and that various other public and

private institutions are part of the insurance regulatory system. Regulators

operate within a broader governmental framework that influences and

constrains their actions. The role of other institutions is discussed in greater

detail below.

Most commissioners are appointed by the governor (or by a regulatory

commission) for a set term or “at will,” subject to legislative confirmation.

Twelve states and one territory elect their insurance commissioners, who

are autonomous in the sense that they do not take orders from the governor;

however they must still cooperate with the administration in order to

achieve their objectives (see Figure 9.2). Elected commissioners directly

seek voters’ political support, while appointed commissioners do this

indirectly as part of the governor’s administration.

Figure 9.2

Insurance Commissioner Manner of Selection



Commissioners can exert considerable control over insurers’ conduct

through the admission and licensing process. Insurers who fail to comply

with regulatory requirements are subject to losing their authorization to sell

insurance through the suspension or revocation of their license or

certificate of authority. Commissioners may exact fines for regulatory

violations that serve as a further financial inducement to compliance.

Commissioners also may intervene and seize companies that are deemed to

be in hazardous financial condition. These measures give regulators

considerable leverage in forcing insurers to comply with insurance laws

and regulations. In addition, insurance commissioners can exercise public

and political influence in their visible role as consumer protectors and

insurance experts. The governor and legislature typically look to the

insurance commissioner for guidance on key policy issues and legislation.

At the same time, insurance commissioners are not autonomous and face a

number of constraints in exercising their authority. Most important,

regulators must act within the framework of insurance laws enacted by the

legislature. Regulations promulgated by the commissioner are subject to

review and approval by the legislature. Regulatory actions are also subject to

review and enforcement by the courts. In addition, resource constraints and

the difficulties of supervising companies operating in multiple jurisdictions

have caused states to defer primary financial regulatory authority to the

domiciliary commissioner (i.e., the commissioner in the state where an

insurer is domiciled or incorporated). Meanwhile, non-domiciliary regulators

can exert considerable influence on non-domiciliary insurers through the

regulators’ ability to deny entry into their markets.
3

Hence, while regulators

can exert considerable power and influence over insurers, producers and

insurance markets, regulators are subject to various checks that prevent

regulatory actions that are inconsistent with or extend beyond what is

provided by law and the interests of policyholders and the general public.
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3 The high degree of interdependence among states in regulating multistate insurers is

caused by the significant amount of business written in each state by non-domestic

companies, as discussed in Chapter 7.
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C. Principal Insurance Regulatory 

Responsibilities

For the purpose of this text, insurance regulatory responsibilities are

divided into two primary categories: 1) financial regulation; and 2) market

regulation. These areas are discussed in greater detail in Chapters 10 and

11, respectively. Financial regulation seeks to protect policyholders against

the risk that insurers will not be able to meet their financial obligations.

Market regulation attempts to ensure fair and reasonable insurance prices,

products and trade practices. Financial and market regulation are

inextricably related and must be coordinated to achieve their specific

objectives. Regulation of rates and market practices affects insurers’

financial performance; financial regulation constrains the prices and

products insurers can reasonably offer.

All U.S. insurers are licensed in at least one state and are subject to

financial and market regulation in their state of domicile, in addition to

other states in which they are licensed to sell insurance. Reinsurers

domiciled in the United States also are subject to the financial regulation of

their domiciliary state.

In markets that are not adequately served by licensed insurers, some U.S.

insurers and non-U.S. insurers write certain specialty and high-risk

coverages on a non-admitted, or surplus lines, basis. These types of

coverage are not subject to price and product regulation, because it is

presumed that buyers in the surplus lines markets are more sophisticated

and, therefore, better able to protect themselves. The lack of availability of

coverage from admitted carriers also makes the higher risk of surplus lines

carriers more acceptable from a public policy perspective. States control

the entry of surplus lines carriers by imposing minimum solvency and trust

requirements and supervising surplus lines brokers. Other alternative

market mechanisms, such as risk retention groups and captives, are not

subject to these requirements.

With the exception of financial oversight by their domiciliary jurisdiction,

reinsurers are not generally subject to direct financial and market
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regulation. Reinsurers are, however, regulated indirectly through the states’

regulation of the primary insurers that are ceding risk to reinsurers.

Regulators control whether a ceding insurer can claim credit for

reinsurance on its balance sheet, which is conditioned on whether the

reinsurer meets certain financial and/or trust requirements imposed by

regulators.

Insurance producers (i.e., agents and brokers) also are subject to regulation.

State laws require insurance transactions to be conducted by licensed

producers. Therefore, producers must be licensed by each state in which

they would like to sell insurance and must comply with the respective state

laws and regulations governing their activities. Regulators monitor

producers’ compliance with regulatory requirements and can rescind or

suspend a producer’s license or exact fines if the producer fails to comply.

D. Structure of State Insurance 

Departments

The organizational structures of insurance departments vary somewhat, but

there are certain functional divisions that are common within most

departments. Most departments tend to have separate divisions that are

responsible for financial-related and market-related matters. The financial

division is typically responsible for ensuring that insurers comply with

financial laws and regulations, financial reporting and monitoring, desk

audits and examinations. Admission and licensing and receivership

functions may be housed within the financial division or organized as

separate units.

The market regulation division is typically responsible for review and approval

(where required) of rates and policy forms. Market conduct and consumer

services may be encompassed in this area or placed in separate units.

There are other miscellaneous functions that could be handled in variety of

ways from an organizational standpoint. These functions include

administration, research and policy analysis, media and public relations,

legislative liaison and premium tax calculations.



E. Other Institutions That Affect 

Insurance Regulation

As indicated in Figure 9.3, the insurance regulatory system is influenced by

various entities, in addition to the insurance department, including 1) the

courts; 2) the legislature; 3) the executive branch; 4) insurers; 5) producers;

6) consumers; and 7) other interest groups. Insurance has the additional

complexity of both federal and state government authorities, which are

involved in the regulation of the industry. Not shown in Figure 9.3, but also

important, are other insurance departments and the NAIC, which affect

insurance regulation in a given state. Regulatory policy is formulated

collectively by the insurance commissioner, the legislature and the courts.

The state legislature establishes the insurance department, enacts insurance

laws and approves the regulatory budget. Commissioners must often use

the courts to help enforce regulatory actions, and the courts, in turn, may

restrict regulatory action. Insurers and producers are the principal subjects

of regulation, whose activities, in turn, affect consumers and other parties.

All interested parties seek to influence regulatory policy through the

insurance department, as well as other government authorities. The

insurance department coordinates with other state insurance departments in

regulating multistate insurers and relies on the NAIC for advice and some

support services. The federal government overlays this entire structure,

delegating most regulatory responsibilities to the states, while retaining an

oversight role and intervening in specific areas.
4

F. The Federal Government

Tension between the federal government and the states over the regulation

of insurance dates back to the mid-1800s (Kimball and Heaney, 1995). This

tension is created by the interstate operation of many insurers and their
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4 In practice, the federal government has left the principal regulatory functions for

insurance to the states.
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Figure 9.3

The Insurance Regulatory System
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significant presence in the economy. On numerous occasions, the federal

government has sought to exert greater control over the industry and the

states have fought back aggressively to retain to their authority.
5

The

primacy of the states’ authority over insurance was essentially affirmed in

various court decisions until the Southeastern Underwriters case in 1944. In

that case, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that the commerce clause of the

U.S. Constitution did apply to insurance and that the industry was subject

to federal antitrust law. This decision prompted the states to support the

enactment of the McCarran-Ferguson Act in 1945, which delegated

regulation of insurance to the states, except in instances where federal law

specifically supersedes state law.

The federal government has affected state insurance regulatory policy and

institutions in several ways. In a number of instances, Congress has

instituted federal control over certain insurance markets or aspects of

insurers’ operations that were previously delegated to the states. In other

cases, the federal government has established insurance programs that are

essentially exempt from state regulatory oversight (e.g., crop insurance).

Even the threat of such interventions has spurred the states to take actions

to forestall an erosion of their regulatory authority.
6

Another approach involves the federal government setting regulatory

standards that the states are expected to enforce. In the case of Medicare

supplement insurance, Congress enacted loss ratio standards that the states

were required to adopt to avoid relinquishing their oversight authority to

the federal government. Congress also has significantly constrained state

regulatory control over certain types of insurance entities, such as risk

retention groups and employer-funded health plans, in order to increase

coverage options in markets where the cost of traditional insurance is high.

5 See Meier, 1988, and Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, 1992, for

a review of various attempted federal interventions into insurance regulation.

6 For example, when the failure of a number of substandard auto insurers prompted the

introduction of federal legislation to create a national guaranty fund system in 1969, the

NAIC moved quickly to adopt model guaranty fund acts for property-casualty and life-

health insurers, which were subsequently enacted by many states.
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This has made market regulation more difficult when bogus groups claim

federal pre-emption to avoid state oversight. Finally, federal policies in a

number of other areas, such as antitrust, international trade, law

enforcement, taxation and the regulation of banks and securities, have

significant implications for the insurance industry and state regulation.

G. Regulatory Resources

The adequacy of state insurance department resources has been an area of

considerable concern, with allegations that departments lack sufficient

experienced staff to effectively regulate the industry. The size of insurance

departments varies significantly depending on the size of their markets and

other factors. In 2003, the number of state insurance department personnel

ranged from 25 in Wyoming to 1,308 in California (see Table 9.1). The

insurance departments of the five U.S. territories have smaller staffs than

the states. Total full-time equivalent staff for all departments combined in

2003 amounted to 10,821, in addition to 2,137 contract/intergovernmental

staff (NAIC, 2003). Insurance department staff persons include actuaries,

financial examiners and analysts, rates and forms analysts, market conduct

examiners, attorneys, fraud investigators and systems analysts.

For fiscal year 2005, state department budgets ranged from $1.8 million in

South Dakota to $170.4 million in California, with a total combined budget

for all departments of approximately $1.1 billion. The size of state

insurance departments tends to vary with the volume of business they

regulate, although there is not a perfect correlation. States that have more

domiciliary companies, that regulate more intensively or that provide

special services (e.g., in-house liquidators) also tend to have larger staffs

and budgets. Public and legislative support for insurance regulation also

affects department resources.



Table 9.1 

Insurance Department Resources (2003)
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Insurance departments draw their funding, directly or indirectly, from fees;

assessments; and premium, retaliatory and other business and income

taxes. These sources accounted for 97.8 percent of the $13 billion in

revenues that states received from the industry in 2003 (NAIC, 2003).
7
The

relative “burden” of state insurance taxes and fees as a percentage of total

premiums was 1.0 percent.
8

This figure has steadily declined since 1988,

when it was 1.7 percent. 

Regulatory budgets represent only about 7.7 percent of the revenues

collected from insurers, the remainder of which support other state services

from which insurers and their policyholders benefit. This figure has

increased steadily since 1986 (when the NAIC began tracking it), when it

was 4.5 percent. Some insurance departments have partial or full dedicated

funding that allows them to fund their operations directly from fees and

assessments (NAIC, 2003). Other departments are funded solely from

general fund appropriations; this tends to impose greater budget

constraints, as these departments are forced to compete with other state

agencies for scarce resources.

Despite tight fiscal constraints, the states have significantly increased the

resources devoted to insurance regulation in recent years. From fiscal year

1988 to fiscal year 2005, funding for state insurance departments has more

than tripled, which is a little less than three times the pace of inflation over

this same period (see Figure 9.4). The increased funding has been used

primarily to raise staffing levels, boost salaries to attract and retain more

qualified staff, and improve office automation to enhance staff productivity.

Full-time equivalent department staff personnel have increased

36.8 percent over the period 1988–2003, with the greatest increases in

financial examiner/analyst and consumer service personnel. Insurance

departments also have significantly enhanced their use of computers and

upgraded their information systems. The increase in staff and enhanced
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7 This figure does not include payroll, sales or property taxes paid by insurance

companies to state and local governments.

8 Most state premium-tax rates fall in the range of 2 percent to 3 percent, but various

premium-tax exclusions and credits reduce effective tax rates below nominal rates.
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automation has allowed regulators to substantially boost the quality and

intensity of their financial oversight of insurers, as well as expand

consumer-protection activities.

Figure 9.4

Insurance Department Staff and Budget Trends

1988–2005

H. National Association of Insurance 

Commissioners

1. Role and Structure

Regulating a large and diverse insurance industry, operating on an interstate

basis, is challenging for individual states. Insurance commissioners have

used the NAIC extensively in coordinating their regulatory activities. The

NAIC is a private, not-for-profit association of the chief insurance regulatory

officials of the 50 states, the District of Columbia and five U.S. territories. It

was established in 1871 to coordinate the supervision of multistate

companies within a state regulatory framework, with special emphasis on
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insurers’ financial condition. The NAIC functions in an advisory capacity and

as a service organization for state insurance departments. 

Some critics of state insurance regulation have pointed out that the NAIC

is a voluntary organization and cannot compel states to adopt its model

laws or take any other action for that matter. Other critics argue that the

NAIC operates as a quasi-governmental entity that exercises too much

influence. The reality is that the NAIC is the states acting together. In other

words, the NAIC provides a vehicle by which the individual states can

exercise their specific regulatory authorities collectively. Commissioners

use the NAIC to pool resources, discuss issues of common concern and

align their oversight of the industry. Collective action can enhance, as well

as constrain, the power of individual states. The credence given to NAIC

policy positions and its ability to organize its members are substantial

levers that help standardize and strengthen insurance regulatory policy

across the country. At the same time, given its voluntary nature, the NAIC

has had to be relatively circumspect with regards to when and how it uses

these levers. Ultimately, each state determines what actions it will take.

The NAIC supports state regulatory efforts in a number of ways, including:

� Maintaining an extensive insurance database and computer network

linking all insurance departments.

� Providing systems that assist regulators, insurers and intermediaries in

performing/navigating regulatory processes.

� Analyzing and informing regulators as to the financial condition of

insurance companies.

� Coordinating examinations and regulatory actions with respect to

troubled companies.

� Establishing and certifying states’ compliance with minimum financial

regulation standards.

� Providing financial, reinsurance, actuarial, legal, computer and

economic expertise to insurance departments.



� Valuing securities held by insurers.

� Analyzing and listing non-admitted alien insurers.

� Developing uniform statutory financial statements and accounting rules

for insurers.

� Conducting education and training programs for insurance department

staff.

� Developing model laws and coordinating regulatory policy on

significant insurance issues.

� Conducting research and providing information on insurance and its

regulation to state and federal officials and the general public.

The NAIC develops model legislation and coordinates regulatory policy

through a system of committees, task forces and working groups that

functions much like a legislature. The primary standing committees are

divided along major areas of insurance regulation: life insurance and

annuities; health insurance and managed care; property and casualty

insurance; market conduct and consumer affairs; financial condition;

financial regulation standards and accreditation; international insurance

relations; and information resources management. Other standing

committees deal with internal NAIC issues, and special committees are

formed as needed to address specific topics such as health care reform and

the use of credit information to underwrite insurance.

Only NAIC members (i.e., regulators) may serve and vote on NAIC

committees, but consumers, industry representatives and other interested

parties provide input into NAIC deliberations. Formal advisory groups

were eliminated in 1992, but NAIC committees may still use “technical

resource persons” for assistance. Seeking technical assistance from the

industry and other groups is essential in developing regulations governing

complex areas, such as risk-based capital and life insurance nonforfeiture

benefits. The NAIC also seeks input from consumer groups on significant
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issues and regulatory policy. It has structured the advisory process to avoid

undue industry influence and to ensure that regulators direct the process. A

program was started in 1992 that provides funding for consumer

representatives to participate in NAIC meetings.

State regulators are able to achieve considerable efficiencies by pooling

resources through the centralized facilities provided by the NAIC. For

example, it is much more efficient to have one central repository of insurer

financial data than for every department to capture the same data from the

same insurer. The objective is to allow states to focus their resources on the

regulation of their respective markets and the solvency of their domiciliary

companies, relying on support services from the NAIC. The NAIC has a

staff of 400 and its budget for 2005 was approximately $56.3 million.

Approximately 40 percent of NAIC revenues come from fees paid by

insurers, with most of the remainder coming from the sale of database

products, publications/services, educational programs, investment income

and meeting registration fees. Insurance departments also pay member fees

to the NAIC proportionate to the premiums written in their jurisdictions.

A principal NAIC function is the maintenance of an extensive financial

database on insurance companies that is accessible to state insurance

departments and other users through a computer information network. The

NAIC’s online database contains eight years of annual and quarterly

financial information for approximately 4,800 insurance companies, as

well as annual data archived back to the mid-1970s. In addition to financial

statement data, detailed information on insurers’ risk-based capital results

are compiled in the NAIC database. Development of the database is closely

related to the NAIC’s development of the financial statement blanks and

accounting rules, as well as the related specifications for electronic

financial data filings.

2. Services to Insurance Departments

The NAIC’s financial database serves as the core of the financial

surveillance and other analysis activities of state insurance regulators and

the NAIC. State regulators and NAIC staff access the database through a

variety of application systems that allow them to review data on specific



companies, generate standard reports on an individual or a group of

companies, or generate custom reports to suit specific needs. Regulators

also have access to the NAIC database via various computer media, which

lessens the pressure on costly mainframe computer systems. Increasingly,

state insurance departments have relied on the NAIC as their primary

financial data source, avoiding the cost of duplicative data entry systems.

In addition, portions of the insurance database are provided to federal

agencies, academics, rating organizations, insurers and various other users.

The information contained in the database also is made available to the

public in a variety of statistical reports and special studies.

The NAIC maintains a number of other databases that state regulators and

NAIC staff use for financial analysis and other regulatory functions. The

Market Information System Database contains more than 2.3 million closed

consumer complaints and more than 161,000 regulatory actions, in addition

to special activities and relationship information regarding various insurers

and producers, updated continuously. This system significantly enhances

regulators’ ability to share information on individuals or companies

suspected of illegal or questionable activities and help prevent their

infiltration into new areas. Information on complaints and other data can be

used to target companies for market conduct and financial examinations.

Consumers can access the Consumer Information Source (on the NAIC’s

public Web site) to see complaints ratios and key financial statement

schedules for domestic insurers, as well as summary company consumer

profiles for life, property and health insurers. The NAIC also maintains the

System for Electronic Rate and Form Filing (SERFF), which is designed to

enable companies to send — and states to receive, comment on and

approve or reject — insurance industry rate and policy form filings. The

National Insurance Producer Registry (NIPR), an NAIC affiliate, helps the

states streamline and coordinate producer-licensing regulation.

Further, state regulators and NAIC staff use the NAIC’s computer network

and systems to communicate and coordinate their activities with respect to

examinations, regulatory actions, troubled companies, other entities and

areas of regulatory concern, in addition to a variety of other matters. The

NAIC continues to move forward in developing and upgrading regulatory

support systems. Its 2003 Annual Report and action plan, A Reinforced
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Commitment: Insurance Regulatory Modernization Action Plan, outline

these systems and various initiatives.

Two adjunct NAIC offices perform other important regulatory services.

The NAIC’s Securities Valuation Office (SVO), based in New York City,

determines uniform accounting values of insurers’ securities investments,

including government, municipal and corporate bonds, and common and

preferred stocks. The SVO database contains approximately 250,000

securities for almost 36,000 issuers. Each security in the database is

reviewed and valued annually by the SVO staff or from an independent

third-party (i.e., any nationally recognized statistical rating organization)

and published in the Valuations of Securities on CD-ROM.

The International Insurers Department (formerly called the Non-Admitted

Insurers Information Office) maintains the NAIC’s Quarterly Listing of
Alien Insurers, which states may use to determine surplus lines carriers

eligible or approved to operate in their jurisdiction. To qualify for the

listing, an alien company must submit financial information, pass a

financial and operational review, meet certain capital and surplus

requirements, and establish a U.S. trust fund.

Further, the NAIC’s Government Relations Office in Washington, D.C.,

assists state regulators with communicating their views to and interacting

with the Congress and federal agencies, as well as associations of other state

officials. A key responsibility of the Government Relations division is to

coordinate NAIC activities on health issues, given the heavy federal

involvement in this area. The NAIC also works with federal officials on other

significant issues involving state-federal coordination, such as the regulation

of financial institutions involved in insurance and terrorism insurance.

The NAIC also has played an active role in promoting greater

communication and coordination among insurance regulators in different

countries and helped to establish the International Association of Insurance

Supervisors (IAIS). In addition, NAIC members and staff have provided

considerable assistance to U.S. negotiators on insurance issues in the

development of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and

the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).
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Synopsis of Key Points

1. Insurance regulatory institutions have evolved considerably since the

first state insurance commissioner was appointed in 1851. Each of the

50 states, the District of Columbia and five U.S. territories have chief

regulatory officials for insurance and agencies that support them.

2. Insurance regulators have broad authority to regulate insurer solvency

and protect consumers. At the same time, they must function within

a governmental framework, which also affects insurance

regulatory policy.

3. The organizational structures of insurance departments vary, but most

divide financial and market regulatory functions.

4. There has been tension between the federal government and the states

over the regulation of insurance, but the states have retained principal

regulatory authority over insurance except in instances where federal

law specifically supersedes state law.

5. State insurance departments have significantly increased their

budgetary and staff resources in recent years, but this trend has begun

to plateau as the states reach their resource goals.

6. The NAIC plays an important role as a vehicle that individual insurance

commissioners use in coordinating their activities and sharing certain

resources.
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Chapter 10

Financial Regulatory
Functions

Chapter Objectives

1. Outline the basic objectives and areas of insurance financial regulation.

2. Explain the role of minimum capital and surplus requirements and the

development of risk-based capital requirements.

3. Describe other key financial requirements imposed on licensed

insurers.

4. Emphasize the role of financial monitoring in ensuring that insurers

meet regulatory requirements and initiating intervention when insurers

incur excessive risk or encounter financial difficulty.

5. Outline the strategies and tools available to regulators to deal with

troubled and insolvent companies and the role of guaranty associations.

6. Discuss the history and purpose of the NAIC financial accreditation

program.

7. Discuss other significant financial regulatory initiatives.
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Protecting policyholders and the general public against excessive insurer

insolvency risk is the primary goal of insurance regulation. Regulators

protect policyholders’ interests by requiring insurers to meet certain

financial standards and take corrective action when necessary. To

accomplish this task, insurance regulators are given authority over insurers’

ability to form and conduct business in the various states. State statutes set

forth the requirements for formation and licensing to sell insurance. 

These statutes require insurers to meet certain minimum capital and surplus

standards and financial reporting requirements and authorize regulators to

examine insurers and take other actions to protect policyholders’ interests.

Solvency regulation polices a number of aspects of insurers’ operations,

including 1) capitalization; 2) pricing and products; 3) investments;

4) reinsurance; 5) reserves; 6) asset-liability matching; 7) transactions with

affiliates; and 8) management.

A. Financial Requirements

1. Capital Standards

Capital standards are the linchpin of solvency regulation. Capital and

surplus provide a cushion against unexpected increases in liabilities and

decreases in the value of assets. Capital also is intended to fund the

expenses of a rehabilitation or liquidation of an insurer with minimal losses

to policyholders and claimants. Insurers are required to have a certain

amount of capital and surplus to establish and continue operations. When

an insurer’s capital and surplus falls below the minimum standard, it is

considered to be legally impaired. When an insurer’s liabilities exceed the

value of its assets (i.e., its capital and surplus is negative), it is insolvent.

Regulators also may seize a company if they can show that it is in

hazardous condition and will ultimately be unable to meet its obligations to
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policyholders.
1

All states have fixed minimum capital and surplus

requirements, as well as risk-based capital (RBC) requirements, as

discussed below.

a. Fixed Minimum Capital and Surplus Requirements

The states’ fixed minimum capital and surplus requirements range from

$500,000 to $6 million, depending on the state and the lines that an insurer

writes. Multi-line insurers are generally required to hold more capital than

monoline insurers. Capital requirements also tend to be higher for insurers

writing casualty lines. The typical fixed minimum capital requirement for a

multi-line insurer is approximately $2 million.

Fixed minimum capital requirements have been generally intended to

ensure that a company has adequate surplus to initiate operations and fund

receivership expenses in the event of an insolvency. As insurers grew over

time and incurred increasing risk, it became apparent to regulators that

fixed minimum requirements were inadequate to provide an adequate

cushion for most insurers. Some states responded by increasing their fixed

capital requirements when the number of insolvencies rose in the late

1980s. However, the most important development was the development of

variable RBC requirements.

Financial Regulatory Functions

1 All states have a battery of laws and regulations similar to NAIC models that authorize

the insurance commissioner to take action against companies deemed to be in hazardous

condition. The relevant NAIC model acts are the Insurers Rehabilitation and

Liquidation Model Act, the Administrative Supervision Model Act and the Model

Regulation to Define Standards and Commissioners Authority for Companies Deemed

to Be in Hazardous Financial Condition. Insurers may institute legal challenges to

regulatory actions under these statutes, imposing costs on regulators and possibly

discouraging regulators from taking action without strong proof that action is

warranted.
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b. Risk-Based Capital

The concept of risk-based capital recognizes that insurers range in size and

the types of risks they assume, which makes fixed minimum capital

standards inadequate for many companies. In practice, regulators can and

do take action against troubled insurers before they fall below the minimum

standard, but such actions are subject to legal challenges and regulators

must convince a court that an insurer is in unsafe condition. The NAIC

adopted model minimum RBC requirements for life-health insurers in 1992

and for property-liability insurers in 1993 that were intended to help correct

the deficiencies of fixed standards. The NAIC developed RBC

requirements specific to health insurance in 1997.

RBC is intended to be a minimum regulatory capital standard and not

necessarily the full amount of capital that an insurer would want to hold to

meet its safety and competitive objectives. The stated objectives of the

NAIC’s RBC requirements are to provide a standard of capital adequacy

that 1) is related to risk; 2) raises the safety net for insurers; 3) is uniform

among states; and 4) provides authority for regulatory action when actual

capital falls below the standard.

The NAIC’s life-health RBC formula encompasses four major categories of

risk: 1) asset risk; 2) insurance or pricing risk; 3) interest rate risk; and

4) business risk. The risks addressed by the NAIC’s property-liability

formula are similar in some respects and different in others, and include

1) asset risk; 2) credit risk (uncollectible reinsurance and other

receivables); 3) underwriting (pricing and reserve) risk; and 4) off-balance

sheet risk (e.g., guarantees of parent obligations, excessive growth). The

health insurance RBC requirements developed by the NAIC are intended to

provide more refined RBC amounts that reflect the relative risks involved

with different types of health insurance.

Each formula applies factors to various amounts reported in (or related to)

the annual statement to determine RBC charges for each type of risk. A

covariance adjustment is made to the accumulated RBC charges to account

for diversification in major risk categories. The resulting adjusted total

RBC amount is compared to an insurer’s actual total adjusted capital
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(TAC) to determine its RBC position.
2

Insurers are required to report their

RBC and TAC in their annual statements, but the details of their

calculations are filed in a confidential report.

Under the RBC model, certain company and regulatory actions are required

if a company’s TAC falls below a certain level of risk-based capital. Four

RBC levels for company and regulatory action are established, with more

severe action required at lower levels (see Box 10.1). An insurer falling

between the highest and second-highest levels is required to explain its

financial condition, and how it proposes to correct its capital deficiency, to

the insurance commissioner. When an insurer slips below the second level,

the commissioner is required to examine the insurer and institute corrective

action, if necessary. Between the third and fourth levels, the commissioner

is authorized to rehabilitate or liquidate the company. If an insurer’s capital

falls below the lowest threshold, the commissioner is required to seize

control of the insurer. Most insurers, as indicated in Table 10.1, have TAC

that exceeds their RBC requirements.

Box 10.1

2 In the life-health formula, certain reserves (asset valuation reserve, voluntary

investment reserves and 50 percent of its dividend liability) are added to reported capital

and surplus to determine an insurer's TAC. In the property-liability formula, any

discount of loss and loss-adjustment expense reserves reflected in Schedule P is added

back to reported capital and surplus to calculate TAC.
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Table 10.1

The NAIC continues to monitor and consider refinements to insurers’

capital requirements through the Capital Adequacy (E) Task Force. There

are occasional adjustments to certain RBC factors, consideration of more

refined breakouts of certain items for the purpose of applying RBC charges,

and evaluation of emerging issues that may warrant changes to RBC

formulas and rules. Also, the Task Force and its working groups offer

guidance to regulators and insurers on the application of RBC

requirements; e.g., adding a trend test to the health and property-casualty

RBC formulas.

2. Reserve Requirements

In addition to capital requirements, insurers are subject to other regulations

with respect to their financial structure and operations. A principal

requirement is the reserves that insurers are mandated to set aside for future

benefit payments and potential losses on investments. Historically, life

insurers were required to maintain mandatory reserves for potential losses

on stocks and bonds based on regulatory valuations and credit ratings; i.e.,

the mandatory securities valuation reserve (MSVR). No mandatory cushion

for losses existed for other major investments, which became a problem

when the economy soured. These requirements were significantly enhanced

with the adoption of asset valuation reserve (AVR) and interest
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maintenance reserve (IMR) requirements, which became effective in 1993

for the 1992 reporting year. The AVR extended and refined reserve

requirements for all major asset classes, including real estate and mortgage

loans. The IMR requires insurers to amortize interest-related gains and

losses over the remaining life of the disposed asset. Insurers are required to

file special schedules detailing the calculations of these reserves.

Insurers also are required to maintain adequate reserves for their liabilities

for future claims and benefit payments. The rules for life insurers’ reserves

tend to be more prescriptive based on standard actuarial procedures and

assumptions. Increasing insurer and regulatory attention to asset-liability

matching has encouraged actuaries to employ more dynamic methods in

setting reserves and managing various financial risks (Swiss Re, 2000). The

NAIC’s adoption and revision of the “Triple X” actuarial guidelines for

valuing life insurance policy reserves was a significant development.

With the exception of statutory formulas for workers’ compensation

reserves, the requirements governing property-liability insurers are less

prescriptive. The primary challenge for property-liability insurers is to

determine reserves for claims that have been incurred but not yet paid. The

factors affecting property-liability insurers’ obligations for future claims

payments tend to vary and are more subjective (than for life insurers),

particularly for long-tail lines where claims obligations can extend many

years beyond the termination of policy. The increased danger of large

catastrophes from natural disasters and acts of terrorism also has required

insurers to use sophisticated modeling techniques to manage the risk of

low-frequency, high-severity loss events, which may include setting aside

additional capital. Regulators must evaluate the financial statements and

actuarial opinions filed by property-liability insurers to assess whether

insurers are establishing adequate reserves.
3
If regulators believe an insurer

3 One way regulators can assess the accuracy of an insurer’s reserves is to examine

reserve development patterns reflected in the insurer’s financial statement. If regulators

determine that an insurer’s initial estimates of its reserves are significantly and

consistently below its ultimate claims payments, they will be more likely to force the

insurer to increase its reserves.



is shorting its reserves, they may require the insurer to increase its reserves

or take other action. Although specific laws or regulations governing

property-casualty insurer reserves were not proposed, their regulatory

oversight has been enhanced through the use of actuarial opinions and RBC

penalties for reserve deficiencies.

3. Investment Restrictions

The high-risk investment strategies of some insurers and the casualties that

occurred when the “bottom dropped out” of the junk bond and real-estate

markets in the early 1990s led regulators to reconsider their oversight of

insurers’ investments. Historically, state laws regulating insurers’

investments were relaxed over the years to allow insurers to take advantage

of high-yield investments to support new products. This changed when the

junk bond problems of Executive Life Insurance Co. and several other

insurers prompted the NAIC, in 1990, to adopt a model restricting an

insurer to no more than 20 percent of its assets in non-investment grade

bonds, with additional restrictions on the proportions of assets in the lower-

rated categories (the Investments in Medium Grade and Lower Grade

Obligations Model Regulation). Several states adopted the model or similar

restrictions on junk bonds. This was accompanied by the refinement and

strengthening of the process for assigning SVO credit designations or

categorization of insurers’ bonds and preferred stocks.

Yet, regulators were still concerned about other high-risk assets and

investment diversification issues. In 1996, the NAIC adopted a

comprehensive model covering all insurer investments, called the

Investments of Insurers Model Act (Defined Limits Version). This model is

a good illustration of the prescriptive approach to financial regulation. Its

intended objectives are to preserve principal, ensure reasonable

diversification and require insurers to allocate investments prudently to

meet obligations to insureds and maintain sufficient financial strength to

cover reasonably foreseeable contingencies. The model seeks to attain

these objectives through relatively detailed and specific limitations on, and

requirements for, various types of assets. These include certain limits on the
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amounts or relative proportions of different assets insurers can hold to

ensure adequate diversification and limit risk. These provisions vary

somewhat between life-health and property-liability insurers, recognizing

differences in their liability structures and investment needs.

The first investment model act prompted criticisms that it was too

prescriptive and arbitrary. Several states persuaded the NAIC to adopt a

second investment model that uses what is known as the “prudent person”

approach; this model is called the Investments of Insurers Model Act

(Defined Standards Version). Conceptually, this approach allows insurers

greater discretion in terms of their allocation of investments if they can

demonstrate that they have a sound investment plan and then adhere to that

plan. Regulators are authorized to intervene if an insurer fails to meet

this more general requirement. Every state has adopted one of the

NAIC investment models, or has passed similar or related legislation

and/or regulations.

Continuing innovation in insurance products and financial instruments will

challenge insurance regulators, particularly those using a prescriptive

approach, to keep pace with new types of investments. The regulatory and

accounting treatment of derivatives is one of the more complex areas

regulators and the industry are negotiating. Balancing the need for proper

oversight with the desire to enable efficient financial innovations will

continue to challenge regulators. Financial convergence will increase

pressure for maintaining a level playing field among different financial

institutions with respect to asset management.

4. Other Financial Requirements

Other statutes and regulations pertain to different aspects of insurers’

operations. Holding company laws control transactions between affiliated

companies, including the payment of dividends from a subsidiary to a

parent. Insurers are prohibited from improper delegation of authority to

managing general agents (MGAs) in the areas of pricing, underwriting and



paying claims.
4
In general, insurance company managers are required to act

prudently in protecting policyholders’ interests and regulators are

authorized to seize control if management actions threaten a company’s

solvency.

A number of other financial requirements were enhanced to address abuses

and regulatory gaps that arose during the 1980s. In 1984, the NAIC adopted

a model that tightened requirements for insurers to receive financial credit

for ceded reinsurance, called the Credit for Reinsurance Model Act. In

order for the ceding insurer to receive credit, the reinsurer must be

authorized or post security to cover its obligations should it fail. To be

authorized, a reinsurer must be licensed in at least one state and have

capital and surplus of at least $20 million, as well as meet other

requirements. The credit that a ceding carrier receives also is reduced for

uncollectible and overdue reinsurance payments. 

Model regulations prohibiting “surplus relief” schemes and limiting

fronting arrangements were adopted by the NAIC in 1991 and 1993,

respectively. Additional models were adopted that regulate the activities of

reinsurance intermediaries and managing producers. Further, increasing use

of securitization as an alternative or complementary risk transfer device has

prompted the states to consider the regulatory and accounting treatment of

securitization transactions, vis-à-vis traditional reinsurance (Grace, Klein

and Phillips, 2001).
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4 More specifically, the NAIC’s Managing General Agents Act sets forth required

contract provisions between an insurer and an MGA to ensure there are proper controls

on the MGA’s activities on behalf of the insurer. These contract provisions govern

1) proper accounting of transactions and remission of funds; 2) deposit of funds;

3) business records; 4) reassignment of the contract (this is prohibited); 5) underwriting

guidelines; 6) claims settlement; 7) sharing of interim profits; 8) loss reserving; and

9) reinsurance transactions. The model act also establishes duties of the insurer,

including 1) financial examinations of the MGA; 2) loss-reserve opinions; 3) on-site

review of MGA underwriting and claims processing operations; 4) binding authority

for reinsurance contracts; and 5) notification to the insurance commissioner of

MGA contracts.
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The states and the NAIC also have significantly boosted antifraud efforts

by establishing fraud divisions within a number of insurance departments,

tracking companies and individuals of potential concern, and increasing

coordination with federal law enforcement authorities.
5

States are able to

access special databases at the NAIC to get information on regulatory

actions and persons involved in questionable activities. Stringent

insurance-fraud provisions developed by the NAIC were enacted as part of

the federal omnibus crime bill in 1994. The provisions established tough

penalties for false financial reporting, embezzlement, theft and

misappropriation of insurance company funds.

B. Solvency Monitoring

Regulatory requirements are of little value if there is no mechanism to

monitor insurers’ compliance with those requirements. Fundamentally, the

objective of solvency monitoring is to ensure that insurance companies

meet regulatory standards and alert regulators if actions need to be taken

against a company to protect its policyholders. Solvency monitoring

encompasses a broad range of regulatory activities, including financial

reporting, early-warning systems, financial analysis and examinations. The

annual and quarterly financial statements filed by insurers serve as the

principal source of information for the solvency monitoring process, but

there are a number of other special reports that are filed and used in

regulatory monitoring. Insurance commissioners also may require insurers

to provide other information as necessary to assess their financial

condition.
6

5 See Derrig (1994) for a comprehensive bibliography on insurance fraud.

6 State laws authorizing the insurance commissioner to conduct examinations of insurers

generally authorize the commissioner to review all books and records of a company at

any time. For example, Section 4 of the NAIC’s Model Law on Examinations requires

insurers to provide examiners with “free access to all books, records, accounts, papers,

documents, and any or all computer or other recordings relating to the property, assets,

business and affairs of the company being examined.”
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Insurers are required to file annual financial statements for the previous

calendar year by March 1 with their domiciliary state, every state in which

they are licensed to do business and the NAIC.
7

Statements for the first,

second and third quarters must be filed 45 days after the close of the

quarter. On a quarterly basis, insurance departments subject statements to a

“bench,” or “desk,” audit by an in-house financial analyst or examiner who

assesses the accuracy and reasonableness of the information that is filed

and determines whether the insurer requires further investigation before its

next regularly scheduled on-site examination. The NAIC, through the

Financial Analysis Working Group of the Financial Condition (E)

Committee, also scrutinizes insurers’ financial statements and disseminates

its analysis to insurance departments.

Ideally, regulators should monitor indicators of excessive financial risk and

hazardous financial condition and mitigate the causes of insolvency.

Studies indicate that the most common causes of property-liability insurer

failures are deficient loss reserves, inadequate rates and rapid growth (A.M.

Best, 2004). Other factors involved in property-liability insolvencies

include fraud, overstated assets, significant changes in business,

reinsurance failure and catastrophe losses. The most frequent causes of life-

health insurer failures have been inadequate pricing and rapid growth,

followed by problems of affiliates, overstated assets, fraud, significant

changes in business, reinsurance failure and new management (A.M. Best

2005; ACLI, 1990).

1. Financial Reporting

Insurance companies are required to maintain records and file annual and

quarterly financial statements with regulators in accordance with statutory

accounting principles (SAP), which differ somewhat from generally

accepted accounting principles (GAAP). Statutory accounting seeks to

7 States may exempt from this requirement those companies that operate only in their

respective state of domicile. For example, some smaller and specialty single-state

insurers (e.g., workers’ compensation state funds, county mutuals, Blue Cross and Blue

Shield plans, etc.) are not required to file statements with the NAIC.
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determine an insurer’s ability to satisfy its obligations at all times, whereas

GAAP measures the earnings of a company on a going-concern basis from

period to period. Under SAP, most assets are valued conservatively and

certain non-liquid assets (e.g., furniture and fixtures) are not admitted in the

calculation of an insurer’s surplus. Statutory rules also govern such areas as

how insurers should establish reserves for invested assets (life insurers

only) and claims and the conditions under which they can claim credit for

reinsurance ceded.

Statutory accounting has been criticized over the years for reliance on

amortized book or historical cost values rather than market values for

bonds. Proponents of market valuation argue that it would provide

regulators, policyholders and others with a more accurate picture of the true

risk and net worth of an insurer (Cummins, et al., 1995). It also is argued

that market value accounting would improve insurer investment decisions,

which can be distorted by historical cost accounting.
8

Regulators have

tended to oppose a move to market value accounting because of concerns

about the potential difficulty in estimating the market values of some

securities and liabilities. In 1993, the Financial Accounting Standards

Board adopted market value reporting requirements for bonds for purposes

of GAAP financial statements. While this has increased the pressure on

insurance regulators to reconsider the SAP approach, they are reluctant to

implement any changes until there is greater consensus on allowing

insurers to discount liabilities to present value.

SAP rules for insurance companies are fairly similar among the states, but

there are some differences. Historically, statutory accounting principles

were not articulated in a way that consistently clarified their interpretation

and application on a comprehensive basis. In addition, many states had

statutes that required accounting practices different from those

promulgated by the NAIC. Some insurance departments also permitted

accounting practices that differed from those of the NAIC. Consequently,

8 A historical cost system induces insurers to sell (hold) assets when market values are

greater (less) than book values to improve their reported financial position (Cummins,

et al., 1995).
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an insurer’s compliance with SAP sometimes could be a matter of

interpretation and could vary among the states depending on the practices

permitted by each state. 

Recognizing the need to clarify statutory reporting requirements, in 1994,

the NAIC embarked on a project to “codify” SAP so insurers, regulators

and independent auditors would have comprehensive statutory accounting

guidance. The project was intended to achieve greater standardization in

accounting guidelines across the states, as well as provide definitions where

they had been lacking.
9

In September 1994, the NAIC’s Financial

Condition (EX4) Subcommittee adopted a Statement of Concepts to

provide guidance on the codification project. The statement used GAAP as

a general framework and addressed objectives exclusive to SAP. The idea

was to use the extensive guidance available in GAAP when consistent with

insurance regulatory objectives and provide comprehensive guidance for

statutory principles that differed from GAAP. 

The Codification of Statutory Accounting Principles Working Group under

the NAIC’s Accounting Practices and Procedures (EX4) Task Force

directed the project and the work of NAIC staff and independent

consultants on a series of approximately 100 issue papers that addressed the

numerous technical accounting issues. Most of the papers have been

completed and adopted by the NAIC. Work continues on a few unresolved

issues and new issues as they emerge. The adoption of the accounting

requirements contained in the issue papers by the working group and the

NAIC effectively established a set of codified statutory accounting

principles. The guidelines are intended to meet the American Institute of

Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) requirements to be deemed a

comprehensive basis of accounting other than GAAP such that auditors

may opine on that basis.

9 The NAIC publishes several references that provide information on statutory reporting

requirements: the Annual Statement Blanks, the Annual Statement Instructions, the

Accounting Practices and Procedures Manual and the Financial Condition Examiners
Handbook. There are separate volumes of the annual statement and accounting practices

materials for the different types of insurers.
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Financial reporting requirements have been expanded within the past

15 years to provide more detailed and accurate information for assessing

insurers’ financial condition. Schedules dealing with reinsurance, bonds,

real estate and mortgage loan investments, and loss reserves have been

significantly enhanced. Statements of actuarial opinion (property-liability

insurers) and asset adequacy analysis (life-health insurers) and independent

CPA audit requirements also were instituted. Regulators have used

the enhanced information to increase the depth and scope of their

monitoring activities and better detect excessive financial risk and

emerging problems. Most recently, considerable effort has focused on

improving regulatory analysis methods and techniques to better assess the

financial risk of insurers.

2. Financial Analysis and Early-Warning Systems

States typically prioritize the review of their domiciliary companies and

any companies that require expedited scrutiny. Most insurance departments

use some system of financial ratios or other tools to screen and prioritize

insurers for analysis. Regulators also use NAIC financial information

systems, including the Financial Analysis Solvency Tools (FAST), which

encompasses the Insurance Regulatory Information System (IRIS), the

Scoring System, the Insurer Profiles System and other reports. Additional

sources of information may be tapped, including Securities and Exchange

Commission (SEC) filings; claims-paying ability ratings; complaint ratios;

market conduct reports; correspondence from competitors and agents; news

articles; and other sources of anecdotal information. The NAIC’s Internet-

State Interface Technology Enhancement (I-SITE) provides regulators with

online access to NAIC database information and a wide array of reports

pertinent to solvency and market conduct regulation.

Regulators have enhanced their solvency monitoring activities to facilitate

more timely regulatory action against troubled insurers. These actions

include more effective remedial measures and the timely removal of “bad”

companies to lower insolvency costs. This has the advantage of focusing

regulatory sanctions against insurers that attempt to “go for broke” or that

are simply unlucky, incompetent or fraudulent, without imposing

unnecessary restrictions on the activities of financially sound companies.
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Effective monitoring also increases insurers’ incentives to comply with

regulatory requirements and increases the cost of incurring excessive risks.

Since the early 1970s, the NAIC has provided IRIS to states to help monitor

insurers’ financial condition and identify those insurers that might require

further regulatory attention. Companies’ financial data are first processed

through a statistical phase, consisting of a series of 12 to 13 financial ratios

that differ among property-casualty, life-health and fraternal insurers

(see Box 10.2). In the second phase, the analytical phase, companies’ IRIS

results and other solvency tools are analyzed further by a select team of

state financial examiners and financial analysts, called the Analyst Team.

The Analyst Team identifies insurers that appear to require immediate

regulatory attention and recommends a level of regulatory attention

(priority) to guide the appropriate domiciliary regulators in their review

process. Insurers’ IRIS ratio results and Analyst Team results are available

to regulators through NAIC’s I-SITE network. IRIS ratio results are also

available to the public through a published report. The insurers’ priority

status of the analytical phase is not published for public use. The IRIS ratios

continue to be refined over time based on regulators’ experience with

troubled insurers.

In 1990, the Financial Condition (E) Committee created a working group to

facilitate peer review of the domiciliary regulation of “nationally

significant” insurers. The objective of the NAIC’s peer review process, as

exercised through its Financial Analysis (E) Working Group, is to ensure

domiciliary regulators are taking effective action with respect to larger,

multistate insurers that are or might be in financial difficulty. Currently,

nationally significant insurers are deemed to be those companies that are

licensed in or write business in 17 or more states and have gross premiums

(direct plus assumed) written in excess of $50 million for life-health

companies and $30 million for property-liability insurers.

The NAIC’s Financial Regulatory Services Division subjects insurers’

financial statements to a computerized analytical routine (the Scoring

System), which prioritizes property-casualty, life and health companies

for further analysis. The Scoring System consists of a series of

approximately 20 financial ratios based on annual and quarterly statement
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Box 10.2



data, but, unlike the IRIS ratios, it assigns different point values for

different ranges of ratio results (see Box 10.3). A cumulative score is

derived for each company, which is used to prioritize it for further analysis.

Annual and quarterly scores are computed and reviewed. Each state

interprets the results and considers classifying their domiciled companies

as priority based on the score. Like the IRIS ratios, the Scoring System

ratios continue to be refined over time.

Other FAST components include a set of annual and quarterly Insurer

Profile reports and the Financial Analysis Handbook. The Insurer Profiles

analyze various aspects of property-casualty, life-health and health

insurers’ financial statements over a five-year period. Regulators can

generate customized reports and worksheets to evaluate areas of special

interest indicated by the ratio analysis and five-year profiles. The Financial
Analysis Handbook (with separate editions for property-casualty, life and

health insurers) suggests analytical methods regulators can use to assess

insurers’ financial risk and the potential need for further regulatory

attention. The Handbook is closely linked to the array of regulatory reports

and analysis tools provided by the NAIC. These and other tools have been

integrated into I-SITE and are available to all state insurance regulators.

Separate Scoring System ratios exist for life, health and property-casualty

insurers (see Box 10.3). The Scoring System uses some IRIS ratios but it

also includes a number of additional ratios and scoring criteria not

encompassed in IRIS. For example, the Scoring System has ratios that

consider other invested assets, affiliated investments, various leverage

concerns and cash flow from operations. In addition, considerations

regarding the amount of long-tailed line of business are factored into the

Scoring System when providing a score on gross premiums written to

policyholders’ surplus and net premiums written to policyholders’ surplus.

While the specifications of IRIS ratios have been public knowledge since

their inception, and companies’ ratio results have been public since 1989,

information about the Scoring System and companies’ scoring results

generally have not been available outside the regulatory community. The

reason for this is that FAST has been used primarily to focus intensive
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1. Investment Yield

2. Change in Combined Ratio

3. Gross Expenses and Commissions to Gross

Premiums

4. Change in Gross Expenses and

Commissions

5. Gross Premiums to Surplus

6. Net Premiums to Surplus

7. Change in Gross Premiums Written

8. Change in Net Premiums Written

9. Surplus Aid to Surplus

10.Reinsurance Recoverable on Paid Losses to

Surplus

1. Change in Capital & Surplus

2. Surplus Relief

3. Change in Net Premiums & Annuity Cons.

And Deposit Type Funds

4. A&H Bus. to Net Premiums and Annuity

Cons. & Deposit Type Funds

5. Change in Dir. & Ass. Annuities & Deposit

Type Funds

6. Change in Net Income

7. Trend of Net Income

8. Surrenders to Premiums & Deposit Type

Funds

9. Grp. Surr. to Grp. Premiums & Grp. Dept.

Type Funds

1. Change in Capital & Surplus

2. Surplus Relief

3.  Gross A&H Premiums to Capital & Surplus

4.  Net A&H Premiums to Capital & Surplus

5.  Gross A&H Res. to Capital & Surplus

6.  A&H Reserve Deficiency

7.  Change in Net Prems. & Annuity Cons. and

Deposit Type Funds

8.  Stockholders Divs. to Prior Year Capital &

Surplus

11.Reinsurance Recoverable on Unpaid 

Losses to Surplus

12.Reserves to Surplus

13.Two Year Reserve Development to Surplus

14.Affiliated Investments to Surplus

15.Affiliated Receivables to Surplus

16.Miscellaneous Recoverables to Surplus

17.Non Investment Grade Bond Exposure

18.Other Invested Assets to Surplus

19.Change in Liquid Assets

20.Change in Agents Balances

21.Cash Flow From Operations

22.Change in Policyholders Surplus

10.Change in Liquid Assets

11.Affiliated Investments to Capital & Surplus

12.Non Inv. Gr. Bonds & St. Inv. to Capital &

Surplus & AVR

13.Collateralized Mortgage Obligations to

Capital & Surplus & AVR

14.Problem Real Estate and Mortgages to

Capital & Surplus & AVR

15.Sch. BA Assets to Capital & Surplus & AVR

16.Total Real Estate and Mortgages to Capital 

& Surplus & AVR

9. Change in Net Income

10.Trending of Net Income

11.Comm. & Incurred Exp. to Prem. & Ann.

Dep.

12.Change in Liquid Assets

13.A&H Reserves/Liquid Assets

14.Affiliated Investments to Capital & Surplus

15.Sch. BA Assets to Capital & Surplus & AVR

16.Total R.E. and Mortgages to Capital &

Surplus & AVR

Health

Life

Property/Casualty

FAST Ratios



regulatory attention on insurers of particular concern. Because the Scoring

System effectively ranks insurers according to the need for regulatory

review, there is a greater potential for public misunderstanding and misuse

of a company’s Scoring System results. As with any financial screening

model, the Scoring System results for a given company may not provide an

accurate indication of its financial condition relative to other companies.

While regulators can use further analysis to sort out “false positive” scores,

agents and consumers do not have that same capacity and could be misled

by anomalous Scoring System results. The Scoring System also is less

subject to “gaming” by insurers if they do not have complete information

about the system.

A number of states also have developed their own solvency screening

systems. Some of these systems can be quite sophisticated, such as systems

developed by California, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Texas.

Insurance department systems have served as a source of innovation and

provided ideas for NAIC ratios. Wisconsin and New York, for example,

implemented risk-based capital early-warning mechanisms prior to their

consideration by the NAIC. Departments with their own extensive warning

systems tend to supplement their results with IRIS ratio and Scoring

System results. The states’ use of NAIC monitoring systems has increased

with their improvement and the establishment of accreditation standards

requiring the use of screening systems. 

Empirical research on the Scoring System indicates that it is a reasonably

effective system for early-warning purposes. Grace, Harrington and Klein

(1998a, 1998b) performed the first study of the Scoring System and found

that it identified approximately 80 percent of insurers that would fail

in three years using a cutoff point that offers a reasonable trade-off between

false positive and false negative indications. At the same time, they noted

some improvements could be made to the Scoring System to increase

its accuracy, as well as the inherent limitations of any static ratio system

using statutory accounting data. A subsequent study by Cummins, Grace

and Phillips (1999) demonstrated that predictive accuracy could be further

improved with a system combining Scoring System ratios,

financial strength ratings and dynamic financial modeling to identify

troubled insurers.
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With respect to peer review, the Financial Analysis (E) Working Group

(FAWG) examines the analysis performed by the NAIC’s Financial

Regulatory Services Division and identifies those insurers it will subject to

further study. For these insurers, FAWG queries the domiciliary state on

various aspects of the insurers’ financial condition and regulatory actions

taken. If FAWG determines that the domiciliary regulator has taken

appropriate actions, then FAWG may close the file or continue to monitor

the company. If FAWG determines that further measures are needed, it will

recommend the appropriate corrective action to the domiciliary state. If the

domiciliary regulator fails to follow FAWG’s recommendation, FAWG will

alert the Financial Condition (E) Committee that, in turn, may alert other

states accordingly and coordinate their actions against the troubled

company. Figure 10.1 provides a schematic diagram of the Financial

Analysis Working Group’s process.

There is little doubt that this peer review process can apply substantial

leverage on domiciliary states. It forces the decision on the appropriate

degree of regulatory forbearance to consider the interests of all states in

which an insurer does business, not just the domiciliary state. Non-

domiciliary states can exert pressure on the domiciliary state by threatening

to restrict an insurer’s ability to write business. If non-domiciliary states

restrict a troubled insurer’s activities, the domiciliary regulator could have

little choice but to implement other actions requested by the non-

domiciliary state(s). The collective resources and expertise of the various

state insurance departments and the NAIC also are more efficiently

coordinated and focused on a troubled company through this process.

As much as financial statements have been expanded and basic solvency

tools have been enhanced, regulators have recognized the inherent limits to

these devices. Not all factors affecting an insurer’s financial condition can

be incorporated into financial statements, and the impact of certain actions

on an insurer’s financial results may take some time to become apparent.

Hence, as noted above, regulators are continually looking for other sources

of information to supplement standard financial reporting in order to more

quickly detect problems that may jeopardize a company’s long-term

viability. An increase in consumer complaints, for example, may reveal that

an insurer is delaying the payment of claims because of financial problems.
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Figure 10.1

Schematic Diagram of FAWG Process



An insurance department’s rate analysts can advise its financial section if

an insurer’s pricing appears to be overly aggressive and potentially

inadequate, or if it enters into a new line of business. Consequently,

insurance departments have made greater efforts to coordinate information

from their market conduct and solvency units.

The NAIC has placed strong emphasis on enhancing the risk-based

approach to regulatory solvency surveillance through the activities of the

Risk Assessment Working Group of the Financial Condition (E)

Committee. The scope of its activities includes regulatory methods and

systems, handbooks and manuals, regulator instruction and training,

specialized reports and more. 

3. Examinations

Examinations are a fundamental component of the solvency monitoring

process. Traditionally, primary reliance has been placed on the

comprehensive triennial examination, although regulators have the authority

to examine companies whenever they deem necessary. Some insurers may

need to be examined more frequently than every three years, while others

may need to be examined less frequently. State regulators have increased

their reliance on the use of targeted examinations, which are limited in scope

and may be called because of special circumstances or in lieu of a regular

comprehensive examination. The NAIC also encourages the use of

“association,” or “zone,” examinations, in which several states participate in

order to consolidate efforts and avoid duplicative and redundant

examinations of the same company. The NAIC’s Financial Condition (E)

Committee may encourage non-domiciliary states to call a special association

examination if an examination conducted by a company’s domiciliary state is

inadequate or if the domiciliary state fails to conduct an examination when

financial ratio results or other information indicate the need.

In the late 1980s, the efficacy of insurance company examinations had been

called into question by insurance regulators, Congress and the industry. In

1990, the NAIC established a Special Committee on Examinations to

conduct a comprehensive review of the examination process. The Committee

concluded that periodic examinations should be supplemented by limited
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scope, or targeted, examinations of insurers based on well-defined selection

criteria (NAIC, 1990). It also recommended a number of measures to

enhance the efficiency of examination conduct and to improve the training

and qualifications of examiners. Greater emphasis on pre-examination

preparation, financial analysis and risk-based examinations, which focus on

particular areas of concern, has been encouraged. Subsequent to the

Committee’s report, the NAIC revised its Financial Condition Examiners
Handbook to incorporate the Committee’s recommendations.

One important component of improved examination procedures is the use

of automated, or electronic data processing (EDP)-assisted, examinations.

The NAIC helped develop automated exam systems and provides

consulting support to assist state examiners in the pre-examination and on-

site phases. The NAIC’s Examination Jumpstart system generates a series

of analytical reports from the NAIC database that allow the supervising

examiner to pinpoint problem areas and allocate resources accordingly

before going on-site. The system also performs many routine, time-

consuming tasks the examiner would otherwise perform at the company.

Special audit software is used at the company to retrieve, check and analyze

information from its electronic files. The software allows the examiner to

test for a particular condition for every policy or transaction. This

substantially expedites the examination and allows the examiner to conduct

more in-depth analysis of important areas.

Independent audit requirements also represent a significant development

designed to improve the quality of financial reporting and monitoring.

Annual statement instructions require all insurers to have an annual audit

performed by an independent certified public accountant and file an audited

financial report as a supplement to their annual statement on or before June

1 for the preceding calendar year. The required audited financial report must

cover the financial position of the insurer and the results of its operations,

cash flows and changes in capital and surplus in conformity with statutory

accounting principles. If the independent auditor determines that the insurer

has materially misstated its financial condition, as reported to its state of

domicile, or does not meet the minimum capital and surplus requirement of

its domiciliary state, the auditor is required to report this finding to the

insurer’s board of directors. The board of directors must forward this report
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to the domiciliary commissioner and, if it fails to do so, then the auditor is

compelled to file the report with the domiciliary commissioner. The auditor

also is required to notify the domiciliary commissioner of any significant

deficiencies in an insurer’s internal control structure. This independent audit

requirement is an important adjunct to periodic regulatory examinations that

helps ensure the veracity of insurers’ annual financial reporting and the

effectiveness of the solvency monitoring process.

C. Intervention and Guaranty Funds

1. Intervention and Receivership

The nature of the appropriate regulatory action for a troubled insurer varies

depending on the circumstances, but the essential objective is to prevent or

minimize losses and to provide protection for policyholders. There are two

levels of regulatory actions with respect to troubled companies: 1) actions

to prevent a financially troubled insurer from becoming insolvent; and

2) delinquency proceedings against an insurer for the purpose of

conserving, rehabilitating, reorganizing or liquidating the insurer (NAIC,

Troubled Insurance Company Handbook, 1992). Actions within the first

category include hearings/conferences, corrective plans, restrictions on

activities, notices of impairment, cease and desist orders, and supervision.

Some of these actions may be conducted informally; others require formal

measures. Similarly, some actions against companies may be confidential

and others may be publicly announced. Sales or mergers of troubled

insurers are often negotiated by regulators in order to avoid market

disruptions. Regulators indicate that a large number of troubled insurers

subject to regulatory action are never publicly identified because their

problems are resolved before more drastic action is required.

However, if preventive regulatory actions are too late or otherwise

unsuccessful and an insurer becomes severely impaired or insolvent, then

formal delinquency proceedings will be instituted. These measures can

encompass conservation, seizure of assets, rehabilitation, liquidation and

dissolution. For many insurers, these actions are progressive. A regulator

may first seek to conserve and rehabilitate a company to maintain

availability of coverage and to avoid adverse effects on policyholders and
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claimants, as well as lower insolvency costs. However, the regulator may

ultimately be forced to liquidate and dissolve the company if rehabilitation

does not prove to be feasible. Regulators typically need court approval for

such actions, which may be challenged by the troubled insurer.
10

State insurance regulators have been criticized for exercising excessive

forbearance in seizing troubled insurers (e.g., Mission Insurance

Company), which can ultimately inflate the cost of the insolvency when an

insurer is liquidated (see Failed Promises, 1990; and GAO, 1991).

However, it also must be pointed out that it can be costly for a

commissioner to initiate an insolvency action, particularly if the insurer

fights the action in court, and there is no guarantee the commissioner will

prevail. Regulators also face some uncertainty about the prospects for a

troubled insurer, given different types of regulatory intervention that might

be taken. Precipitous regulatory action could create an unnecessary run on

the company. The regulator, therefore, must determine an appropriate

intervention strategy, given the circumstances surrounding the insurer, the

information available and the constraints present at the time. Ideally,

regulators will follow an optimal intervention strategy that may not prove

to be successful in any single case, but that, on average, minimizes

insolvency costs, plus costs arising from unnecessary or premature

regulatory action.

2. Guaranty Associations

State guaranty associations have been established to protect policyholders,

claimants and beneficiaries against financial losses due to insurer

insolvencies. The purpose of an insolvency guaranty law/association is to

cover an insolvent insurer’s financial obligations, within statutory limits, to
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10For example, the liquidations of Security Casualty Company (Washburn v. Dyson,

127 Ill. 2d 434) and Main Insurance Company (Schacht v. Main Insurance Company,

122 Ill. App. 3d 826) in Illinois were contested by the owners of these companies
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policyowners, annuitants, beneficiaries and third-party claimants.
11

Most

states limit coverage of property-liability claims and death benefits to

$300,000. Health insurance claims and cash values on life insurance

policies and annuities are typically limited to $100,000. There are no limits

on workers’ compensation claims. All licensed insurance companies are

required to be members of the state guaranty association in which the

company is domiciled. Guaranty funds are financed by assessments on

member insurers’ premiums written in covered lines of business in a state

subject to an annual cap (usually 1 percent or 2 percent of premiums). With

the exception of New York’s property-liability guaranty fund, assessments

are made after an insolvency occurs to cover the claims of the insolvent

insurer. New York has a pre-insolvency assessment property-liability

guaranty fund. Assessments also are made to cover the administrative

expenses of guaranty funds. The burden of guaranty fund assessments are

ultimately shared by 1) all policyholders through higher insurance rates;

2) taxpayers, because of state premium tax offsets (in some states) and

deductions for federal income taxes; and 3) owners of insurers (Barrese and

Nelson, 1994). 

Guaranty associations have been criticized for reducing buyers’ incentives

to avoid high-risk insurers, which encourages excessive risk-taking and

leads to higher insolvency costs. Proper incentives from the buyers’

perspective could be maximized by totally removing guaranty fund

protections, but state legislatures have rejected that approach. The fact that

even an optimal regulatory structure will still result in a residual number of

insolvencies might be offered as a rationale for retaining some sort of safety

net for policyholders. Some have suggested, however, that safety incentives

could be improved by having policyholders share a greater portion of

11Most states have separate property-liability and life-health guaranty associations,

although several states have combined associations with separate assessments. Klein

(1992) provides an overview of the structure and provisions of and key policy issues

affecting state guaranty funds. Current information on property-liability guaranty funds

can be obtained from the National Conference on Insurance Guaranty Funds (NCIGF).

Information on life-health guaranty funds can be obtained from the National

Organization of Life and Health Guaranty Associations (NOLGHA).
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insolvency costs or by imposing some form of risk-based assessment

scheme on insurers if such a system proved to be feasible (see Cummins,

1988; Feldhaus and Barth, 1992; and Feldhaus and Kazenski, 1998). It also

is important to coordinate the degree of regulatory stringency with the

extent of guaranty fund protection. Lax controls combined with extensive

guarantees would be a recipe for disaster, as savings and loan regulators

found.

Concerns about the adequacy of state insurance regulation also extend to

the state-based systems for administering receiverships and guarantying

policyholders’ funds. Issues have been raised about coverage differences

between states, the capacity of the system to handle major insolvencies and

the efficiency of receivership administration (see Grace, Klein and Phillips,

2002). There are different opinions about whether states should be allowed

some flexibility in determining the amount of guaranty association

coverage for their residents, but there is general support for minimum

standards and improved efficiency. The NAIC has developed a series of

reforms to address acknowledged weaknesses in the current system for

administering receiverships and guaranty fund coverage. These reforms

include eliminating coverage gaps between states, improving

communication and coordination between state guaranty funds and

receivers, and enhancing consumer information about guaranty funds.

Most recently, the NAIC has embarked on a broad set of initiatives to

improve the efficiency of receiverships and their interaction with guaranty

associations. These initiatives include substantial changes to the Insurer

Receivership Model Act (incorporating Uniform Receivership Law

provisions), upgrading the standardized data available on receiverships,

updates and improvements to the Receivers Handbook for Insurance
Company Insolvencies, and white papers on significant issues, such as the

application of accreditation in receiverships. This activity reflects the

NAIC’s inclusion of receiverships in its roadmap to modernize insurance

regulatory standards.



D. Financial Regulation Standards 

and Accreditation

The growing interdependence of the states in regulating multistate insurers,

coupled with the varying quality of regulation among the states in the face

of increased insurer financial risk, prompted the NAIC to develop a

certification program for insurance departments. The goal of the program is

to ensure that a state’s solvency regulation meets certain minimum

requirements so that other jurisdictions can have a degree of confidence in

the state’s oversight of its domiciliary companies. The NAIC Policy

Statement on Financial Regulation Standards, adopted in June 1989,

represents a comprehensive set of standards designed to establish

consistent and effective regulation of the financial condition of insurance

companies. The standards go beyond model laws by establishing a

composite list of legislative and administrative prerequisites for an

effective solvency regulatory program in three areas: 1) laws and

regulations; 2) regulatory practices and procedures; and 3) organizational

and personnel practices.

In order to provide guidance to the states regarding the minimum standards

and an incentive to put them in place, in 1990 the NAIC adopted a formal

accreditation program, called the Financial Regulation Standards and

Accreditation Program. Under this program, each state’s insurance

department is reviewed by an independent review team that assesses the

department’s compliance with the NAIC’s financial regulation standards.

State insurance departments meeting the NAIC standards are publicly

acknowledged, while departments not in compliance are given guidance by

the NAIC on how to bring the department into compliance.

The accreditation program has significant implications for the effectiveness

and efficiency of state solvency regulation of insurance companies. By

certifying that a state’s regulatory program meets certain minimum

requirements, there is greater assurance that the oversight of its domestic

insurers is adequate. This promotes efficiency by allowing each state to

focus its resources on its own domiciliary insurers, which improves the

quality of that regulation while avoiding duplicative analysis and
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examinations of insurers by non-domiciliary states. Efficiencies also are

achieved by using the NAIC as an accrediting body, as it would be costly

for each state to independently review and certify the regulatory quality of

every other state.

As the accreditation program matured and concerns were expressed that its

requirements remain reasonable, in 1995 the Financial Regulation

Standards and Accreditation (F) Committee initiated an in-depth review of

the relevance and effectiveness of the standards and accreditation program.

In 1997, the NAIC adopted revisions to the financial regulation standards

and accreditation process to better distinguish those laws and other

standards believed to be critical to effective financial regulation.

While it’s difficult to quantify the impact of the NAIC accreditation

program, there is evidence to suggest it has had a significant positive effect

on the infrastructure for state solvency regulation. Every state has enacted

a legislative package designed to achieve compliance with the NAIC

standards. As discussed in Chapter 9, insurance department budgets and

staffing have steadily increased, despite state fiscal constraints. There also

is considerable anecdotal evidence that a number of insurance departments

improved their internal procedures and increased the sophistication of their

analysis tools in order to pass muster under the NAIC’s accreditation

program. As the criteria for good financial regulation continue to evolve

and are incorporated into the standards and accreditation program, states

must continue to upgrade their resources and practices to retain their

accreditation.

Synopsis of Key Points

1. The principle objective of insurer financial regulation is to limit

insurers’ financial risk and intervene against troubled insurers to protect

consumers.

2. Capital and surplus standards (fixed minimums and risk-based capital)

establish a basic financial cushion to protect an insurer against

unexpected increases in its liabilities or declines in the value of its

assets.
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3. Other financial requirements, such as investment restrictions and

reserve requirements, are intended to further limit insurer financial risk

and trigger regulatory action if insurers fail to comply with these

requirements.

4. Regulators employ various tools to monitor the financial condition of

insurers, including financial reporting, early warning systems, desk

audits, examinations and the review of other quantitative and

qualitative information that can provide insights into an insurer’s

financial condition.

5. If an insurer encounters financial difficulty, regulators will intervene in

an attempt to resolve problems through informal action. If this does not

resolve the situation, regulators will place an insurer into formal

receivership and either rehabilitate or sell the insurer, or liquidate it.

Guaranty funds exist in all states to cover the financial obligations of

insolvent licensed insurers to their policyholders within certain limits.

6. The NAIC implemented the Financial Regulation Standards and

Accreditation program for insurance departments to provide

benchmarks by which departments could judge the adequacy of their

financial regulatory programs and demonstrate their achievement of

these standards.
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Chapter 11

Market and Other
Regulatory
Functions

Chapter Objectives

1. Outline the principal areas of insurance market regulation and

regulators’ objectives.

2. Explain the different approaches that states use to regulate insurance

rates and policy forms.

3. Describe the focus of market conduct regulation and the various tools

that regulators use to prevent market abuses.

4. Outline other market regulatory functions performed by insurance

commissioners, including monitoring competition, consumer

information, producer licensing, residual market administration and

antifraud activities.

5. Discuss important consumer-protection initiatives.
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Market regulation encompasses a diverse set of areas and is approached

somewhat differently by the various states. The fundamental objective is to

promote the proper functioning of insurance markets to serve the interest of

consumers and the general public. Rates and policy forms are subject to

some form of regulatory oversight in nearly every state. The way in which

this oversight is exercised in a particular state varies by line or market.

Also, the approaches used to regulate a particular area (e.g., personal auto

insurance rates) sometimes vary among the states.

State laws typically require that property-liability rates not be inadequate,

excessive or unfairly discriminatory and that life-health rates should be

reasonable in relation to the benefits provided. In addition, insurers must

generally obtain approval for the products they sell and, specifically, the

policy forms they use. Regulators seek to ensure that policy provisions

comply with state law, are reasonable and fair and do not contain major

gaps in coverage that might be misunderstood by consumers and leave

them unprotected. Market practices also are subject to regulation in that

commissioners police insurers’ and agents’ sales and underwriting activities

to ensure their adherence to certain standards and that claims are paid

according to the provisions of insurance contracts. The intention is to

prevent abusive practices (e.g., false sales illustrations or the failure to pay

legitimate claims on a timely basis) that take unfair advantage of

consumers.

A. Rate and Form Regulation

For the personal property-liability lines, approximately half of the states

require rates to be filed and receive prior approval before they go into effect

(see Table 11.1). These laws often have “deemer” provisions that limit a

regulator’s ability to delay taking action on a filing. A typical “deemer”

provision would state that a filing is considered approved within a stated

period of time (typically ranging from 30 to 60 days) if the insurance

department fails to act on the filing. Other states allow insurers to

implement personal lines rates without prior approval, placing greater

reliance on competition to regulate prices. These systems typically are “file

and use” or “use and file” systems that allow the regulator to subsequently
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disapprove the rates if they fail to meet regulatory requirements.
1

Several

states also have “flex-rating” laws that do not require prior approval for rate

changes unless they exceed certain parameters with respect to the relative

magnitude of a change (e.g., 10 percent). With the exception of workers’

compensation and medical malpractice, commercial property-liability lines

in many states also are subject to a competitive-rating approach. Under

such a system, regulators typically retain authority to disapprove rates if

they find that competition is not working; although, in practice, such a

finding has rarely occurred.

Research on the effects of rate regulation in property-liability insurance

have generally found that prior-approval systems do not have a significant

effect on premium levels or profitability (Klein, 1995). In other words,

markets with competitive-rating and prior-approval systems tend to

perform similarly. This is consistent with the evidence that most insurance

markets are workably competitive. The only exception to this observation

on the effects of rate regulation is when regulators have applied tight price

ceilings when claim costs are escalating rapidly. This can lead to insurance

availability problems until legislative or regulatory reforms are

implemented to reduce costs and premiums.

Premiums for life insurance and annuity products are generally not subject

to regulatory approval, although regulators may seek to ensure that policy

benefits are commensurate with the premiums charged. Many states also

subject health insurance rates to prior approval, with the rest using a file-

and-use system or no provisions for review (see Table 11.2). Typically, the

states enforce minimum loss-ratio requirements for Medicare supplement

insurance, long-term care insurance
2

and credit insurance products.
3

1 Many of the laws governing competitive-rating systems require the commissioner to

show a lack of competition in order to subsequently disapprove a filed rate. State rating

laws tend to be based on NAIC model prior-approval and competitive-rating laws.

2 States are moving away from use of loss ratios on long-term care insurance and instead

are relying more on standards for premium increases.

3 The NAIC maintains charts on the rate regulatory systems of the various states for the

different lines.
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The nature of the review of rates, rating rules and policy forms varies

somewhat among the states depending on their laws and regulations and the

specific requirements that must be met, as well as the resources available to

perform the review. Analysts typically assess the reasonableness of the

rates/forms being filed against regulatory and industry benchmarks and

supporting documentation provided by the insurer. Some regulators tend to

give more attention to filings by advisory organizations and large insurers

that will have the greatest impact on the market.
4

Rate filings for residual

market mechanisms also get special attention.

Historically, many property-liability insurers adopted rates filed by an

advisory organization (e.g., the Insurance Services Office and the National

Council on Compensation Insurance) or filed deviations from advisory

rates. In the early 1990s, the states moved to a system in which advisory

organizations file developed and trended loss costs (including loss-

adjustment expense) only. Insurers are allowed to file multipliers to these

loss costs, which include provisions for expenses, profit and investment

income, or full rates as before. The intent of such a system is to promote

independence and competition among insurers by removing advisory rates

as a potential focal point for prices.

A few jurisdictions have garnered considerable attention for stringent price

regulation but, as a practical matter, the majority of states rely heavily on

competition to regulate insurance prices — even those states with prior-approval

systems. The reliance on market forces is necessitated by the large number of

insurers and the frequency and complexity of their rate filings. An NAIC survey

of state insurance departments indicated that the majority of rate filings under

prior-approval laws are approved by regulators with no modifications.
5

4 In a 1994 NAIC rate regulation survey of state insurance departments, 12 of the

25 states responding to the survey indicated that they gave greater scrutiny to the rates

of larger writers.

5 The 1994 NAIC rate regulation survey obtained statistics on the disposition of rate

filings in 1993 for 18 states for personal auto and 15 states for workers’ compensation.

Responding prior-approval states indicated that they approved 62.3 percent of the rate

filings filed for personal auto and 71.6 percent of the rate filings for workers’

compensation with no modification.



In effect, regulators tend to apply a range of reasonableness to filed rates,

disapproving rates that fall outside that range and compelling insurers to

reduce the premiums they charge. Some states regulate the prices of large

carriers in significant lines more stringently and may impose a ceiling on

rate increases.
6
Rate regulation tends to receive more political attention and

be more stringent in markets subject to severe cost inflation, such as private

passenger auto insurance and workers’ compensation insurance. In a few

cases, state legislatures have mandated rate freezes or rate reductions,

typically in combination with legislative reforms intended to reduce costs.

Regulation of residual market prices also can effectively place a cap on

voluntary market prices.

Regulators require insurers to file their policy forms and may require their

prior approval before they can be implemented. In this area, regulators

typically look for policy provisions that do not comply with regulatory

requirements, provide inadequate coverage or may be misunderstood by

consumers. In such instances, regulators will require policy forms to be

revised before an insurer can introduce them into the market or continue

selling them if they have already been introduced.

In the late 1990s, a number of states eased their regulation of rates and

policy forms for insurance purchased by “large commercial buyers.” The

notion underlying this development was that large buyers have greater

resources and sophistication to protect their interests in insurance

transactions and favor greater flexibility in contract terms. The states vary

somewhat in their criteria for “exempted buyers” and the provisions that

apply to transactions for these buyers.

In 2004, New York State Attorney General Eliot Spitzer and the New York

State Department of Insurance discovered that certain insurers and large

insurance brokers were engaged in bid-rigging and payment of contingent

commissions without adequate disclosure to buyers. These investigations
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6 Four of the 25 states responding to the 1994 NAIC survey indicated that they were more

likely to disapprove the rate filings of large insurers.
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led to the firings of several individuals and the resignation of a couple of

CEOs of major insurers and insurance brokers. They also resulted in an

amendment to the NAIC’s Producer Licensing Model Act that required

enhanced disclosure to policyholders and greater transparency of insurance

transactions. These developments may affect regulators’ views on whether

large commercial buyers are truly able to fend for themselves when dealing

with insurers and large insurance brokers in an unregulated environment.

B. Market Practices

Responding to consumer complaints, conducting market analysis and

performing market-conduct examinations are the primary ways in which

insurance departments regulate market practices. Departments reported a

total of 466,902 consumer complaints and approximately 1,648 market

conduct exams (including combined financial/market conduct exams) in

2003. Most departments have established toll-free consumer hotlines, Web

sites, forms and special consumer services units to receive and handle

complaints against insurers and agents, as well as communicate directly

with consumers. Department analysts attempt to determine whether a

complaint has merit and may possibly constitute a violation of state laws or

regulations. Most complaints are resolved without resorting to formal

administrative or legal actions that could result in fines — or even license

suspensions or revocations — against an insurer or agent.
7

Market conduct examinations were traditionally conducted on a routine

basis or could be triggered by complaints against an insurer and other

indicators. Routine or periodic exams tended to be comprehensive in

nature, while triggered exams may be targeted to investigate particular

areas of concern. In recent years, states have been evolving toward the use

of targeted examinations to address known market problems in lieu of the

traditional comprehensive market conduct examination. Routine or

periodic exams tend to cover the following areas: 1) company

7 Complaint statistics on individual insurers can be obtained directly from most insurance

departments, as well as from the NAIC’s Web site, www.naic.org.
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operations/management; 2) complaint handling; 3) marketing and sales;

4) underwriting and rating; 5) policyholder service; 6) producer licensing;

and 7) claims processing. Targeted exams focus on one or more particular

areas of concern. Examinations and financial penalties serve to increase

insurers’ incentives to comply with the law. Examiners review a company’s

policy files, claims files and other internal records to ensure that the

company is acting in compliance with state laws and regulations. Market

conduct examiners utilize electronic exam tools to increase their efficiency

and effectiveness. These tools allow examiners to review all relevant

records in an insurer’s database (rather than just a sample) and generate

specialized reports as needed.

Generally, examiners check to see that the rates charged are consistent with

the rates that have been filed and approved (if approval is required) and that

claims covered under a policy are paid within a reasonable period of time

and conform with promised coverage as stated in the policy form. Unfair

marketing and underwriting practices are more difficult to police, as

documented evidence of such abuses may be lacking. Examiners review

policy declinations, cancellations and non-renewals to ensure that a

company is not engaging in unfair discrimination and that it is providing

proper notice to applicants and insureds. Examiners also may review

company correspondence and training materials to detect illegal behavior.

The various market regulatory functions interact with each other and with

financial regulatory functions. Market conduct examiners ensure that the

rates and policy forms used by insurers have been filed with the insurance

department in compliance with state laws and regulations. Regulators in the

rates and forms area and the market conduct area alert each other to

possible violations or problems that may require changes in regulations and

review procedures.

Market regulators also play an important role in assisting solvency

regulation. Because market regulators monitor insurers’ prices, products

and trade practices, they can alert financial regulators to potential solvency

problems. Market regulators can draw attention to several indicators of

potential financial trouble, including inadequate rates, rapid expansion into

risky lines or products, a high number of consumer complaints, excessive

delays in paying claims and the lack of good internal controls on
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underwriting and sales activities. Insurance departments have enhanced the

coordination of the financial and market regulation units to expand and

quicken the detection of potentially troubled insurers.

In addition, the NAIC has been leading an initiative to increase the

efficiency and effectiveness of market conduct regulation through market

analysis, uniformity and interstate collaboration. In 2004, in coordination

with National Conference of Insurance Legislators (NCOIL), it adopted the

Market Conduct Surveillance Model Law to provide a statutory framework

for better market regulation. The broad purpose of the model is to establish

a framework for insurance department market regulation, including a

process and system for prioritizing problems, various means other than

market conduct examinations by which insurance regulators can remedy

problems, and procedures to coordinate and communicate regulatory

actions among states. It requires states to report market data to the NAIC’s

Market Information Systems, which encompass the Complaint Database,

the Exam Tracking System, the Regulatory Information Retrieval System

and the Special Activities Database.

The NAIC has also implemented the Market Analyst’s Checklist

(developed in 2003) to help state regulators coordinate their market

analysis activities. In 2004, state market analysts and NAIC staff completed

1,865 “Level 1” checklists on insurers, accounting for 85 percent of

business written in five key lines. The results of this effort led to the referral

of certain insurers to an NAIC subgroup for further coordinated

investigation.

C. Monitoring Competition and 

Statistical Reporting

An important regulatory function is the monitoring of competition in

various insurance markets, particularly those subject to a competitive rating

system. In the 1970s and early 1980s, the NAIC developed a suggested

system for monitoring competition to supplement other regulatory

functions (see Hanson, et al., 1974). The foundation for a monitoring

competition system is the structure-conduct-performance framework



discussed in Chapter 6. Some states, such as Illinois, Michigan and

Virginia, have formal systems for monitoring competition and publish

periodic reports. Other states approach this more informally as part of the

general oversight of insurance markets. Some of the basic indices that

might be used in monitoring competition are outlined in Box 11.1.

Box 11.1

The main sources of information for monitoring competition are data from

insurers’ financial statements and detailed statistical data on insurance

transactions reported to statistical agents and insurance departments. The

NAIC’s Statistical Handbook of Data Available to Insurance Regulators
provides recommended statistical reporting requirements and standard

report formats for the various product lines. The principal statistical agents,

generally utilized by regulators for reporting purposes, have modified their
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systems and reports to meet the standards outlined in the Statistical
Handbook. Some states, such as Illinois and Missouri, require insurers to

file additional statistical information with their departments.

In 2004, the NAIC introduced the Commercial Lines Competition Database

to assist state regulators with monitoring competition in their markets.

It includes information that allows an analyst to review several factors

to determine the competitiveness of a market: 1) market concentration;

2) entries and exits; 3) market growth; 4) availability of insurance; and

5) profitability.

D. Residual Market Administration

Residual markets play an important role in certain insurance markets, such

as automobile, homeowners and workers’ compensation insurance.

Because of the “essential” nature of these coverages and the fact that many

states (lenders in the case of property insurance) impose compulsory

insurance requirements in these areas, the states have established

mechanisms to provide coverage to those who cannot obtain it through the

voluntary market. Different mechanisms are employed, including assigned

risk plans, Fair Access to Insurance Requirements (FAIR) plans and

windstorm/beach pools, joint underwriting associations, state insurance

funds and reinsurance pools. While the industry is often given the principal

responsibility for supporting and administering these arrangements, they

are typically closely regulated by the insurance commissioner, which

includes oversight of their rate structures. If a residual market’s premiums

are insufficient to cover its costs, the deficit is typically assessed back to

insurers in proportion to their voluntary market shares.

Residual market rates are commonly set in relation to voluntary market

rates. The intent is to provide an alternative source of coverage without

attracting insureds that otherwise could obtain voluntary market coverage.

This principle works in most cases and minimizes the size of these

mechanisms, but there have been cases where the market becomes

unbalanced and a significant share of the market is insured through the

residual market, particularly if its rates are too low. This can result in large

deficits that, when imposed on insurers’ voluntary market policies, further
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encourage the shrinking of the voluntary market and exacerbate the

problem. Cyclical or short-term fluctuations in the supply of voluntary

coverage also can expand residual markets. When residual mechanisms

become too large and unbalance the market, reforms are typically

implemented to depopulate the residual market and end large deficits.

E. Other Market Regulatory Functions

State insurance departments perform various other functions that are part of

or related to their regulatory functions. Insurance commissioners are

generally held accountable for the overall performance of insurance

markets under their jurisdiction and this leads to a number of activities

designed to support market operations.

1. Consumer Information and Services

Enhancing consumer information about insurers’ prices, products and

financial strength is a critical function, given the heavy reliance on

competition to ensure good market performance. Regulators enhance

consumer information by publishing brochures, speaking to schools and

community groups, answering consumer inquiries and distributing

information on insurers’ prices, complaint experience and financial ratings.

All departments have some form of a consumer telephone “hotline,” and

regulators answered 2.9 million such inquiries from consumers in 2003.

Also, as noted above, many insurance departments have established Web

sites and are increasing their use of the Internet to disseminate information

and communicate directly with consumers.

2. Producer Licensing and Enforcement

All insurance intermediaries (agents, brokers, solicitors, etc.) involved in

selling insurance in a state are required to be licensed and meet certain

minimum requirements. States issue licenses to both resident and non-

resident producers. In 2003, there were nearly 2 million licensed resident

agents in the various states. Most states require agents to pass a test

demonstrating sufficient knowledge of insurance and state regulations to be
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allowed to serve insurers and consumers. All states also require agents to

meet continuing education requirements to ensure they keep pace with

insurance and regulatory developments. Applicants for agents’ and brokers’

licenses also are subject to a background check to screen out applicants

who have been guilty of fraud or other regulatory violations. The Federal

Omnibus Crime Bill of 1994 (18 U.S.C. 1033 and 1034) makes it a crime

for a company to appoint an agent who has committed a felony involving

dishonesty or breach of trust. As noted in Chapter 9, the NAIC has

enhanced its databases and systems to aid regulators in the review of

producer license applications.

If a producer commits fraud or violates other regulations, regulators can

employ various sanctions, including license suspensions, revocations and

cancellations, as well as impose fines. In 2003, the states reported 18,934

regulatory actions (suspensions, revocations, cease and desist orders, and

denial orders) against producers, $8.7 million in producer fines and

$11.9 million in restitutions to policyholders and claimants.

3. Antifraud Enforcement

Within the past two decades, a number of insurance departments increased

their resources and efforts devoted to detecting and combating insurance

fraud. As mentioned in Chapter 10, strict insurance antifraud provisions

developed by the NAIC were enacted in the Federal Omnibus Crime Bill of

1994. The primary emphasis has been fraud committed by insurers,

producers and service providers, but enforcement actions also have been

targeted toward consumer fraud. Many experts estimate that at least

10 percent or more of insurance costs stem from fraudulent claims.

Insurance departments have established separate fraud investigation units

and coordinate with federal, state and local law enforcement officials in

prosecuting insurance fraud. The development of comprehensive databases

on insurance claims and other information, combined with sophisticated

analytical tools, have aided the detection of fraud. The NAIC is now in the

process of developing a Web-based, uniform fraud-reporting system

through which consumers and insurance companies can electronically

report suspected fraud to the appropriate state insurance department
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In addition, the public can report suspected fraudulent activity

anonymously via the NAIC’s Web site. Allegations of fraud are forwarded

by NAIC staff to the appropriate state authorities for further action.

4. Other Activities

Other functions that may be performed by insurance departments include

coordinating market-assistance plans, collecting premium taxes and

providing public information. In addition, insurance commissioners are

frequently involved in developing legislation affecting public policy on

insurance, such as tort reform and insurance requirements. Generally,

insurance commissioners are expected to identify and help respond to

various developments that affect the function of insurance markets,

regardless of whether they fall within the scope of their formal authority.

F. Consumer Protection Initiatives

The NAIC and the individual states have strengthened consumer

protections in a number of areas to respond to specific market abuses and

unfair trade practices that arose or intensified during the 1980s and 1990s.

Regulation has been tightened in areas such as policy terminations,

assumption reinsurance, life insurance sales illustrations, health insurance

rating and underwriting, credit insurance and claims-settlement practices.

More recently, the NAIC and the states have focused on issues involving

the use of credit information in underwriting, the protection of senior

citizens in annuity transactions and the implications of contingent

commissions paid to brokers. 

These activities have been accompanied by steps to enhance consumer

education and information about purchasing insurance and other issues or

problems they may encounter. Early efforts included the development of

NAIC consumer guides for auto, homeowners, long-term care and

Medicare supplement insurance. This has been expanded to a consumer

services component on the NAIC’s Web site, called the Consumer

Information Source, that enables consumers to access financial and

complaint data on specific insurance companies, as well as other kinds of

insurance consumer-related information. These NAIC services augment
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consumer information and other services provided by state insurance

departments. The NAIC also has sought to increase public input into its

deliberations with a program that funds the expenses of consumer

representatives to participate in NAIC meetings.

1. Urban and Rural Insurance Problems

Considerable attention has been focused on the issue of insurance

availability and affordability in urban areas. The NAIC established a

special task force to look at this issue after the 1992 Los Angeles riots

renewed allegations that insurers were redlining against minority

communities. Concerns about fair access to insurance confronted

established industry business practices in underwriting selection and

pricing. The NAIC and a number of states compiled ZIP code level data and

conducted studies of conditions in urban insurance markets. Cost and

availability problems in certain rural areas also have been noted, but most

of the attention has focused on urban markets.

While the NAIC and state regulatory studies have found problems in urban

insurance markets, the evidence from these and other research does not

indicate that they are the result of widespread redlining or unfair

discrimination.
8

A variety of factors could explain adverse market

conditions in the inner-city, including high costs due to poor quality

housing and higher crime rates. The functioning of insurance markets in

these areas is complex and requires detailed analysis to identify problems,

their causes and appropriate remedies.

In 1996, the NAIC task force issued a final report and a handbook that

outlined a continuum of policy options to address urban insurance

problems that starts with measures that rely primarily on market forces and
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8 There is some debate about whether insurer underwriting guidelines based on the age

and value of homes and the relationship between the market value and replacement cost

of home, unfairly discriminate against some urban consumers. There are different points

of view on this issue, but some insurers have refined their underwriting guidelines to

address the concerns raised.



moves to greater regulatory intervention if market forces fail to work. Since

then, the Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D) Committee has held

periodic hearings on specific issues affecting the cost and availability of

insurance in urban and rural areas (e.g., credit scoring). Many insurers and

community groups also are involved in cooperative efforts to reduce risk

and barriers to urban insurance markets.

2. Health Insurance Reform

The states have been active in the area of health care reform and the federal

government has enacted limited legislation to deal with the most significant

problems. Rapidly rising health care costs caused insurers to move away

from broad pooling of risks for rating purposes. This led to greater

segmentation in both group and individual health insurance markets as, in

response to market demand, carriers sought to lower rates for younger,

healthier groups and increase rates or reject older, less healthy groups.

Some employer groups and individuals were unable to find or afford health

coverage because of poor health or claims experience.

State and federal legislation was enacted to address public concerns about

these problems. State actions have focused on restricting insurers’ ability to

reject applicants, constraining rate differentials, and requiring guaranteed

renewability and portability of coverage. Underwriting restrictions include

prohibiting the denial of coverage on the basis of the claims history or

health status of employees and their families. Pricing restrictions range

from requiring pure community rating to imposing rating bands on

differences based on claims experience or health status.

The NAIC Small Employer Health Insurance Availability Model Act

provides a prospective reinsurance mechanism to offset the possible

adverse selection problems created by these underwriting and rating

restrictions. A number of states also have enacted legislation creating health

care purchasing alliances. The states are moving from an entity-based (i.e.,

traditional health insurance companies, HMOs, etc.) to a function-based

regulatory approach, reflecting changes in the structure of the market.
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The latest innovation in health care delivery is the emergence of what is

known as consumer-directed health care. It is also known as consumer-

driven health care. This innovation typically comes in two forms. First,

there are health savings accounts (HSAs) associated with the issuance of a

high deductible health plan (HDHPs). The second common form is the use

of health reimbursement accounts/arrangements (HRAs) associated with an

HDHP. The motivation for using consumer-directed health care is the high

and rising cost of health care coverage and issues involving who is going

to pay for it. In theory, the use of these plans is intended to motivate

consumers to select less expensive health care options. The plans are too

new to assess their value from a regulatory perspective and their effect on

health care outcomes. Consumer advocates generally believe that the new

consumer-directed health care plans result in savings for employers and

insurers and higher out-of-pocket costs for consumers.

3. Life Insurance Market Conduct

The market conduct of life insurers received increasing regulatory scrutiny

as severe abuses were uncovered in agents’ sales practices in the early

1990s. Consumer expectations of high rates of return on interest-sensitive

products evaporated when insurers’ investment performance dropped. This

led to numerous consumer complaints and lawsuits against insurers.

Several large life insurers received hefty fines from regulators and agreed

to refund millions of dollars to policyholders that were victims of sales

abuses. These kinds of abuses are not surprising given the complex array of

investment-oriented products offered by life insurers that some consumers

may find difficult to fully understand. Regulators have wrestled with how

to regulate life insurance sales illustrations so that buyers can reasonably

compare policies and make informed decisions.

The NAIC went through a lengthy review process — with considerable

input from the life insurance industry, software developers and consumer

representatives — to design an illustration requirement that would help

consumers understand this complex product. In addition, the model

regulation developed sets of actuarial limitations on the numbers that may

be used in the illustration so they will be closer to reality. The model

regulation developed by the NAIC was adopted as a requirement by the
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majority of states by mid-1998, and companies are generally following the

model format even when it is not required. The intent of the illustration

requirement is that companies avoid the use of footnotes and explain

terminology used to consumers. Most important, the illustration must not

give undue prominence to non-guaranteed elements or imply in any way

that these results are guaranteed. Insurers may not talk about “vanishing

premiums” or imply a policy will be paid up when, in fact, the cash value

is being used to pay premiums.

Another problem that is not new but became more acute in the 1990s is the

practice of “churning,” “twisting” or the improper replacement of life

insurance policies when it is not in the best interest of policyholders. This

practice involved persuading consumers to use the cash value of an existing

policy to purchase a new policy. However, a real issue existed as to whether

the transaction was in the consumer’s financial best interest. Consumers’

difficulty in ascertaining the financial impact of replacing a policy makes

them vulnerable to making choices that favor the insurer and agent at the

expense of the policyholder. NAIC model laws and regulations governing

sales illustrations and replacement of life and annuity policies are intended

to assist consumers’ understanding of the financial implications of

replacing a policy, as well as notifying the company that issued the policy.

In addition, regulators have either implemented or considered several

options to further control churning, including: 1) regulation of commissions

to decrease agents’ incentives to replace policies unnecessarily;

2) institution of a “cooling off” or waiting period to allow consumers to

review the replacing policy or reinstate the old policy; 3) mandatory notice

to consumers outlining the risk of replacement; and 4) closer regulatory and

company monitoring of agents’ sales activities.

4. Use of Credit Information in Underwriting

Since the early 1990s, “credit scoring” has become an essential factor in

insurers’ underwriting and pricing of personal auto and home insurance.

Credit scoring takes information on a person’s credit history and processes

it through an algorithm in a computer model to estimate the consumer’s

relative risk of filing an insurance claim. An adverse credit score can

hamper a consumer’s ability to purchase insurance from a preferred carrier



and/or force the consumer to pay higher premiums. Credit scoring has been

questioned by regulators and criticized by a number of consumer

advocates. The principal concerns involve the validity and fairness of credit

scoring as a risk-measurement tool and its potentially adverse effects on

certain groups. There are also concerns about the consequences of incorrect

or misinterpreted credit-related information and consumers’ ability to learn

about and correct such misinformation. Insurers and vendors counter with

statistical studies showing a correlation between the risk of loss and credit

scores, contending that credit scoring is an effective and cost-efficient tool

when combined with other risk-assessment methods.

Since the mid-1990s, the NAIC and various states have undertaken a series

of investigations of credit scoring and related practices, followed by

legislation and regulations in most jurisdictions. In general, the thrust of

these efforts has been to impose certain guidelines on and increase the

transparency of credit-scoring practices. In 2003, the NAIC adopted a

consumer brochure and an analysis of regulatory options that states might

adopt. 

In 2004, the NAIC adopted an Insurance Credit Scoring Regulatory Best
Practices white paper. This document made recommendations to regulators

related to best practices regarding several areas involving the use of credit

scores by insurers. Issues addressed by the document include adverse

actions, extraordinary life circumstances, neutral scores related to no hits,

scoring model submission standards, sole factor prohibitions and periodic

reviews of credit scores.

At the time this text was written, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) was

conducting a study of the use of credit scoring by insurers. The study is

intended to investigate the use of credit scoring by insurers and the impact

of credits scores on the availability and affordability of insurance.

5. Brokers and Contingent Commissions

In 2004, certain brokers’ practices and compensation arrangements became

a hot topic following a complaint filed by the New York State Attorney

General’s Office and the New York State Insurance Department against
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insurance broker Marsh & McLennan and several large insurers. The

complaint alleged that Marsh and the insurers had engaged in the payment

of improper fees and “bid-rigging” in commercial insurance transactions. A

number of state insurance regulators also initiated investigations of broker-

insurer relationships and transactions. A central issue was insurers’

payment of “contingent commissions” to brokers for placing business with

the insurers. The concern was that this form of compensation distorted

brokers’ incentives to solicit bids and negotiate transactions in the best

interests of their buyer/clients.

The payment of contingent commissions was a long-standing and well-

known practice that regulators had accepted, given proper disclosure to

insurance buyers. However, the allegations of bid-rigging and the facts that

surfaced in the associated investigations prompted regulators to strengthen

disclosure requirements and consider other market reforms. Quickly

following the New York complaint, the NAIC formed the Broker Activities

(EX) Task Force with a three-pronged action plan in the areas of fraud

reporting, inquiry and coordination of state investigations, and greater

transparency on broker compensation.

As one of its early steps, the NAIC adopted amendments to the NAIC’s

Producer Licensing Model Act to address producers’ disclosure of

compensation. These amendments are intended to ensure consumers are

provided the necessary information to understand any potential conflicts of

interest a producer may have because of the manner in which the insurance

producer is compensated. 

In addition, an electronic insurance exchange is being developed by

commercial software vendors that would add transparency to the insurance

transaction. This vehicle aims to offer an alternative to the paper-based

disclosure requirements and might also help with competitive alternatives

for American businesses. 
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Synopsis of Key Points

1. Market regulation encompasses a diverse set of functions that are

approached somewhat differently by the various states.

2. Some states intervene more in regulating insurance prices and products,

while others states rely more heavily on market competition.

3. Approximately one-half of the states subject personal lines rates and

forms to prior approval, while other states employ competitive rating.

4. With certain exceptions (e.g., workers’ compensation, medical

malpractice, Medicare supplement insurance, etc.) most other property-

liability and life-health lines are not subject to prior approval

requirements, although policy forms may be.

5. Providing consumer information and monitoring competition are

important functions for insurance departments, recognizing the reliance

on effective competition to serve consumers’ interests.

6. Insurance departments have increased their antifraud resources and

efforts in response to identified abuses and concerns about higher costs

generated by fraudulent claims.

7. State regulators have recently implemented a number of consumer-

protection initiatives, including improving the availability of insurance

in urban areas, health insurance reforms, addressing life insurance

market conduct abuses, credit scoring and broker compensation and

practices.
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Chapter 12

Significant Trends
and Implications for
Insurance
Regulation

Chapter Objectives

1. Alert the reader to emerging industry trends that will have significant

implications for insurance regulation.

2. Discuss the potential implications of these developments for insurance

regulation and how regulators may need to respond.

The insurance industry’s increasing complexity, risk and geographic scope

place additional demands on regulators. Regulators must try to limit

insolvency risk while still allowing insurers to continue to innovate and



compete. Regulators also must allow insurance markets to operate

relatively freely to meet consumers’ needs but prevent abuses and correct

market failures. Industry developments have forced public officials to

reassess this balance and modify regulatory institutions. Most insurers

appear to possess sufficient competence and incentives so that they do not

pose a significant solvency risk and serve consumers reasonably well. The

problem lies with insurers that do not possess the requisite skills or

incentives to survive or treat consumers fairly, as well as failures that affect

markets.

The greater complexity of insurance products and investment strategies

increases the opportunity for mismanagement, excessive risk-taking and

fraud that can lead to costly insolvencies. Consumers, with limited

incentives for safety because of guaranty fund protection, are also faced

with greater difficulty in discerning the riskiness of insurers. It may often

be difficult or relatively costly for them to acquire and analyze information

regarding an insurer’s financial condition. Lack of information also

exposes some consumers to market abuses. The increasing complexity and

expanding geographic scope of insurer operations and insurance markets

makes state regulators’ oversight job more difficult and increases the need

for coordination among states.

All of these developments have required regulators to become more

sophisticated in policing insurers’ financial structure and activities to

continue to achieve established public policy goals for safety and consumer

protection. These developments also have increased consumer and industry

political support for more effective solvency regulation and more efficient

market regulation, qualified by many insurers’ desire to retain flexibility in

developing new products and adjusting their investment strategies. 

This chapter reviews some of the more significant trends affecting the

insurance industry and its regulation. It is difficult to predict what will

happen in the industry for any extended period, but it is possible to discuss

the general direction of important developments and their implications.

Insurers and regulators need to keep an eye to the future in restructuring

their institutions and operations to take advantage of new opportunities and

respond to new challenges. Specifically, the developments addressed in this
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chapter are 1) industry growth and consolidation; 2) increasing financial

risk; 3) integration of financial services markets; 4) globalization of

markets; 5) demographic trends; 6) information technology and electronic

commerce; and 7) improving regulatory efficiency.

A. Industry Growth, Consolidation 

and Financial Risk

As discussed above, a wide variety of insurance products and services have

appeared on the market to respond to a rapidly growing and diverse

economy. This increases the demand on regulatory resources, as regulators

must monitor and enforce regulations governing a large number of insurers

and transactions, as well as more complex products, transactions and

investments. Regulators will need to find ways to perform their functions

more efficiently, as well as increase their resources when necessary, if they

are to respond adequately to this challenge. The restructuring of the

industry may require regulators to refocus their energies and technology on

core regulatory responsibilities and rely more heavily on competition and

market forces to increase market efficiency.

Many analysts predict there will be substantial consolidation within the

industry in the next decade as insurers seek to adjust to economic and

regulatory changes and improve their efficiency. Figure 12.1 plots

insurance acquisition and merger activity over the past decade. Industry

consolidation is driven by a number of factors, including 1) the need to

reduce expenses to improve profit margins; 2) the need to divest low-

return, non-core businesses; 3) restructuring of health insurers to position

for reform measures; 4) capital needs; 5) excess capacity; 6) increased

liquidity to fund mergers and acquisitions; 7) globalization of insurance

markets; and 8) management strategies aimed at improving returns for

owners.

The emergence of fewer, larger insurers presents advantages and

disadvantages for regulation. To the extent that less efficient and weaker

insurers are culled from the market, regulators will be responsible for

monitoring a smaller group of more robust insurers. These insurers,
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presumably, will require less oversight with respect to preventing simple

management errors and will have more capital to sustain short-term

fluctuations in operating results. At the same time, these insurers may still

be highly leveraged and are likely to have more complex financial

structures. Also, as recent events suggest, even large, “well established”

insurers may engage in questionable transactions and accounting practices

that could potentially harm the interests of their policyholders.

Consequently, the risk of financial impairment and insolvency will still be

present with higher potential losses because of insurers’ greater size.

Further, even just poor performance and erosion of capacity could have a

negative effect on the supply of insurance. Hence, regulators may wish to

increase the depth and sophistication of their monitoring activities, with an

emphasis on assessing the overall financial risk of a company and

uncovering major accounting misstatements, rather than seeking to enforce

detailed rules governing every transaction and investment. This risk-based

approach is more akin to the “prudential solvency regulation” model

employed in some foreign countries with more concentrated markets.
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B. Integration of Financial Services 

Markets

There is a definite trend toward increasing integration of insurance with

other financial services markets, although this trend has not been as rapid

or pervasive as some had anticipated. Many financial services companies

are seeking to provide a broad array of financial products, including

banking, credit, investments and insurance. These companies perceive

significant economies of scope in cross-marketing various financial

products to their customers. Some insurance companies also would like to

sell other financial services to their customers. Whether these services are

sold by one company or multiple companies, there is no doubt that

consumers perceive certain insurance products and investments as

substitutes and could value “one-stop shopping” — increasing competition

between the providers of these services. At the same time, some financial

companies have not yet successfully established themselves as multi-

service providers or have retrenched from a multi-product model.

Regardless, economic forces continue to drive the integration of financial

services markets, whether aided or impeded by federal and state laws.

Historically in the United States, the Glass-Stegal Act had created walls

between the selling of various financial services by the same firm. This

changed with the enactment of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA) in

1999, which eased the barriers between the sales of different financial

services by the same entity. GLBA allows financial holding companies to

own various subsidiaries that sell different financial services, including

insurance. It structured regulation along functional (rather than entity)

lines, meaning that insurance regulators are responsible for regulating all

insurance transactions (regardless of the type of firm), securities regulators

are responsible for overseeing securities transactions, etc.

This has had significant implications for state insurance regulation. The

states are required to regulate the sale of insurance by non-insurance

companies, or insurers that are owned by large financial holding

companies. This functional regulatory scheme is being enforced in an

environment in which there are increased attempts to cross-market
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products; e.g., banks attempting to sell insurance to their banking

customers. Competition between insurers and other financial service

companies has increased, as has cross-industry mergers and acquisitions. 

Regulators are pressured to maintain a level playing field, so that no

entity — regardless of whether it a licensed insurer — is disadvantaged in

its efforts to sell insurance products. At the same time, the attempt to tie the

sale of other products with insurance, to the potential detriment of

consumers, must be regulated. Insurance regulators also have to regulate

the insurance transactions of entities that are not subject to the full scope of

their authority in matters such as financial solvency and that are

unaccustomed to insurance regulation. Clearly, there is a need for

cooperation and coordination between the various regulators of

financial services.

C. Globalization of Markets

Many insurers will continue to expand the geographic scope of their

operations, and competition from foreign insurers will increase as trade

barriers are reduced. Foreign companies are making increasing inroads into

the U.S. insurance market. Large European financial holding companies,

bolstered by regulatory reforms, are becoming formidable competitors and

increasing their penetration in foreign markets, including the United

States.
1

At the same time, some U.S. insurers are establishing a stronger

presence overseas. Figure 12.2 plots foreign sales of property-casualty

insurance by U.S. companies and U.S. sales of foreign-owned companies.
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Figure 12.2

International Sales of P-C Insurance ($Millions)

Domestic insurers have sought reduction of U.S. regulatory barriers to

increase their competitiveness with foreign insurers. The potential size of

some developing markets, such as China, will breed large financial

conglomerates that will be able to market an array of services.

The extension of insurers’ operations across state and international

boundaries has increased the interdependence among regulators in carrying

out their responsibilities. This interdependence among regulators creates

vulnerabilities, as well as potential levers to induce different jurisdictions

to do a good job of regulating. However, it is more difficult for state

regulators to control the activities of insurers domiciled outside the United

States. Although alien insurers must meet a number of requirements to

operate on a licensed or authorized non-admitted basis in the United States,

this does not prevent U.S. citizens and firms from purchasing insurance

from alien companies on a direct basis. Such transactions are not subject to

U.S. regulatory protections. As more insurers extend their operations

internationally, it is likely that there will be more of these types of

transactions — with increased potential for market abuses.
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Ideally, regulators in various countries will increase their cooperation and

coordination to facilitate the appropriate supervision of international

insurers. This would facilitate international trade in insurance that would

work to the advantage of insurance buyers and help prevent unscrupulous

insurers from taking unfair advantage of consumers. The development of

international accounting standards that include rules for insurance firms is

one of the important developments that will help regulators in evaluating

alien insurers. Also, many countries are revamping their regulatory

structures for financial services, including insurance, which hopefully will

improve the quality and consistency of regulatory oversight across

countries. Further, the International Association of Insurance Supervisors

(IAIS) is playing an important role in facilitating communication and

promoting best practices among insurance regulators in different countries.

D. Demographic Trends 

and Public Opinion

Public opinion has a significant impact on insurance regulatory policy and

can cause shifts in regulatory priorities. Several trends in public attitudes

toward insurance issues have helped shape changes in regulatory

institutions. One important development is the greater saliency of the issue

of insurance company solvency. Consumers’ exposure to insolvency risk

has increased with their appetite for investment-oriented life insurance and

annuity products. Many Americans have become dependent on such

products for a significant portion of their retirement income. The well-

publicized failures of several major life insurers in the early 1990s, coming

on the heels of severe fiscal problems among banks and thrifts, focused

greater public attention on the solvency of insurance companies. This

attention prompted state legislators and Congress to mount inquiries into

insurance solvency regulation and increased political support for regulatory

reforms.

The general “aging” of the population, combined with the shift of greater

choice and risk to individuals and households, have important implications

for insurance markets and their regulation. This is readily apparent in the

area of savings and retirement: Many consumers will be looking to
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investment-oriented insurance products, such as annuities, to provide a

substantial source of their retirement income. This development poses

significant issues with respect to consumer education and protection and

the regulation of market practices. Health and long-term care insurance also

will be important areas for market activity and regulatory oversight.

Further, the advent of consumer-directed health care will likely give rise to

issues that regulators will need to address.

Consumers’ difficulty in evaluating the risk-and-return characteristics of

different insurance products and their vulnerability to abusive sales

practices have increased their demand for regulatory protections. Greater

use of alternative distribution systems, such as direct-mail and the sale of

insurance products over the Internet, has broken down consumers’ long-

term personal relationships with their local independent agents. While this

has saved consumers money, it also increases the chance for friction

between policyholders and their insurers when claims arise. This may have

served to further increase public demand for regulatory protections and

regulatory assistance in resolving contract disputes.

E. Information Technology 

and Electronic Commerce

Technology is an important catalyst for change. Developments in

information technology are having significant effects on the insurance

industry, which relies extensively on information to perform many

functions. In theory, improved information technology should benefit

consumers and insurers, but the changes raise issues for regulators. One

important aspect of this development is the growth of various databases on

consumers that insurers and other firms can use for purposes of marketing,

risk assessment, pricing and underwriting. The increasing use of

consumers’ credit histories in the underwriting of homeowners and auto

insurance is one such example. The acquisition and use of detailed health,

including genetic, information on individuals in health and life insurance is

another example. These developments could aid some low-risk consumers

in obtaining insurance, but hurt high-risk consumers. Also, to the extent

that new information still only provide proxies for risk, some consumers
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and regulators may have concerns that some individuals will be affected

unfairly by the use of this new information. More recently, security

breaches of consumer databases have raised concerns about the misuse of

these data, including identity theft and fraud. Insurance regulators will be

confronted with the issue of the proper role and use of new databases and

information as they are developed.

Insurance transactions conducted over the Internet (i.e., electronic

commerce) are a related technological and economic development of great

importance to regulation. The use of the Internet as a medium of commerce

is growing exponentially. E-commerce is particularly well suited for the

marketing of insurance products, particularly those products with

standardized contracts, such as term life, auto and homeowners insurance.

Many insurers have established Web sites to provide information and

several vendors have developed electronic marketplaces for insurance.

To date, the Internet has been used much more as a vehicle to get

information about insurance products than to purchase them. The incidence

of online insurance transactions has lagged behind expectations, but there

is evidence that inroads are being made. Recent studies reveal that an

increasing number of consumers use the Internet to obtain insurance

product and pricing information. The full consummation of personal

insurance transactions electronically is more challenging, but will likely

progress as technology improves and buyers become more comfortable

with the medium. There is also evidence that online systems are playing an

increasingly important role in commercial insurance markets, such as the

development of Veritex, an electronic insurance exchange.

The progression of e-commerce raises some interesting issues and

challenges for state insurance regulation. Traditionally, the states have

exercised their authority over insurance through the geographic location of

insurance transactions. However, the geography of commerce loses its

traditional meaning when transactions are conducted over a worldwide

electronic network. How, for example, does an insurance commissioner

regulate the purchase of an auto insurance policy by a resident in a given

state over the Internet from an insurer based in Belgium? While the states

may seek to oversee such transactions as they have other direct-marketing
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activities, the reality is that this is difficult to do in a world of e-commerce.

Consequently, consumers who purchase insurance over the Internet will

need to take greater responsibility in becoming informed to avoid abuses.

State regulators will need to increase their information services to

consumers and coordinate with regulators in other jurisdictions to address

problems that may arise with insurers and intermediaries selling and

servicing insurance over the Internet. The NAIC continues to provide

a venue for regulators and the industry to deal with issues posed by 

e-commerce in insurance.

F. Improving Regulatory Efficiency

Dealing with 56 different market regulatory requirements in the various

states and territories can be costly for multistate insurers and agents.

Consequently, state insurance regulators and the NAIC have embarked on

major initiatives to improve the efficiency of regulatory procedures to

facilitate greater competition and concentrate regulatory efforts where they

are most necessary to protect consumers. This effort has received renewed

emphasis, with some insurers’ and brokers’ advocacy of a greater federal

role in insurance regulation. The state initiatives are intended to make it

easier for agents and insurers to operate on a multistate basis, while

preserving individual state regulatory authority.

The states’ efforts in this area have progressed in several phases. Beginning

in the mid-1990s, the NAIC’s Special Committee on Regulatory Re-

Engineering identified several areas that warranted review, including

company admission/licensing; special deposit requirements;

countersignature requirements; deregulation of commercial lines; rate and

form review; and other measures to improve the regulatory services

received by insurance consumers. The committee issued a white paper in

1998 presenting its analysis and recommendations for further action by the

relevant NAIC committees and the individual states. This was followed by

subsequent NAIC reports in 2000, 2003 and 2005 that assessed the states’
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progress and set forth objectives for further improvements in the national

system of state-based insurance regulation.
2

During this period, several initiatives ensued or gained increased

momentum, including:

� Enhanced consumer protection, encompassing the Consumer

Information Source (CIS) Web site.

� More efficient market regulation, encompassing the Market
Analysis Handbook.

� “Speed to Market for Insurance Products,” encompassing the Interstate

Insurance Product Regulation Compact and the System for Electronic

Rate and Form Filing (SERFF).

� Uniform forms and processes for producer licensing, encompassing the

National Insurance Producer Registry (NIPR).

� Standardized insurance company licensing, encompassing the Uniform

Certificate of Authority Application (UCAA).

� Improved solvency regulation, encompassing the Financial Data

Repository (FDR).

� Streamlined changes of insurance company’s control, encompassing the

Form A Database.

In June 2004, the NAIC issued a “roadmap” that identified 15 areas where

it believes national standards can be implemented by the states to provide

a streamlined and seamless system of effective insurance regulation across
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the United States. The areas identified include:

� Market Conduct Uniform Standards

� Company Licensing

� Agent Licensing

� Life Insurance

� Property/Casualty Commercial Insurance

� Property/Casualty Personal Lines

� Surplus Lines

� Reinsurance

� Antifraud Network

� McCarran-Ferguson Antitrust Exemption and Rate Regulation

� State-National Insurance Coordination Partnership

� Viatical Settlements

� Interstate Compact for Health Insurance Products

� Enhancing Financial Surveillance

� Receivership

Clearly, regulators face an exciting and challenging future in developing

the initiatives embodied in this roadmap and undertaking further reforms as

market conditions continue to evolve.

Synopsis of Key Points

1. Insurance markets will continue to evolve and be subject to

developments that will pose challenges for regulators to maintain

effective oversight of the industry.

2. Increasing consolidation within the industry is likely to result in fewer,

larger insurers, as well as smaller insurers that will serve niche markets.

3. Financial services markets are becoming more integrated, with greater

competition between insurers and other financial institutions, such as

banks, in selling certain insurance and related products. This poses

issues for the financial regulation of entities involved in insurance and

other activities, as well as the functional regulation of insurance markets.

4. Insurance markets are becoming increasingly global in nature, with

more insurers crossing national boundaries in marketing their products.

This will require increased coordination among regulators in different

countries.
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5. Developments in information technology and e-commerce will have

profound changes on the way insurance transactions are handled, as

well as other aspects of insurers’ services and functions. These changes

will raise regulatory issues, including the regulation of market conduct.

6. Demographic trends and public opinion will affect the demand for

insurance products and consumer expectations with respect to

insurance regulation.

7. The states and the NAIC are implementing reforms to make regulation

more efficient and reduce unnecessary barriers to multistate insurance

transactions.
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Appendix A

Glossary of Terms1

Accident A loss-causing event that is sudden, unforeseen, and

unintentional.

Actual Cash Value The value of property at the time of its damage or loss,

which is equal to its replacement cost minus depreciation.

Adverse Selection The tendency of persons with a higher-than-average

risk of loss to seek insurance at standard (average) rates.

Advisory Loss Costs Prospective (fully developed and trended) loss costs

filed by advisory organizations for property-liability insurance.

Advisory Organizations Organizations that develop and file advisory loss

costs and standard policy forms and provide other services for property-

liability insurers, regulators and others.

Agent Someone who legally represents the insurer in insurance

transactions and has authority to act on the insurer’s behalf.

Alien Insurer An insurance company that is domiciled in a foreign country.
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Wesley Educational Publishers, Inc., for their permission to utilize the glossary in

Redja, George E., 1998, Principles of Risk Management and Insurance, 6th ed.

(Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley) as a principal source for this glossary. Readers

should note that while many definitions were drawn from the Rejda book, modifications

and additions were made by the author for this text. Hence, any errors or omissions are

the responsibility of the author.



Alternative Market A term used to generally describe non-traditional

markets and risk management mechanisms for various forms of

property-liability insurance that encompass non-admitted insurers but

not licensed insurers.

Annuitant A person who receives the periodic payment of an annuity.

Annuity A periodic payment to an individual that continues for a fixed

period or for the duration of a designated life or lives.

Assessment Mutual A mutual insurance company that is authorized to

assess policyowners for losses and expenses.

Asset Valuation Reserve (AVR) A new asset reserve requirement for life-

health insurers, instituted in 1993 with the Interest Maintenance

Reserve (IMR), that extended and refined reserve requirements for all

major asset classes and replaced the prior Mandatory Security Valuation

Reserve (MSVR) requirement.

Automobile Insurance A form of insurance that provides liability and

physical damage coverage for personal and commercial vehicles.

Automobile Insurance Plan A term used to generally describe the various

residual market mechanisms for automobile insurance.

Binder Authorization of coverage by an agent given before the insurer has

formally approved a policy. Provides evidence that the insurance is in force.

Blue Cross Plans Non-profit, community-oriented prepayment plans that

provide health insurance coverage primarily for hospital services.

Blue Shield Plans Non-profit, community-oriented prepayment plans that

provide health insurance coverage primarily for physician services.

Broker Someone who represents the insured in insurance transactions,

soliciting or accepting applications for insurance that are not in force

until the insurer accepts the policy.
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Businessowners Policy (BOP) A package commercial insurance policy

containing coverages designed to meet the typical property and liability

insurance needs of small businesses.

Captive Insurer An insurance company established and owned by a parent

firm (or association) to insure its loss exposures (or those of the

association members).

Cash Surrender Value The amount payable to the owner of a whole-life

insurance policy if the policyowner decides to terminate the policy.

Casualty Insurance An area of insurance that encompasses risks not

covered by fire, marine and life insurance.

Ceding Insurer An insurer that writes an insurance policy or group of

policies initially (i.e., on a primary basis) and that subsequently

transfers all or portion of the risk to a reinsurer.

Chance of Loss The probability that a loss-causing event will occur.

Choice No-Fault A system under which auto owners can elect to be

covered under their state’s no-fault law or retain the right to sue under

tort liability law.

Claims-Made Policy A liability insurance policy that only covers claims

that are first reported during the policy period, provided the loss-

causing event occurred after the retroactive date (if any) stated in the

policy.

Class Rating A method of insurance pricing in which groups of similar

insureds are effectively placed in the same risk classification and each

is charged the same rate. In class rating, the rate for a particular insured

is determined by the application of a set of class rating factors to

specified insured risk characteristics.

Coinsurance An approach to determining insurance claims payments or

benefit payments in which the insured is required to retain a certain

percentage of the covered losses they incur.
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Collision Loss Damages to an automobile caused by upset of the vehicle or

its impact with another vehicle or object.

Competitive Market A term used by economists to define markets where

the lack of entry and exit barriers and a large number of firms promotes

competitive behavior and good market performance.

Competitive Rating A term used to generally describe regulatory systems

under which insurers are not required to obtain prior approval for rates

before they go into effect. Regulators typically rely on market forces to

determine rates under competitive rating systems. The term “open

competition” also is used to label such systems.

Compulsory Insurance Law A state law requiring owners and operators

of automobiles to carry certain amounts of auto liability insurance to

license a vehicle and drive legally within the state.

Concentration Ratio A measure used to quantify the degree of market

concentration which is equal to the combined market share of some

specified number of the leading firms.

Coordination of Benefits A provision in insurance contracts that prevents

an insured from receiving duplicate or excessive claims payments when

the insured’s losses are covered by more than one policy.

Direct-Response System A marketing system in which an insurer sells

insurance directly to consumers without using the services of an agent.

Direct Writer A term typically used to label an insurer that uses a direct-

response system or exclusive agents to sell insurance.

Disintermediation The outflow of funds from a financial entity, such as an

insurer, in response to changes in interest rates or other developments.

This poses a risk to life insurers in that they are forced to sell assets at

current market prices (which may be less than their book or amortized

value) to cover policyowners’ demands on their funds.
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Distribution The marketing and sale of insurance.

Diversification of Risk The process of transferring, spreading or pooling

risk.

Domestic Insurer An insurance company that is domiciled and licensed in

the state in which it sells insurance.

Dwelling Property Insurance A form of residential property insurance

that covers dwellings, other structures and contents on a named-perils

or open-perils basis. Dwelling property insurance does not include

certain insurance coverages, such as liability coverage, that are

provided in homeowner multi-peril insurance policies.

Efficiency A term used by economists to characterize market outcomes

where resources are employed to their best possible use and social

welfare is maximized.

Electronic Commerce Transactions conducted over the Internet or other

electronic networks.

Employers Liability Insurance A form of insurance that covers employers

for their legal liability stemming from work-related employee injuries

and illnesses that are not covered under workers’ compensation

insurance. Such liability is limited in most states because workers’

compensation is intended to be the exclusive remedy for injured

workers.

Endorsement A written provision that adds to, deletes, or modifies the

provisions of the insurance contract to which the endorsement is

attached.

Equity A term used to characterize “fair” or “equal” distributions of the

costs and benefits of various activities.
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Excess Insurance An insurance arrangement in which the insurer is not

obligated to pay any losses that fall below a certain threshold. Typically,

a firm will purchase excess insurance to cover large losses above a

significant amount retained by the firm.

Exclusions A listing of perils, losses and property that are not covered in

an insurance contract.

Exclusive Agent An agent who represents only one insurance company or

group of companies under common ownership.

Exclusive Remedy A legal principle which holds that the workers

compensation system should be the sole source of compensating work-

related injuries and illnesses and that employers should not be subject

to tort liability suits for such injuries.

Expenses The costs incurred by an insurer in servicing insurance policies

beyond the payments it makes to insureds to cover losses. The cost of

capital or “normal” profits can be considered an expense, but is

typically distinguished from expenses in analyzing insurers’ financial

performance.

Expense Ratio The ratio of expenses to premiums.

Experience Rating A method of insurance pricing which determines or

adjusts the rate for an insured on the basis of the insured’s past loss

experience.

Exposure Unit A unit of measurement used to quantify the amount of risk

exposure in pricing insurance.

Externality Costs or benefits of an activity borne or received by third-

parties who do not control the activity.

Facultative Reinsurance A type of reinsurance contract written on

individual risks, on a case-by-case basis.
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Fair Access to Insurance Requirements (FAIR) Plan A federal property

insurance plan that provides basic property insurance to property

owners unable to obtain insurance in the voluntary market. Under this

system, such insureds are assigned to insurers through a central

placement facility in each state that has a FAIR plan. This is the

principal residual market mechanism used for property insurance.

File-and-Use Rating A law for regulating insurance rates under which

insurers are required to file their rates with the state insurance

department before they go into effect, but prior approval is not required.

Financial Regulation The regulation of insurers’ financial risk, financial

condition or solvency. Synonymous with the term “solvency

regulation.”

Fire Insurance A form of property insurance that covers damages to a

structure and its contents caused by fire and certain other specified

perils such as windstorms.

Flex-Rating Law A law for regulating insurance rates under which insurers

are required to obtain prior approval for rates that exceed a certain

percentage above or below the rates previously filed.

Foreign Insurer An insurance company that is licensed to do business in a

state but is domiciled in another state.

Fraternal Insurer A mutual insurance company that provides life and

health insurance to members of a social organization.

Group Insurance A term used to describe various form of insurance

provided to the employees of a firm or the members of an association

under a single contract.

Guaranteed Investment Contract An investment contract with an insurer

under which the insurer guarantees both principal and interest on a

pension contribution.
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Hazard A condition that creates or increases the risk of loss.

Health Expense Associations A term used to describe organizations that

provide pre-paid health services to their members, such as Blue Cross

Blue Shield plans and HMOs.

Health Maintenance Organization (HMO) An entity that provides

comprehensive health care services to its members for a fixed pre-paid

fee and uses managed care measures to control costs.

Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) A measure of market concentration

that is equal to the sum of the squared market shares of firms in the

market. A higher HHI indicates higher market concentration.

Homeowners Multi-Peril Insurance Insurance provided through a

package policy that combines property and liability coverages for

homeowners.

Incurred-But-Not-Reported (IBNR) A term used to label unpaid losses

for property-liability insurance from covered events which have

occurred but for which claims have not been filed.

Indemnification Compensation to the victim of a loss, in whole or in part,

by payment, repair or replacement.

Indemnity Principle The principle that insurance should restore an insured

to approximately his or her financial position before a loss, but should

not allow the insured to gain financially from the loss.

Independent Agent An insurance agent who represents one or more

insurers as an independent businessperson. An independent agent owns

the expiration or renewal rights to the business the agent writes and is

compensated through commissions.

Inland Marine Insurance Transportation insurance that provides coverage

for goods shipped on land, means of transportation, and personal and

commercial property floaters.
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Insurable Interest The principle that the insured must suffer some form of

loss or harm if the insured event occurs.

Insurance The pooling of fortuitous losses through transfer of risk to

insurers who agree to indemnify insureds for such losses, to provide

other pecuniary benefits on their occurrence, or to render services

connected with the risk.

Insurance Services Office (ISO) A major advisory organization that

provides various services to property-liability insurers, regulators and

others, including standard policy forms and advisory loss costs.

Interest Maintenance Reserve (IMR) A new asset reserve requirement for

life-health insurers, instituted with the Asset Valuation Reserve (AVR)

in 1993, that requires insurers to amortize interest-related gains and

losses over the remaining life of a disposed asset.

Joint Underwriting Association (JUA) A type of residual market

mechanism that collects premiums from and pays the losses of its

insureds. Operating losses incurred by a JUA are shared by insurers

proportionately according to their voluntary market premiums.

Law of Large Numbers The concept that as the number of exposures

increases, the closer actual results will approach the probable results

expected from an infinite number of exposures.

Legal Reserve The liability life insurers are required to establish on their

balance sheet for excess premiums received and interest earned from

life insurance policies in their early years under the level-premium

method.

Loading The amount that must be added to the pure premium for expenses,

profit and contingencies.

Lloyd’s Associations A for-profit proprietary organization composed of

underwriter-members who cover special risks on a cooperative basis.
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Long-Term Care Insurance A form of health insurance that pays benefits

for extended medical or custodial care received in a nursing facility,

hospital or at the insured’s home.

Loss Cost System A system in which advisory organizations file advisory

loss costs but not full rates. Insurers may file multipliers which adjust

the loss costs to full rates or file full rates.

Loss Frequency The probable (or actual) number of losses that may (or

have occurred) during some given time period.

Loss Ratio The ratio of losses to premiums.

Loss Reserve The amount that insurers set aside to cover claims incurred

but not yet paid.

Loss Severity The probable (or actual) size of losses that may occur (or

have occurred).

Loss Settlement The process by which insurers verify, measure and pay

losses covered under their insurance contracts.

McCarran-Ferguson Act A 1945 Federal law that delegates the regulation

of insurance to the states except in areas where federal laws specifically

supersede state laws and regulations. The Act also provides a limited

antitrust exemption to insurers to the extent that they are regulated by

the states.

Major Medical Insurance Health insurance designed to pay a large

portion of the covered expenses of a catastrophic illness or injury.

Managed Care A general term for medical expense plans that provide

covered services to insureds/members with more extensive cost-control

measures than found in traditional, fee-for-service indemnity plans.

Manuscript Policy An insurance policy designed for a firm’s specific

needs and requirements.
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Market Conduct The behavior and market practices of firms.

Market Failure A violation of the conditions for perfect or workable

competition which results in inefficient or suboptimal market outcomes.

Market Performance The dimensions of market outcomes in areas such as

profits, efficiency, equity and quality of service.

Market Power The ability of firms to exercise some influence over the

market price and output to increase profits and/or protect inefficiency.

Market Regulation The regulation of firms’ products, prices and market

practices.

Market Structure Supply and demand functions, the number and size

distribution of firms, entry and exit barriers, the quality of information,

and other dimensions that affect market conduct and performance.

Merit Rating An insurance pricing method in which class rates are

adjusted upward or downward based on the individual insured’s loss

experience.

Monitoring Competition A process by which regulators monitor market

conditions to ensure that competition is working and serving

consumers’ interests.

Monopolistic Competition A market structure in which numerous

individual firms sell differentiated products and each face different

market demand functions. Because of a high degree of substitutability

among their products and consumers willingness to switch for

relatively small differences in price, monopolistically competitive

markets are workably competitive and maximize consumer welfare.

Monopoly A market structure in which there is only one seller of a product

who is protected from entry and competition from other firms.
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Moral Hazard As utilized by insurance experts, this term refers to

dishonesty or character defects in an individual that increase the chance

of loss. Economists use this term more broadly to refer to the

diminished incentives of insureds to avoid or prevent losses because

they have insurance.

Morale Hazard As utilized by insurance experts, this term refers

to carelessness or indifference to loss because of the existence

of insurance.

Mutual Insurer A non-profit insurance company owned by its

policyowners.

Named-Perils Policy An insurance policy that only covers perils

specifically listed in the policy.

National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) An

association of the chief insurance supervisory officials in each state, the

District of Columbia and five U.S. territories.

Negligence The failure to exercise the standard of care required by the law

to protect others from harm.

Net Amount at Risk The difference between the face amount and the legal

reserve of a life insurance policy priced under the level-premium

method.

No-Fault Insurance A concept under which persons injured by the

negligence of another collect benefits from their own insurers rather

than sue the negligent party to recover their damages under tort law.

Non-Admitted Insurer A term used to characterize insurers who are

authorized or permitted to sell certain lines of insurance on a non-

licensed based in a state.
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Nonforfeiture Law State law requiring insurers to provide at least a

minimum nonforfeiture value to policyowners who terminate insurance

policies that have accumulated cash values.

Objective Risk The relative variation of actual losses from expected

losses.

Occurrence Policy A liability insurance policy that covers claims arising

out of loss-causing events that occur during the policy period,

regardless of when a claim is filed.

Ocean Marine Insurance A form of insurance that covers ocean-going

vessels, their cargoes, and the legal liability of owners and shippers.

Oligopoly A market structure in which there are a limited number of sellers

who recognize the interdependence of the pricing and production

decisions. This recognition can create the basis for explicit or tacit

cooperation to raise market prices and limit output to increase profits

and/or protect inefficiency.

Open-Perils Policy A policy which covers all perils unless specifically

excluded. This type of policy is sometimes called an “all-risk” policy.

Ordinary Life Insurance A type of whole life insurance that provides

protection throughout the insured’s lifetime and for which premiums

are paid throughout the insured’s lifetime.

Peril Something that can cause a loss, such as fire or windstorms.

Personal Umbrella Policy An insurance policy designed to provide

protection for an individual or family against a catastrophic lawsuit or

judgement. This insurance is intended to provide excess coverage over

liability coverage provided in personal auto and homeowners insurance

policies.
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Point-of-Service Plan A health insurance plan that allows the insured the

option to use providers in an HMO network or providers outside the

network. A larger portion of the insured’s expenses are reimbursed if

they use a provider within the network.

Policy Loan An option that allows the owner of a life insurance policy to

borrow its cash value, at interest.

Policyholders’ Surplus The difference between an insurer’s assets and its

liabilities.

Pooling The spreading of losses incurred by the individual members of a

group over the entire group. Each member pays the average loss

incurred by the group rather than his or her actual loss.

Preferred Provider Organization (PPO) A network of screened and

closely-controlled group of providers selected by an insurer who have

agreed to a negotiated fee schedule in return for prompt payment for

services provided and a larger volume of patients.

Pricing The process by which insurers determine the rate or premium they

will charge for a given insurance contract and insured.

Principal-Agent Relationship A relationship in which an agent acts on

behalf of a principal. A principal-agent relationship is established by an

insurance contract in which the principal is the policyowner and the

agent is the insurer. Principals may have some difficulty in monitoring

and controlling the behavior of their agents which can lead to problems

if they have conflicting incentives.

Prior-Approval Law A state law requiring that insurers file and receive

approval for their rates from the state insurance department before they

go into effect.

Product Design The process by insurers develop insurance contracts or

policies and related services to meet the needs and preferences of

insureds.
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Products Liability The legal liability of manufacturers, wholesalers, and

retailers to persons who are injured or who incur property damage from

defective products.

Profit The difference between the costs incurred by firms and the income

they receive.

Provider-Sponsored Organization (PSO) A pre-payment plan for health

services owned by providers.

Purchasing Group A type of entity established by the federal Liability

Risk Retention Act of 1986. A purchasing group is authorized to

purchase commercial liability insurance on behalf of its members and

must be domiciled in at least one state.

Pure Premium The portion of the insurance rate needed to pay losses and

loss-adjustment expenses.

Pure Risk The situation in which there only the possibilities of loss or no

loss and there is no possibility of gain.

Rate The price per unit of insurance.

Receivership A general term that refers to the legal seizure of an insurer by

regulators in the event of financial difficulty or insolvency for the

purposes of the rehabilitation, sale or liquidation of the insurer.

Reciprocal Exchange An unincorporated mutual insuring organization in

which insurance is exchanged among members and which is managed

by an attorney-in-fact.

Regulation The restriction of private activities by government to promote

the public interest or other public objectives.

Reinsurance The transfer of risk initially underwritten by one insurer to

another insurer.
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Replacement-Cost Insurance A form of loss settlement for property

insurance in which the insured is indemnified on the basis of the

replacement cost of the insured property with no deduction for

depreciation.

Residual Market A term used to generally describe non-voluntary market

mechanisms to cover persons or firms that cannot obtain insurance in

the voluntary market.

Retention A term that refers to the amount of potential losses retained by

an insured and not subject to reimbursement by an insurer.

Retrocession A process by which a reinsurer obtains reinsurance from or

transfers risk to another reinsurer.

Retrospective Rating A form of merit-rating in which the insured’s loss

experience during the policy period determines the premiums paid by

the insured for the policy period.

Risk A situation in which more than one outcome is possible.

Risk-Based Capital A flexible, minimum capital standard developed by

the NAIC which varies by insurer according to a formula applied to an

insurer’s financial structure.

Risk-Retention Group A risk-bearing entity established by the federal

Liability Risk Retention Act of 1986 to provide commercial liability

insurance. A risk-retention group must be chartered and licensed as

an insurer in at least one state but may operate in other states without

a license.

Schedule Rating A form of merit-rating which adjusts an insured’s rate

upward or downward according to a schedule of credits and debits

applied to certain risk characteristics of the insured.

Self Insurance A term used to describe a program in which an individual

or firm pays a portion or all of its losses.
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Separate Account A variation of the deposit administration pension plan

arrangement in which pension funds are segregated so that account

assets are not commingled with an insurer’s general assets and can be

invested separately.

Speculative Risk A situation in which either profit or loss are possibilities.

Stock Insurer A profit-making insurance company funded by an initial

capital investment by the owners or stockholders of the company.

Stop-Loss Limit A modification of the coinsurance provision in major

medical insurance plans that sets a maximum limit on the amount of

medical expenses the insured must pay out of his or her own pocket.

Structure-Conduct-Performance Framework A conceptual framework

used by economists to explain the relationship of market structure,

market conduct and market performance.

Surety Bond A bond that provides monetary compensation if the bonded

party fails to perform certain acts.

Surplus Lines Broker A specialized insurance broker licensed to place

business with a non-admitted insurer.

Term Life Insurance A type of life insurance that provides temporary

protection for a specified number of years.

Total Adjusted Capital (TAC) A specific calculation of an insurer’s

capital and surplus with certain modifications which is compared

against the insurer’s RBC requirement to determine whether regulatory

or company action is needed.

Treaty Reinsurance A form of reinsurance arrangement or contract in

which the primary insurer must automatically cede and the reinsurer

must automatically assume certain risks as defined by the terms of their

contract.
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Twisting An illegal insurance sales practice that induces a policyowner to

drop an existing policy in one company and take out a new policy in

another through misrepresentation or incomplete information.

Underinsured Motorists Coverage A coverage that may be added to a

personal auto insurance policy that pays bodily injury damages to the

insured caused by the ownership or operation of an underinsured

vehicle by another driver.

Underwriting The selection and risk classification of insurance applicants

by an insurer.

Underwriting Cycle A term used to characterize the cyclical movement in

the supply and price of certain lines of insurance over time.

Unearned Premium Reserve A liability reserve of an insurer that

represents the unearned portion of gross premiums written on all

outstanding policies at the time of valuation.

Uninsured Motorists Coverage A coverage that may be added to a

personal auto insurance policy that pays bodily injury damages to the

insured caused by an uninsured motorist, a hit-and-run driver, or a

driver whose insurer is insolvent.

Universal Life Insurance A flexible whole-life insurance policy that

provides lifetime protection under a contract that separates the

protection and savings components. The policyowner can vary the

timing and amount of premium payments and can earn interest in

excess of the guaranteed crediting rate based on the investment

performance of the insurer.

Use and File A regulatory system under which insurers are allowed to put

rates into effect before they are filed.

Valued Policy An insurance policy that pays the face amount of insurance,

regardless of the actual cash value of the insured’s loss, if a total loss

occurs.
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Valued Policy Law A state law requiring payment of the face amount of

insurance if a total loss to real property occurs from a peril specified in

the law, even though the policy may state that only actual cash value

will be paid.

Variable Life Insurance A whole-life insurance policy in which the death

benefit and cash surrender value vary according to the investment

experience of a separate account maintained by the insurer.

Windstorm/Beach Pool A special residual market mechanism established

to provide property insurance coverage to homeowners in certain

specified coastal areas who cannot obtain insurance in the voluntary

market.

Workable Competition A standard for evaluating the competitiveness and

performance of markets under “real world” conditions. A market is

workably competitive when it approximates the conditions for perfect

competition and government intervention cannot feasibly improve the

market’s performance.

Workers’ Compensation Insurance A form of insurance that covers the

payment of all workers’ compensation and other benefits that an

employer must legally provide to covered employees who suffer a

work-related illness or injury.
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Appendix B

Sources of
Statistical
Information on
Insurance
Key Statistical References

Insurance regulators often seek information on the industry to assist their

analysis. There are numerous, valuable sources of such information that are

referenced in this text. Several are listed below that are particularly helpful

in summarizing industry statistics and facts and are a good place to start

many information gathering efforts. These publications are updated

annually.

A.M. Best Company, 2005, Best’s Aggregates and Averages Life-Health
2004 (Oldwick, N.J.).

A.M. Best Company, 2005, Best’s Aggregates and Averages Property-
Casualty 2004 (Oldwick, N.J.).

American Council of Life Insurers, 2004, 2004 Life Insurance Fact Book
(Washington, D.C.).

Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2005, Statistical Abstract of the United States
2004–2005 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office).
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Insurance Information Institute, 2005, The Fact Book 2005:
Property/Casualty Insurance Facts (New York).

National Association of Insurance Commissioners, Profitability by Line by
State (Kansas City, Mo.).

National Association of Insurance Commissioners, Issues (Kansas

City, Mo.).

National Association of Insurance Commissioners, Statistical Compilation
of Annual Statement Information for Life/Health Insurance Companies
(Kansas City, Mo.).

National Association of Insurance Commissioners, Statistical Compilation
of Annual Statement Information for Property/Casualty Insurance
Companies (Kansas City, Mo.).

Organizations that Provide Information on the Insurance Industry

The organizations publishing the above references, and others, provide a

number of other valuable materials. Below is an abbreviated listing of

organizations providing statistical information of potential value to

regulators. The NAIC publishes a more complete listing of all insurance-

related organizations.

A.M Best Company 

(908-439-2200) www.ambest.com

American Council of Life Insurers 

(202-624-2000) www.acli.com

America’s Health Insurance Plans 

(202-778-3200) www.ahip.org

American Insurance Association 

(202-828-7100) www.aiadc.org

Automobile Insurance Plans Service Office 

(401-946-2310) www.aipso.com
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Conning & Company 

(860-299-2000) www.conning.com

Georgia State University, Center for Risk Management and

Insurance Research 

(404-651-4250) http://rmictr.gsu.edu

Institute for Business and Home Safety 

(813-286-3400) www.ibhs.org

Insurance Information Institute 

(212-346-5500) www.iii.org

Insurance Library Association of Boston 
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